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and a long intermission interview with MICHAEL VANN, 
Edmonton archetier, who was commissioned to make the 
set of bows for the winning quartet. 

Taking part in the presentation ceremony: GILLES 
LEFEBVRE (Canada Cpuncil), VISCOMTE GUY DE LA CELLE 
(Courvoisier), RAPHEL HILLYER (jury member) 

Performances: 

EDER: 
LYDIAN: 

COLORADO: 
HAGEN: 

MENDELSSOHN: 

Haydn, Op. 76, No. 5 in D £.<1ajor 
Bevr;tok, No. 3 
Beethoven, Op. 18, No. 5 in A Major 
ldozcvr;t, K. 589 in B Flat 
Beethoven, Op. 9 5 in F Minor 

In order to have a complete record of the awards ceremony, 
this transcript was taken from the complete, unedited tape 
of the proceedings. CBC had to remove some parts of the 
presentation ceremony because of time restrictions. 

November 3 Previously unbroadcast material from the competition. 
Performances by the Mendelssohn, Lydian, Hagen and 
Colorado Quartets. 

November 1 Colorado's Quartet's tour concert from St. Lawrence 
Centre, Toronto, broadcast "live". 

Program includes an intermission interview with the 
quartet members. 



STEREO MORNING 

APRIL 22/83 

Pre-competition program featuring 
interviews with judges (Raphael 
Hillyer, Emanuel Hurwitz, and Andrew 
Dawes) and members of the Brodsky, 
Colorado, Manchester, and Mendelssohn 
quartets. 



"Stereo Morning" 
CBC-FM 
Friday, April 22, 1983 

Announcer: I 'm Terry Campbell and this is Stereo Morninq. It's five minutes 
past nine, twenty-five minutes past the hour in Newfoundland. This &mday 
the Banff Centre kicks off its International String Quartet Canpetition. Ten 
young quartets will be judged by six distinguished string players. One of 
the judges is from The Quartetto Italiano, one of the world's great Gnsembles. 
Here is the Quartetto Italiano, and the opening movement from Beethoven's 
Quartet in D, Cpus 18, No. 3, and this is the standard the competitors at 
Banff will be trying to reach. 

MUSIC 

Announcer: The Quartetto Italiano and the opening movement from Beethoven's 
Quartet in D, Cpus 18, No. 3. The first competition in North America created 
solely for string quartets opens for the first time this &mday in Banff, 
Alberta. It's called the International String Quartet Ccmpetition and it 
celebrates the 50th Anniversary of the Banff Centre. Ten string c~1artets 
screened from 21 entries will compete for $30,000. That handsome amount of 
prize money was donated by CouWoisier International. Today on Stereo 
t/forning an introduction to the judges, the music, and the ccmpeti tors of 
the Banff International String Quartet Competition. 

tv1USIC 

Announcer: The music you're hearing is from a cassette identified 
a nurrber -- one of the twenty-one entry auditions heard by a jury of three 
who determined just which of the ambitious young string quartets from as far 
away as Poland v.ould be allc:wed to come to Banff to compete. 

MUSIC 

Paul Cassidy: liVe' re going to Banff because, well of course it' s ~~uch a 
beautiful place and we can't resist it. To be perfectly honest all I 
know about Banff is the beautiful which you sent over here and it 

looks marvelous you knew, with the Rocky Hountains in the backc.1rou:1d. 
But some friends of mine have been there to and they loved it. 
said it was such a marvelous place. 

AnJ1ouncer: Paul Cassidy fran Ha11chester, 
to at Banff. 

one of 
thousand dollars 

five finalists. In addition to money, the first 
will win a tour of Canada in November, a tour of G~e United States in 1984, 
and a rratched set of r;;ade bows. Those are the official awards, 

these to Banff? I 
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Announcer: Is this the best way to get known? 

Glen Garlick: I would say it's one of the quickest ways to get known. 
It's not so much the winning the competition, it's what you do with it 
after you've won. 

!Eborah Redding: 'Ihey can be fun. It can be interesting. It can be very 
interesting to rreet other quartets from around the world. As a matter of 
fact, the last canpetition we went to, probably the most rewarding thing 
we got out of the entire competition was hearing the two winners of the 
competition. There was a young group from Austria and one from Czechoslo
vakia, and the most exciting part of the competition for us was to hear 
those groups who were so wonderful and terribly inspiring and stimulating. 
It's fun to travel too! 

Ira Weller: This particular competition involves concerts in Canada for 
the winners and that's something we very much want to do. We' re playing 
between forty and fifty concerts this season in the United States but we 
have not played to any great degree in any other place except the United 
States and we would like to do that. 

MUSIC 

Announcer: One of the judges of this first Banff International String 
Quartet Competition is Raphael Hillyer, a founding rrember of the Juilliard 
Quartet. Mr. Hillyer now teaches young musicians at Yale and he thin"k:s 
music competitions are an important testing ground. 

Paphael Hillyer: I think it's very fine as a goal towards which to work 
for young artists, and by the time they've gone through this ordeal, even 
if they haven't won first prize, they've probably grown enormously as 
musicians~ and having put thernsel ves through this baptism of fire, 
have prepared themselves for a career in ways that other circumstances 
v;ouldn' t have provided. 

Announcer: Enticing as the rewards for the \vinners may be there 1 s a 
for entering a competition like this. 1'~1 the contestants I 

spoke to were seriously aware of it. GE:!tting to Banff is very 
TNO qualifying quartets, the Acadernia from Poland and IJJCrian from 
have withdrawn because they could 1 t afford the A.t1d then 
there's the unusual case of the .!vianchester who are not frcm 

but from Washington, D.C. 

We have a 
Orchestra 

had to ask 
to be all~ved off 

and 
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Ira Weller: Competitions are u::1pleasant, so immediately that's a strike 
against going anywhere to do a competition. 

Deborah Redding: In a way, when you' re preparing to do a competition, 
you' re thinking not only about what this music means to you and what you 
would like to express with it, but what 1 s going to be acceptable to the 
jury. And I don 1 t feel that that's the most productive kind of music
making, entirely. 

Paul Cassidy: 'Ihe strain in doing a competition is really extraordinary. 
'Ihe only audience you have, normally, is a panel of judges. 'They've got 
a difficult job and perhaps they're not ver1 enthusiastic. Musically 
they're not giving a great atmosphere to the conditions you're playing in, 
and we find that that is the worst thing about a competition really. I 
guess the only constructive thing we came up with was that we would simply 
go on and try our best to treat it as though it were a concert, as ~~ough 
everything was a recital, and just to look upon it as those lines, not 
look upon it as people who are trying to find sane thing wrong with your 
playing, you know. 

MUSIC 

~~ 
lmnouncer: Some say a music competition is only asYlts judges. 'Ihe six 

the Banff International String Quartet competition are all 
members , or former members, of famous string quartets: Ede Banda of 
the Tatrai Quartet, Andrew Dawes of the Orford Quartet, Piero Farulli of 
the Quartette Italiano, Raphael Hillyer of the Juilliard Quartet, Emanuel 
Hurwitz of the Aeolian Quartet, and Mischa Schneider of the Budapest 
Quartet. 'They'll judge the contestants on eight works: two classical, 
two romantic, two modern, a work written especially for the competition 
Canadian composer Harry Somers, and a free choice selection. Now that's 
alot of music and it struck me that listening to all ten quartets all 
this music may be the toughest job at Banff. Jury member Emanuel Hurwi tz -

Emanuel Hurwi tz : I think that it' s only a gruelling if the time 
one is longer than is natural for one's concentration to 
up. Last year in one competition we started about 9:30 in the with 
twD breaks, listened right through until 10:30 at night. And I felt that 
the day was a bit long to have good judgment. But usually it's 
stiL~ulating. new ensemble that comes has got something different to 
offer and so it's a new experience each time. Normally it's not 
it's exciting. 

Elnanuel 

will be 
4:00p.m. and 

Emanuel Hur1vitz -

first of all, are 
as it were. It's very 

10:00 
will 
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Announcer: You said that you'd be listening for four people melding, becoming 
one. vihat' s involved in that process, for the four members of the quartet? 

Emanuel Hurwitz: Well, first of all they, they have to have the intelligence 
and then the will to listen to each other, and then the ability to criticize 
each other without getting angry with each other and that really ta~es a lot 
of mturity. Of course people just have to get used to other people 
"trat wasn't pc-rrticularly good". 

Announcer: 'Ihe more I talked to the judges, the more I began to wonder if a 
aood string quartet isn't mde in heaven. Faphael Hillyer -

Ra.phael Hillyer: It takes a great deal of luck ju!::it to find the aroup 
of people. Very recently, a number of people who are working with me in mJ 
neighbourhood are asking about how they could form a quartet. It 1 s not an 
easy thing to say because you can have the greatest will and also the 
for it but you have to find three colleagues at the right tiire and tlte 

at the right age with the right willingness to mke some sacrifices at 
the beginning. If it works out, one could say it's rrade in heaven. But 
that 1 s a very shorthand way of saying that everybody was very lucky to have 
met and have found that they are four really compatible people. 

MUSIC 

Ar:nouncer: 'Ihe Banff Centre has a long history nurturing young musicians, 
so this International String Quartet competition is a fitting way to celebrate 
the Centre's 50th anniversary. Over the years t.he Centre has chanaed from a 
holiday place to a serious school offering courses in all of music. 
There are three or four applicants for every single place at Banff. The 
Academy of String Quartets, headed by Lorand Fenyves has been at Ba11ff si.nce 
1972. 'Ihis string quartet canpetition was developed to carrJ the naJre of the 
Banff Centre to music schools all over the world. 'Ihe publicity rraterial \vhich 
included a picture poster of those beautiful mountains at Banff 1 drew a hundred 
enquiries and finally twenty-one serious entries with audition Not all 
groups could afford to rrake a sophisticated recording of their work and some 
of the tapes sound as though they were mde on a little cassette rrachine in 
someone 1 s livingroan. All were submitted independently to Lorand 1 

'I'an Rolston and Zoltan Szekely for a blind judg:L11g. 1 tr1e tru:ee 
came up with an almost identical selection of thirteen suitable cand

idates. Of this thirteen, three had to withdraw for financial and other 
reasons. none of the successful quartets is Canadian. I asked 
t.he Canadian judge, Jlndy Dawes of the QtJ.artet, for his reaction: 

I' m very surprised. Actually, it' s 
about because you know we 1 ve 

years and we had a surrmer musical Cafll~, Kelso Music Centre, for 
It was a very intensive course and we've been at the 

former students 
s 

for the four of us. We've discussed it often and 
because in fact Canada is a very good for 

our. You've got the Canada Council 
had the that if a 

8D 

is 

Marie 

still 
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Announcer: Chamber music has been growing steadily in popularity during the 
past few years. 'Ihere are more and rrore chamber groups, rrore small concert 
halls, and many more chamber dates on concert calendars. Raphael Hillyer told 
me that when the Juilliard Quartet began in 1946 there were no competitions. 
The challenge for that quartet was simply to survive. The chamber repertoire 
has its own special character and this in turn affects the musicians who play 
it and the contests which show it off. The chamber repertoire is different 
fran that of the virtuoso solo repertoire. People who I spoke to pinpointed 
some of the differences. 

Raphacl Hillyer: The literature that the individual violinist or pianist plays 
Paganini for the violin and Liszt for the piano -- and a lot of required music 
that shows the virtuosity of the individual player, to show that the impossible 
can be done with great ease and brilliance. In the quartet literature there 
isn't anything like that. The people who have written quartets never had that 
in mind. In chamber music the ideas might be very happy ones but generally 
they're of a rromentous serious nature. I think that it a certain 
maturity of the player to, to come to that. 

Ira Well er: One' s ego involvement in chamber music goes toward to 
the composer intended, and to be the best, and your ego isn't 

involved in doing this, in being the best interpreter of that cao90sers intent. 
But the basic word is the composers intent. As a soloist, because the music 
is not quite the sarre quality a large part of the time, the idea is to _,_____ 
your personality rather than the composers. 

EWanuel Hurwitz: North America is still perhaps geared up to G~e idea of the 
solo virtuoso performer a~d the string quartet has an older 
as people playing together just for the sheer pleasure of music. 

I guess if I had to make a gross stereotype I ~Duld L~t 

in a string quartet at all, and work successfully wiG~ trxee 
other people you have to have a certain amount of genero of to 
begin with, and you have to be a certain type of giving, sharing, sensitive 

person just to be able to work in that extremely strenuous circumstance. 
And I think part of that carries over in the attitude towards I 
suppose. F~ lot of us are playing string quartets because we love it and because 
it 1 s fun and it's a community type experience and we enjoy it with 
other The most fun at the competitions is when it's all over and 
everybody can be friends and have a good time. 

I whether different styles of quartet 
of the world. Sane judges and contestants 

some come from North America. I could see the 
tensions in this area. D2borah Redding from 

our own personal 
groups tend to 

in 
at Banff are from 
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Erranuel Hurwitz: 'Ihere are probably six or seven or eight different styles. 
I would say that from what I've heard, the finest string quartets in North 
America tend to start off with the individual players having attained a 
greater mstery of their instrurrents than they would have done in England. 
In England they would have decided to play string quartets before they 
had really finished their studentship and apprenticeship, and while tb£y 
v.ere becoming a quartet at the same time be struggling and endeavoring to 
improve their own individual capabilities. 

MUSIC 

Announcer: DJ musicians hear, in their heads at least, the 
Is there an ultimate quartet sound? 

sound? 

Lorand Fenyves: I think after a while when you are over a certain age -
let's say over thirty or so -- then you begin to understand more and more 
the futility of "perfection", and what is really important is the difference, 
is the discrimination, is the variety. 

EhBnuel Hurwitz: I have quite often irnagined this, that I could say that 
sound would be quite different say for a Bartok to a 

Brahrns quartet and then to a Haydn quartet. I wouldn't like to think of 
just one sound, one sonority; there are many sounds. 
ironically enough, you can say that if something is too completely 
There must also be a certain amount of gamble, a certain amount of risk, 
in playing to make a real concert excitement. 

Raphael Hillyer: You know one of the mrvelous things about music, about 
classical music, is that great performances can be offered of the classical 
works or the modern classics and be very different from one another. After 
all, quartets have been played for several hundred years and I'm sure that 
there were fine performances done a couple of hundred years ago, but very 
different from what are being done today. In our own lifetime tb.ere have 
been a couple of dozen excellent quartets who've played the same pieces and 
I'm sure they were beautifully done but different from one another. I 
guess each person has his or her idea of what is extremely good, but I 
would like to think that we are all open to different approaches and 
perhaps very eager to hear something that we've never heard before. 

Announcer: 'Ihis morning you've heard from sorre of the judges and contestants 
at the International String Competition which takes place at the Banff Centre 
start:L.'1g this Sunday. If you live within reach of the Centre you'll be more 
than welcome to sit in on the ccrnpeti tion. Admission is If you don't 
live in the area Arts National on CBC stereo will be broadcasting from Banff 
beginning this M::mday. 'Ihey' ll bring you both music and interviews 
evening and of course we'll keep you up on the results here 
'Ihis is an exciting Canadian first and in face of this 
it may you to hear what most of the contesta~ts 

~~11 first of all I love Banff. You knovJ 'm from near Lhere, 
Foothills, and you k110VJ when you' re in the Ba.Dff Centre 

over the it' s wonderful. 
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Ira Weller: I've only seen pictures of the area around Banff. It looks 
awesare. 

MUSIC 

Announcer: More music from one of the auditioned cassettes for the Banff 
International String Quartet Com:petition. The Eder quartet frcm 
one of the cam:peting groups at the Banff Com:petition, has rr.ade two commercial 
recordings, and right now, after all the music for four musicia~s, I'm 
to double our fun and feature the Eder Quartet and the Kreuzburger Quartet 
in the Allegro, Larghetto and Finale from Louis Spohr' s Cbuble No. 1 
in D minor. 



MCNDAY 
April 25, 1983 

Announcer: Gcxxl Even:ing and vvelcane to Arts National. I' m Ian Alexander. 

MUSIC (Instruments Tuning Up) 

Alexander: 'Ihis evening and every night this week Arts National is 
you on location fran backstage in the t--B.rgaret Greenhc.m 'Iheatre at the 

Banff Centre, School of Fine Arts ill Banff, Alberta. V·le're here to you 
all the energy and excitement and ~Dnderful music making of the Banff D1ter-
national Str:ing Cuartet Competition, the first event of its kind, held in 
conjunction with the 50th Anniversary celebrations of the Banff Centre. 

What you' re hearing right now in the background is one of the ten young 
quartets, all of them under 35 years of age, suffering through the final tense 
m:::rne.'lts before their first appearance on Day One of the competition. 'Ihe stage 
manager has ushered them into the green room, and very soon no.v she'll beckon 
them through another door directly onto the stage into the glare of the lights. 
'Ihat glare can't quite hide the fact that up there in the back rows of the 
audience sit six di:::tinguished, imposing, internationally renowned judges, their 
ears and pencils poised and ready to adjudicate the quartets' performances. 'Ihe 
atmosphere is electric because this is the highest, most demanding level of 
inten1ational competition. It's an ordeal 'Nhich for the canpetitors is a kind 
of final ritual of musical maturity. As one young violinist said to me, it's 
worse than meet:ing your girlfriends ~~ents for the first time. 

On Arts National this is Day One of the Banff International String Quartet 
Competition. 'Ihroughout the next seven successive evenings, including special 
programs this caning weekend, we'll follow the ten young quartets who've already 
proven themselves just by making it tJlis far. We '11 talk with them, vve '11 
listen to them play every day as they compete for $30,000 in prize money, a 
major North American tour, and above all the international musical prestige 
and attention 'Nhich will accrue to the top place finishers here at Banff. 

Alexander: Days One and Two we' re going to introduce you to all ten partici
quartets. And we'll sample their first performances :C€fore the jury and 

the public. 'Ihis is the freestyle round when each quartet can play a work of 
its own choice fran any musical period. On succeeding days they must choose 
from predetermined categories, and on one day all ten quartets will play the 
same imposed competition piece. And then as the weekend approaches t.l-Ie 
choices will start to be made as some quartets are eliminated for the semi-final 
and final rounds of competition. Of t.l-Ie ten quartets seven are from North 
America. 'Ihere's one each from England, Austria and Hungary. vve'll meet five 
of them today and the rest tomorrow. And I think you' 11 as we have 
that the standard of playing throughout is consistently and astot:L'ldingly 

Alexander: CUr first quartet on this first day is the f.~ndelssoh.11 
1979. Among its four young members is second violi.11ist Nicholas Mann. 

He ' s the son of Robert f.trnn 
Mann Sr. New 

same and arduous process. 
Felix Mendelssohn -- an cbvious reason for 

Qlartet in their first COlUPE~t 
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decently we'd be in trouble, but we picked 1-'lendelssol:m because .uu'""-'-'-'U..L.L 

we've played this piece a lot and we feel it's an easy to out your 
nerves on. Certain pieces, like a 1-'bzart Quartet, tend to be much more 
difficult under stress, whereas if you're playing a louder more exciting piece 
you can use the nerves to help you. 

Alexander: Are there in fact lots of nerves this first round? 

Nicholas M:mn: I think probably the most in the first round. I mean it is 
the ice. You have to a sense of what the r.all is like with 

the audience and with the jury in there. Even though this set 
up very well in t'l.at you can almost treat it like a perfonrance in that you 
play a full v;ork and there is clapping and an audience, but still in your mind 
you know t:r.at it's not how the audience liked it, but the five or six people 
judging you. 

Alexander: Tell me a little bit about the 1-'l2ndelssol:m Quartet. You haven't 
been playing together that long I don't think. 

Nicholas M:mn: 'Ihis is our fourth season together. V.Je were fow'1ded at a school 
in New York called the Hebrew Arts School and it sort of gained rromenturn after 
a while. v.Je were doing a couple of concerts and then we tried out for the Young 
Concert Artists Awards, which we won in 1981 and since then it's been very suc
cessful. 

Alexander: 'Ihe surname of M:mn is one that's not unknown to people who like 
ch&~r music I think. 

Nicholas M:mn: 'Ihat' s true. I' m following in my father's footsteps and I can't 
say that I don't enjoy it. 'cause I love it! I knew what I was getting into so ... 

Alexander: We in fact met Robert Mann on Arts National not that long ago on a 
live concert in 'Ibronto. I'm wondering 'Whether it was assumed fran the begining, 
from the cradle, that Robert Mann's son would play chamber music. 

Nicholas Mann: If anything it was the opposite because he was so worried that 
he might push me in that direction. But he kept his hands off and said you 
play if you want to and so it actually took me longer than most violinists or 
musicians to decide that's what I wanted. 

1\lexander: And is it true to assume that not only for yourself but for the 
~ndelssol:m Quartet that chamber music will be the prime area of interest for 
sane time to cane? 

Nicholas Mann: I think that without a question you could say that. 

Alexander: Nicholas Mann, of the Mendelssol:m 
move fran the green roan on to the stage. And fran our 

we' 11 be to the audience them as arrive. 

is 



from the String Quartet in D M:ljor, Cpus 44, No.l, COJ.TPOsed by Felix 
Msndelssohn. 

MUSIC 

{clapping) 

... 3 

Alexander: ~ 've just heard the first movement of the String Quartet in 
D M:ljor, Cpus 44, No.l, by Felix Msndelssohn -- a Mendelssohn Quartet played 
by the Msndelssohn Quartet, four young New Yorkers, Ia.urie 9nukler and 
Nicholas M:lnn - violins, Ira ~ller - viola, and .Ma.rcy Rosen - cello. One 
of ten young string quartets participating in this Banff International String 
CUartet C<::rnj?eti tion. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: Arts National is broadcasting on location all week from this major 
new musical C<::rnJ?etition, "Which has already distinguished itself in several ways. 
There's the size of the prize purse, $30,000 in all, donated by Courvoisier, 
to be divided among the top five quartets. There is the pre-eminence of the 
six-member jury panel -- I' 11 talk to you more about them individually later 
on. There is the sheer quantity of music to be played, five performances to 
be played by each quartet before any eliminations at all for the semi -finals 
and finals. And then of course there are the quartets themselves. They are 
already the top one tenth of all those who initially inquired. They are in a 
word the youthful creme de la creme of this generation of string quartets 
right around the world. The C<::rnj?etition rules require that all participants 
be under 35 years of age but some are much younger than that, like our next 
quartet, the Hagen String Quartet from Salzburg, Austria. Three of its four 
members are brothers and sister, their average age nineteen and a half. Their 
father is principal voilist of the Salzburg M:Jzarteum Orchestra; they all 
study at the M:Jzarteum. Violist Veronika Hagen, a viva.cious teenager following, 
like Nicholas M:lnn of the Msndelssohn, in her father's footsteps, says that the 
Hagen Quartet is a real family quartet. It's been playing together for most of 
its members' young lives. 

Veronika vJe are four children. We have an older sister, she is twenty-
tw-o, but she married. And "When we -were five, six years old Lukas started to 
play the violin because he had strong tendons in his left hand and so father 
who is a musician -- he is a violist in the Mozarteum Orchestra -- decided t~ 
let him play the violin and then our elder sister heard it and she wanted to, 
and then I came and afterwards, after two years, our youngest brother began to 
study the violoncello. 

Alexander: Have you participated L.'1 C<::rnj?etitions like this 

Ia.st year we took And 
and the audience 

the cornpeti tion in 

the .Mozarteum 
it was the last 
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Alexander: 
can.reting. 

One last question. I think you are tl::e youngest of tt,e ten 
Do you have a feeling of being younger? Or is it all equals here? 

Veronika Hagen: It's just a feeling. 'Ihe others ask "who is the youngest?" 
But ~ are musicians and we are here to play ITRlSic. ~le don't look to see who 
is older and we don't ex.rect the jury includes that or ... how to say~ ... 

Alexander: Takes that into account. 

Veronika Yes. I ho.re they don't. I hope we don't need it. 

Alexander: ~ hope not too 1 we' 11 be following you through the week. 'Ihank you 
very ITRlch. 

Veronika Hagen: 'Ihank you. 

Alexander: And no.v here is this youngest of our ten competing quartets, the 
teenage Hagen Quartet from Austria. 

For their opening freestyle work the Hagen Quartet has chosen to perform the 
String Quartet No. 2, Cpus 10 1 by Hungarian canposer Zoltan Kodaly. 'Ihis 
quartet dates fran the First World ~Jar. It's in two movements and is relatively 
seldom played, although it is known for its difficulty. Now that makes it a 
calculated risk for this opening round because a good performance of course is 
all that much more impressive, but the chances for error are likewise increased. 
So let' s hear now how the Hagen Quartet handles the challenge they've set them
selves here at the Banff International String Quartet Competition, as we join 
the judges and the audience and listen to them play the Quartet No. 2 by Kodaly. 

MUSIC 

(clapping) 

Alexander: String Quartet No.2, Cpus 10, by Zoltan Kodaly played by the Hagen 
Quartet from Austria, three teenage siblings and their friend from the Mozarteurn 
in Salzburg -- Lukas, Veronika, and Clernens Hagen and Annette Bik. And I think 
it's safe to say that already at Day One the Hagen Quartet is one of the popular 
favorites here at the Banff International String Quartet Competition which is 
coming to you on Arts National direct from the Banff Centre, School of Fine Arts 
in the Rocky f.-buntains of l'.lberta. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: 'Ihe splended physical wi tJ1 
and trees and sky, is of course one 

But another the high standard of 
here over the half century 

part of their 50th 

dollar view of r 
the 
been 
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already considerable international profile in music education -- a way in 
other words of helping to put Banff firmly on the world cultural rrap. 

Ken l\1urphy: I hope so. 'Ihat' s one of the things I had in mind y,Jhen I pro
posed it. All staff were asked to proposed Anniversary projects and this '#aS 

mine, and that was certainly Ylhat I had in mind. 

Alexander: Are you finding in fact that Ylhen you were, when you put out the word 
initially that there were alot of people Ylho just didn't have a sense of Ylhere 
Banff was or what it was? 

Ken l\turphy: Ch, a.l::solutely. In fact even recently one rnerrber of one of the 
quartets phoned to know if we had electricity up here that she could plug her 
hair-dryer into. (laughing) 

Alexander: let's take people very briefly through the process. I kno:.v that 
a couple of years of your life has been largely devoted to preparing for this 
week. 'Ihe stages Ylhich culminated in ten quartets in being here this week. 
Briefly what are they? 

Ken l\turphy: Well, how long have we got? O.K., the first thing was to secure 
the money, and make sure that we did have financial backing. We drew up a 
proposal, we put to both the Federal and Provincial Governments and they said 
yes they would go along with it if we could also get some private funding --
you know to show that we were serious about it, and we did all those things. 
'Ihat's more than two years ago. And then the thing was to publicize it. It's a 
new canpetition and Banff as I say is not that well kno:.vn, let's be frank about 
it. "Banff? vell Ylhy would we want to go to a competition in Banff? wnere is 
Banff? Y\lhat' s that? I thought you skiied there". It was a rrassive publicity 
campaign with beautiful posters and brochures in ten languages, Ylhich we sent to 
literally every music school in the world, and also to every individual teacher 
of stringed instruments and coaches of chamber music in the world. So I assure 
you there is not a string quartet or a coach of string quartets in the world who 
did not know about this cornpeti tion by the tirre it was a year ahead of it. But 
still we had no way of knowing if there would be any response to it, and actually 
very little happened until very close to the end, the sort of deadlines. I 
should know, having been a musician, that musicians don't act right away, they 
act Ylhen they have to. And so towards the deadline we started to get and 
applications and so on. And then the procedure was to filter those out and decide 
Ylho would care. Now '.<le could have taken all of them, we didn't 
had about a hundred serious inquiries but only bNenty-one actual 
with the money do:.vn ar'1d everything. And we could have taken all, we could have 
taken twenty-one, but it's a long way to come. It costs lots of 
airplane tickets and things now-a-days, and there is 

here if they haven't got a real chance of winning. So vle 

who had rrade it -- not only rrade it into other 
winners in other cornpeti tions -- were even 

I've been to other 
a matter of fact!) --
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an hour and a half of music. So that's why w:: kept it sma.ll, so they could do 
that. My colleague, Tom Rolston, the Director of Music, said "Look, decide how 
many you want and take a few more because tlere are bound to be dropouts". So 
I decided I wanted ten and I sort of YV'Orked out the hours -- how much time YV'Ould 
allow us to hear them all play a lot of music. So then w:: picked thirteen, and 
three dropped out for financial reasons. 

Alexander: So you have your ten, and this is Day One which w:: 're calling the 
freestyle day because quartets are playing a ~...,;rork of their choice and getting to 
feel the hall and getting into the whole situation. led us through from Day 'IWo 
on, what will w:: be facing day by day? What will they be facing? 

Ken Murphy: O.K. As you say this is the ice-breaking day. Very important, thaL 
Tomorrow, the second day, is the Classical day. 'Ihey play .Mozart, Haydn, or 
Beethoven cpus 18, the first six Lobkowitz quartets. 'Ihe third day is Ri:::rnantic. 
'Ihey can play any Rarantic YV'Ork from the nineteenth century or the other Beethoven 
quartets, which bridge that gap between the Classical and the Romantic schools. 
On the third day they play a twentieth century YV'Ork. We were a little dissapointed 
with that. 'Ihey were very unadventurous, young people are very conservative, 
very conservative. Ne have a lot of Bartok, very few really experimental works, 
only one really, Betsy Jolas - "Neuf Etudes", played by the Lydian Quartet frorn 
the States. 'Ihat' s really the only experimental YV'Ork. v;re have Kodaly, Bartok 
and so on. Anyway, that's up to them. And then the day after that is the imposed 
YV'Ork -- Harry Sorners' carmissioned work the "Movement for String Qaartet" which 
is enormously difficult. It's not going to make the hit parade, I'll tell you 
that, but it's a good piece, it's ~Bll crafted and it's a real test of wnat they 
can do in a relatively short time. 

Alexander: I think there is a story, excuse me Ken, behind your getting that 
quartet -- those scores -- to your competitors. 

Ken Murphy: Yes, at most competitions you come and learn the imposed on 
the spot. 'Ihere are so many stupid traditions with competitions. \ve started 
frorn scratch, we didn't bother with any of them -- and one of them is that of 
learning the piece wnen you get here. What's t.'"le point? I mean what's that 
go to do with real life? So we decided that we'd give it to them six weeks in 
advance, and so we sent all the scores and parts to the Embassies or Ca11adian 
Consulates in the countries concerned and told them to release it to certain 
names on a certain date, so t.l1ey all v;ent troopin' in to the Embassies in Vienna 
and so on ... 

and at noon, Greenwich mean time, ten copies of the 

and saw it -- I'm 
against five 
violin part into 

v-;ent 

here; 
for interaction? I 

isolated now. 



Alexander: I YlOnder though at sare late stage will there be notes and that 
sort of thing? 
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Ken Murphy: Only after it's over. ve' re going to call a meeting and those who 
want to meet with the judges will care in the day after the canpetition and sit 
davn and they'll say what they recarrrend that they do. 

Alexander: You've had tYlO years to prepare for this, VvB are in Day One, is it 
going pretty much as you imagined -- the ideal playing out of this, or are there 
problems, have there been surprises? 

Ken .Murphy: It's going better. I had imagined there' d be all sorts of hitches 
and so on and I had no idea of the standard \.VOuld be like that. I' 11 tell you 
who I wouldn't want to bei it's O.K. being the organizer, it must be hell to be 
the judges. I \.VOuld't know what to do, honestly WJuldn't. 

Alexander: Ken Murphy, VvB' 11 be touching base with you throughout the VvBek. 
'Ihanks a lot. 

Ken .Murphy: 'Ihank you. 

Alexander: You' re listening to Arts National from CBC Stereo. I' m Ian Alexander 
and I'm speaking on behalf of our entire on-location team. 'We're broadcasting 
direct from the Banff Centre all week long to bring you the action of the Banff 
International String QJ.artet Canpetition. 'Ihis is Day One, the first of b.vo days 
which we' re devoting to rreeting each of the ten canpeting quartets and hearing 
them play. later in the week the canpetition will focus on the Classical, 
Rarantic and Modern repertoires in turn as the judges gain an increasingly clear 
picture of the individual quartets' varying strengths and weaknesses in these 
different repertoires as they prepare to make those difficult decisions Ken ~rurphy 
was talking about -- difficult because of the high standard of all ten quartets. 
'Ihey have to be made though as we select semi-finalists and finalists. Throughout 
the v.Bek then, much splendid music to be played by these young quartets, all of 
them under 35 years of age, and included in the 40 individual players in the ten 
quartets no less than 21 waren, more than 50%. 'Ihat' s a surprising statistic to 
anyone who's familiar with the largely male-dominated \.VOrld of the string 
of the past. Cur next quartet like all but one of the ten ensembles in the 
ition includes at least one WJman. In this case that's Erika 'Ibth the iller 
QJ.artet, that quartet fo:t1ted in 1973 by graduates of the Franz Liszt in 
Budapest, Hungary. Also, like the Austrian Hagen Quartet v.re heard a little 
earlier, the iller QJartet is also a family affair. Cellist, Eder 

'Ihere are b.vo illers and tYlO 'Ibths in the 'Ihe tv.:o Eders are 
the two 'Ibths are not related. But the point is tr.at Pal Eder, the 

first violinist, is married to the Erika 'Ibth, the second viol:Lnist. 

Do you t.c'link that the fact that there are connections 
there are musical connections in the 

I don' t think it rrakes more trouble 

Alexander: 'Iha t call all ... 

It can saretirres it 1 s worse. 
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Gyorgy Ed.er: Of course. We won the Evian ccmpeti tion in 1 76 and the Munich 
carrrx~ti tion the following year. We take part in this ccmpeti tion because V.B 

decided to study with Mr. Zoltan Szekely, the fonrer leader of the Hungarian 
Q.:lartet, the late Beethovens, and \\B spent three months here in Banff studying 
with him, and then \\B were asked to stay here one more month to take part in 
this ccmpetition, and it 1 s a big experience because we don 1 t know anything 
about the Arrerican Quartets. But we would never cc:rre just for the ccmpetition. 

Alexander: And now from Hungary, the iller Quartet arrives on stage at the Banff 
Centre for their first string quartet ccmpeti tion performance. And it' s inter
esting to see how each quartet approaches the decision of what to play for 
their opening appearance. 'Ihe M2ndelssohns played M2ndelssohn, the Hagens chose 
a difficult Kodaly Quartet. Now the illers select a piece which could pose 
difficulties for a quite different reason. It's the Quartet in D Ma.jor, Kochel 
575 by Mozart -- a very familiar work to which every hearer, including the judges, 
must bring a wealth of previous experience perhaps even sc:rre preconceptions. 
Here is this Mozart quartet played in ccmpetition by Hungary's Eder Quartet. 

MUSIC 

(clapping) 

Alexander: 'Ihat was the String Quartet in D ~l'ajor, Kochel 575 by r.bzart, the 
first of his last group of three quartets subtitled, "'Ihe Prussian Quartets". 
It was played by the Eder Quartet from Hungary, first violinist Pal Ede~his 
wife Erika Toth, second violin, viola Zoltan Toth -- no relation to Erika, and 
cellist Gyorgy Eder, Pal's brother and Erika' s brother-in-law, if you' re 
following :rre. 'Ihat was no ordinary perforwance but a Day Cne corrq::€tition per
forrna.nce here at the Banff International String Quartet Ccmpetition. It's 
interesting that mmy of the ten quartets ccmpeting this \\Bek here in Banff, 
Alberta have previous ties to the Banff Centre and in particular to the Academy 
of String Quartets headed here since its inception in 1972 by violinist Lorand 
Fenyves. 'Ihe iller Quartet who \\B jus·t heard spent several months here recently 
intensively studying the late Beethoven quartets with artist·in¥residence 
Zoltan Szekely, thirty-five year leader of the Hungarian String Quartet. A 
bit ironic that these young Hungarians should have cc:rre half \vay around the 
v.:crld to tap into the quartet tradition of their senior compatriot. And our 
next quartet to be heard in Day One of the Banff ccmpeti tion also has close ties 
to Banff indeed they where fonred here and they take their na:rre from a local 
landmark -- they're the Vermilion Quartet and their cellist Rolf Gilstein is 
the only Canadian citizen among the forty string quartet players here to r~~>rc 
'Ihere is also one Canadian on the jury panel, Andrew Dawes from the Orford 
String Quartet. Rolf Gilstein and I vJere speculating about r,vhy there wasn't a 
higher level of Canadian representation at this new Canadian 

Rolf Gilstejn: ~\ell most of the famous schools nav are in America, and 
s canpetition, not only in the schools.~ 
are so rrany soloists in America, and Canada is 

a.n.d I think it's a matter of time before 
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your sp::cific area. 'Ihe Banff Centre has a tradition of charrber music, with 
the Hungarians caning, Zoltan Szekely and Lorand Fenyves. 'Ihere' s really a feeling 
here that this is the place for charrber music. You would think that when all you 
have to do is get up in the nnrning, practice, go over to the cafeteria -- every
thing's supplied, there're even roaids for the bedrCXliDS, there's all the tirre in 
the world just to focus in on music -- you would think you would after a while 
becare slack with your discipline, but the opposite happens here. It becanes 
the most intense musical drive I think that I've ever experienced. 'Ihe last two 
years we've hardly even had tirre to go on a hike here. 

Alexander: As a quartet with such close ties to Banff, do you feel that that 
puts any particular pressure on you here at this competition, or does it roaybe 
make it a little easier for you? It's a situation that at least you're familiar 
with. 

Rolf Gilstein: Well perhaps it's different with every012 of us. For rre, it 
feels like coming hare, and so the canpetition asp::ct is toned down a little 
because we have so many friends here, and it really feels like we're coming hane 
to show everybody what we've accarrplished in the rreantirre. 

Alexander: 'Ihat was Rolf Gilstein of the Ve:rmilion Quartet. He's joined now by 
his three colleagues as they make their first appearance at the Banff carrpetition. 
'Ihree of the ten quartets chose to use the music of Bela Bartok for their my Che 
perfo:rmance before the jury. 'Ihe Ve:rmilion Quartet has selected Bartok's String 
Quartet No.S, composed in 1934. Here to play it -- M3ry Kathryn Parker and 
M::linda .Moncure, violins, Richard Marshall, viola, Rolf Gilstein, cello. 'Ihe 
Ve:rmilion Quartet: 

MUSIC 

(clapping) 

Jl.~exander: String Quartet No.S, by Bela Bartok, played by the Ve:rmilion Quartet, 
formed recently here at the Banff Centre, now in residence at Northern Illnois 
University, but back in Alberta for this Banff International String Quartet 
Canpetition, and they havem:tny friends here where they've just roade their first 
carrpetition appearance. 

(clapping) 

Just before we hear the last of the five 
you on my One of Arts National's 

at least rrention the narres of the six 
are playing and vvho will judge their perfo:rmaces. 

all-star Andrew mwes, first violinist of 
Ede Banda fran Hungary's Tatrai Quartet, Piero 

to whom ~AlE" 're 
coverage, I should 

for vvhan the 

Raphael the foundi.r'lg violist of the Juilliard Quartet in 
Elnanuel Hunvitz fran England, and l'vtischa 

As the week unfolds we' 11 

the 
Colorado 
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Alexander: That was because therewas an artist-in-residence appointment for all 
of you. 

Renee Tegel: We're artists in residence at the University of Colorado at Colorado 
Springs. We' re also eo-sponsored by the Colorado Springs Syrrphony Orchestra. 

Alexander: Now you described yourselves as artists-in-residence rather than as 
a quartet-in-residence. Is there a distinction there? 

Renee 'Ieael: Apparently, according to the books there is. But basically what we 
do- we're the quartet in residence, we're the only ones there -- and we give 
a lot of noonday concerts during the school year and evening concerts up at the 
University and we offer a quartet literature class for the University as well as 
private lessons. 

Alexander: As sareone who has been coached by fine quartets in quartet perfonnance 
and is nO"W going on to work in that area itself and work with still you.Dger 
students, what's important? What doyou lcx::k to get out of a quartet? I think, 
for instance, you've W0rked with the Fine Arts Quartet. What can a senior quartet 
give a younger group? 

Renee Tegel: The experience, and their experience in loving music 1 and hO"W not to 
go too far with it. Yes the Fine Arts Quartet gave us a lot of guidance on hO"W 
to run the quartet -- businesswise as well as, you know, just rehearsing and how 
to learn the music. When you try to fo:r:m a quartet 1 you don' t know what you' re 
getting into. You think you' re going to go in there and take your fiddle and go 
play it with three other people. But if you want to be a serious quartet there 
is rrore to it than that. You have to figure out who's going to do what job, and 
when you take road trips who's in charge of the rraps, who' s in charge of hotels 
and things like that. There's so much to it that we didn't realize until we 
got into it and it's O.K., we're real lucky that we're able to divide up the jobs 
and everybody's competent. They can handle that. 

Alexander: What prompted you to corre to Banff? 

Renee Tegel: Vie •• , last spring we v..ent to the Portsrrouth competition and we t.vere 
knocked out in the first round. But we had a wonderful tiJre there and we rret our 
peers. Vie rret quartets from around the W0rld, they're about our age and tl1ey want 
the sane thing we do. 'Ihey want to rrake a career at quartet playing. And "besides 
the experience of rreeting these people we also got to listen to them and it 'VYBS a 
real positive experience for us. And we heard about the Banff , it's 

"beautiful area, the judges are -- they know what 're doing, and it was 
we wanted to do it because it's a good experience for a up here 

all the people, listening to all the being WBll as 
for it, because you prepare every note when you corre to a "'""'nrv:'.,.. 

Alexander: That's Renee Tegel fran the Da Vinci 
Mozart' s String QJ.artet in C Major, K. 465 
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MUSIC 

(clapping) 

Alexander: 'Ihe Allegro Finale from Mozart's String Quartet in C Major, K465, 
played by the D3. Vinci Quartet, the last of five young string quartets we've 
heard tonight on Arts National as we brought you IB.y One of the Banff Inter
national String Quartet Competition on location direct from 1-'J.a.rgaret Greenham 
'Iheatre at the Banff Centre School of Fine Arts in Banff, Alberta. The 
competition continues all week and Arts National will be here to cover it. 
Tomorrow, IB.y 'IWo, when we :rreet the five other quartets who are here competing 
for the coveted final prize positions. From Banff I'm Ian Alexander saying, 
"Go::xl night, for Arts National". 

TUESDAY 
April 26, 1983 

MUSIC (Mendelssohn Quartet Rehearsing) 

Alexander: Good evening, welcorre to Arts National. I' m Ian Alexander, I' m 
speaking to you on location from the Margaret Greenham 'Iheatre at the Banff 
Centre, School of Fine Jl..rts in the Rocky Mountains of Alberta. 'Ihis is the 
sound of a string quartet in rehearsal. 'Ihey play a phrase or tv.D they stop 
to discuss it, they make adjustments, then they try it again. It's a familiar 
enough sound of Banff that wafts out of many practice studios including some 
built of local wood and set off by themselves secluded amongst the trees on the 
side of the hill like tiny rustic cabins. After all, this has been the horre 
for more than ten years of the world famous Banff Academy of String Quartets. 
'Ihis particular rehearsal has a special edge to it though, because after it the 
quartet must corre on stage and play before an audience of their peers plus six 
internationally famous judges, at D3.y Th'O of the Banff International String 
Quartet Competition. (Rehearsal continues under the following). 

Arts National is on location at the Banff International String Qlartet Comp
etition for a total of seven successive evenings. All this week and right 
through the weekend as well. We'll be following the progress of the ten young 
string quartets who auditioned successfully to come here and perform, to compete 
for $30,000 in cash prizes, a matched set of instru:rrent bows estimated to be 
worth another $20,000, and a major North American 'Ibur. Yesterday we rnet five 
of the quartets and we heard them play. 'Ihe Mendelssohn from New York, the 

from Salzburg, the Eder from Budapest, the Vermilion from Illinois and 
the Da Vinci fran Colorado. We found out a bit about t.'le of these 
young musicians, all of them 35 years old or less and some much younger than 
that. And we heard just how high the level of is at t."l1is comp-
etition which is being held for the of the 
celebrations here at the Banff Centre. P..nd 
five more world class young string quartets the rest of the 

Two of Banff L~ternatior~l 
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fact the quartet had to leave their orchestra on a tour of the Far East in 
order to come to Banff for the competition. Manchester Quartet cellist 
Glen Garlick, a young lawyer turned rrusician, explains: 

Glen Garlick: Actually the rnorrent when v.e had to leave the orchestra was in 
Hong Kmg and there was still three concerts left. And Rostropovitch, our 
music director, encourages us to seek opportunities to perform outside the 
orchestra, but at the same time he doesn't want to lose all of his best players 
for concerts and \Ye had to approach him, and as soon as he heard about the 
competition, v.;e told him what a high level it was going to be, he was very 
encouraging and instantly said, "But you rrust go". And he gave us every help 
he could to see us on our v..ray, and of course he' s been working wi t.'"l us, coaching 
us for a couple of years now. 

Alexander: I was going to ask you about that, since you are the cellist of the 
quartet what it's like to be coached in charrber music by sarreone of that calibre? 

Glen Garlick: Well as a cellist it's wonderful for :rre of course, but he really 
doesn't say that much to the cellist more then he would say to the other music
ians. He' s very good at broad general music ideas, he's wonderful at :rraking 
picture stories for you to help you understand the piece and project so:rre kind 
of idea. 

Alexander: I take it the quartet ca:rre together because of the existence of the 
four of you in the orchestra. 

Glen Garlick: Yes, and I thought about that often; I think \Ye have an advantage 
there, and there's a disadvantage. 'Ihe advantage for us is that having :rret in 
an orchestra v.e're all more or less settled, 'W'e're secure, or more secure finan
cially than many young musicians. 

Aley.ander: ])c:es that :rrean there will cane a point for you perhaps where you' 11 
have to say, "Chamber Music is becoming more important to us", or will you say, 
"vlell it is important, but it's going to continue to be a secondary activity or 
an activity which goes along with our orchestral positions?" 

Glen Garlick: Actually that kind of decision has been put off by us until \Ye 

kn::::w h:.w v.e fare in competitions like this one, and \Ye 're happy to find so many 
other very fine quartets here. 'Ihis is not your average mickey mouse coiTij:'et
ition; this is really topnotch and high quality all the way. 

MUSIC (nehearsal up and out) 

and their 
Competition 
Banff Centre, 

time is over now, the moment of truth has 
is waiting the jury is waiting with their pencils and their scores 

recorders, and Two of the Banff International 
under way. Caning on at Greenham 'Ihea tre in the 

the Manchester QJartet fran D.C. 
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Orchestra on leave from that Orchestra's Far Eastern tour to participate as 
one of ten young groups at the Banff International String Quartet Carq:::etition. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: Arts National is caning to you all this ~ek direct from the Banff 
Centre, tracking our ten young quartets through this gruelling string quartet 
carq:::etition. Da.ys 01e and Two devoted to rreeting all the contestants and 
sampling their opening performances. 01 succeeding days we'll focus in on part
icular quartets as they move through the required Classical, Romantic and 
Modern repertoires plus the set piece for the competition, a newly commissioned 
work by Canadian composer Harry Somers which all ten quartets must play, having 
had about a ITOnth to learn it. 'Ihen on the ~ekend exciterrent will build as we 
enter the semi-final and final rounds of carq:::etition. 

'Ihis event and the young quartets participating in it really indicates the shape 
of things to corre in "WJrld charrber music. 'Ihese young people are the Orford and 
Juilliard, the Aeolian and Budat;est Quartets of tomorrow. And indeed it's 
rrembers and forrrer rrembers of such illustrious ensembles who are judging and 
selecting their successors this ~ek. We need only listen to discover how 
deserving these young quartets are of that honour. But apart from the musical 
pranise the canpetition provides in such abundance, other trends are emerging 
too. For instance, all six jury rrernbers are men, and the long-established 
quartets from which they come are composed entirely of rren as well. But among 
our forty young canpetitors twenty-one -- that's ITOre than half -- are women. 
All but one of the ten quartets include at least one female member and two of 
them, the Lydian from Boston and the Colorado from New York are made up entirely 
of women. I talked with cellist Sharon Prater of the Colorado Quartet. 'Ihey 
arrived at Banff fresh from winning the coveted Naurnbgrg prize in New York, and 
I observed to Sharon that such a high level of sexual equality among the top 
rank of young string quartets would have been inconceivable even a decade ago. 

Sharon Prater: Absolutely not. 'Ihings are changing radically in terms of the 
equality of the sexes in many professions, particularly in music, and people find 
that since men and wanen can, as you say, "Do the job," equally as well, with 
different ternperarrents, according to personality as individuals, it doesn't 
really rnatterwhat the mix or what the rnakeup of the quartet is, but it is unusual 
that all of a sudden at this competition you see an almost of 
male and female. 

Alexander: You're all teaching at Juilliard right now? 

Sharon Prater: Yes, we' re actually teaching assistants to the 
coach charrber music 'dhile are 

Alexander: Winning the Naurnburg, and 
to the Colorado Quartet would 

in Banff 
competition win 
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quartets here who win one of the top prizes. 

Alexander: And here now the Colorado Quartet, already winners of one major 
competition, embarking on the effort to win another at Banff. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: We' ll hear this quartet of accanplished young women in a canplete 
performance of a 20th-Century classic, the String (;uartet No.2, Cpus 36, by 
Benjamin Britten, canposed in 1945 when Britten was at the height of his 
creative powers. Julie Rosenfeld, r::eborah Bedding, Francesca M::l.rtin and Sharon 
Prater -- originally from the University of Colorado, now in residence at the 
Juilliard in New York. 'Ihey're the Colorado Quartet at the Banff competition 
with Benjarnin Britten's Quartet No.2 . 

.MUSIC 

(clapping) 

Alexander: String c;uartet No.2, Cpus 36, by Benjarnin Britten, played in campet
ition at the Banff Centre by the Colorado Quartet, four young women from the 
University of Colorado, now teaching assistants at the Juilliard School, recent 
Naumburg prize winners and among the early front runners at this Banff Inter
national String (;uartet Competition. 'Ihis is Day '.IWo of the campetition on 
Arts National. \"le have much more to corne, but stand by next for a telephone 
recording from Quebec City on another major music competition currently in 
progress. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: Well it's quite a week for musical competitions in this country of 
Canada, quite a week for musical competitions on this network, CBC, CBC-Radio 
and CBC Stereo. Here in Banff we have the Banff International String Quartet 
Competition, meanwhile in Quebec City the CBC-Radio Talent Cornpetition. 
"Arts National" covering Banff and our sister program, I use the word advisedly, 
"Mostly Music" covering the CBC-Radio Talent Competition in Quebec , and 
Sheila Rogers is on the line with us from QJebec. (conversation Alexander 
and Rogers re CBC Talent Cornpetition). 

Alexander: ... but right now back to our Banff International 
and our next participating ensernble. 'Ihe Brodsky is from 

England. It takes its name from Russian violinist Adolf v.ho founded a 
quartet in M::l.nchester in 1895. 'Ihe most recently arrived member of tl)e 
cuartet is their violist, Paul Cassidy I with his unmistakable North Ireland 

How did he corne to join the group? 

Well it was wonderful, , and 
of course, in Britain because they' re 

known of me, had sort of seen me around 

I 
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as the "Reading Room", here at &mff, it's actually the bar, and there 1 s a 
shuffleboard there and you seem very relaxed. Now this is a high-powered, 
international cCJirq?etition, the playing we've heard today has been of the 
highest calibre. You'd think that there would be a lot of tension, but 
people seem, you certainly seemed, relaxed, all of you. 

Paul cassidy: I don't think any quartet really likes CCJirq?eti tions. I' m 
sure no one in the jury particularly likes being on the jury and havi.D.g to 
decide, you know -- it's not the easiest position to be in. But 'When there 
is a competition that's so nice like this one, you know-- such a beautiful 
setting and a rnarvelous first prize -- quiet an amazing first prize, sanehow 
you've got to get over the pressure and you've got to just cope as though it 
was just an everyday occurrence ar:d as though you were just giving a concert and 
not playing to the panel 'Who are going to decide 'Whether you are any gcx::Xl or 
not. But our instruments are reacting quite strangely to the different climate 
(I'm ITJClking excuses now of course!). But they are indeed, they feel a bit 
strange, but we're getting acclimatized and today it was great because this 
is just a chance for everyone to get to hear everyone else and becane a little 
more relaxed. And so tanorrow I guess the real competition begins, so there 
will be no excuses tomorrow. 

Alexander: And no excuses right now either as England's Brodsky 
on stage in D::l.y 'IWo of the Banff International String c;uartet 

arrives 
'Ihis 

competition is designed to present the best of the younger generation of 
rnuslclans. All the participants under 3 5, the average age much lower. 'Ihe 
members of the Brodsky ()uartet, for instance are all in their twec'1ties. 'Ihey 1 

chosen to make their first appearance with the String ()uartet in A Minor, Opus 
by Felix Mendelssohn, written 'When he v-.,B.s barely twenty. Let 1 s hear it now 
played by England's Brodsky ()uartet-::-

MUSIC 

(clapping) 

Alexander: String ()uartet in A Minor, Opus 13, composed a young Felix 
f-.'i2ndelssohn, played by a young foursane of performers, the Brodsky 
fran England: Michael 'Ihornas, Ian Belton, Paul C_assidy and Jacqueline 'Ihornas. 

(clapping) 

l\~exai'1der: You 1 re listening to the Banff International String 
broadcast direct fran the Banff Centre School of Fine Arts on 

1\.rts National fran CBC-Stereo. 'Ihis is D::l.y 'I\vo of the as we 
our initial encounter with each of the ten young quartets participating and 
hear the performances they gave on their first appearance before the jw..Jl. 

(clapping) 

13, 
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carraraderie and the spirit of communal music rraking, plus of course, lots of 
music itself. For tonight we have tlt.D more quartets still to introduce. Up 
next the Harrington Qlartet. 'Ihey're the only all-nale entry, they're all 
first desk players with the Am:rrillo, Texas, Symphony Orchestra. I asked first 
violinist John SUrrerlin if that was how the quartet carre together in the first 
place. 

John SUrrerlin: I think it could be spoken of as a requirerrent. Because our 
position 'When it was created was done so to serve the needs of the local univer
sity and the local symphony and to hopefully create a professional quartet. 

Alexander: Did the university then create this quartet rather than the four of 
you coming together in sare other way. 

John SUrrerlin: Indeed. 'Ihe university was the recipient as was the sy111phony of 
a grant, 'Which two grants v;ere put together to rrake one position, and the exist
ence of the quartet sort of hangs bet\~n the two najor organizations and serves 
both of them as v.-ell as leaving enough tirre left over for the quartet, which of 
course v;e don't see it as tirre left over. 'Ihey do sorretirres. 

Alexander: 'Ihat is a rather unusual way for a quartet to corre into Do 
you the university nade wise choices? Are the four of you finding 
that you are sympathetic ensenble? 

John SUrrerlin: Yes. 'Ihey started first on violinists, and David and I 
were the top two candidates of the violinists that applied, and then we joined 
the search for the other two ID2IT!bers, so that when we interv.iev.'ed violists and 
cellist finalists at one point we were able to read together .in a group which 
might possibly becare the new quartet. And certainly .if David and I b.ad the 
s::me procedure to go through again we would defirlitely choose the sarre people, 
even after two years playing together. 

Alexander: 'Ihe final question (for today anyway -- we've been tracking the 
quartets all v.-eek long): I'm interested in the motivations behind 
'Who have applied and then of course been selected to be here. Is it the 
distinguished jury, the prize money, the chance to hear and rreet other quartets? 
hmt was uppermost perhaps in motivating you to care? 

John Surrerlin: I think the idea of really organizing our year for us. In 
other words with such a big goal for us to v.urk toward we accomplished a lot 
that we might not have accomplished and we certainly wouldn't have ne,ce~:;s.:::!Y 
forced oLrrselves to r.ave so much music ready to play at one tirre for example. 

Alexander: let's hear the Harrington Quartet play now, the Final Ivbverrent 
narked lento from Bela Barok' s First World War String Quartet No. 2. 

MUSIC 
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seven quartets corre from the United States, and there is one each from England, 
Austria and Hungary. But really the international quality of the competition 
is broader than that statistic might suggest. Indeed it's very much in line 
with the tradition of Banff as a fifty-year arts training centre bringing 
students and teachers together from the four corners of the globe. As an example, 
take lvilrna Smith, the first violinist of the Lydian Quartet. Wilrna is a native 
of Fiji, she studied at the University of Auckland, New Zealand, before coming to 
New England where she rret her three colleagues in this second of our tw:J all-worran 
string quartets in the competition. 'Ihe Lydian Q.,lartet is now in residence at 
Brandeis University in Boston -wnere their association with contemporary CCJI1lf0sers b.as 
undoubtedly influenced their particular interest in the 20th century quartet 
repertoire. I asked Wilrna Smith how the Lydian Quartet had got its J:1a.ID2 and her 
answer turned into a mini-music history lesson going back to the ancient Greek 
musical modes. 

Wilrna Smith: well, v;e had a very hard tirre to corre up with a name. 
lc:x::1king through a musical dictionary v;e found "Lydian" , which is one of G.~e 

old modes, and v;e discovered that arrong its characteristics was that it was a 
feminine mode, so v;e thought -- without being to blatant about it -- this was 
a subtle way of including in our narre the fact that v;e are four women. 

Alexander: Now there are tw:J quartets here that are composed of women 
and I think only one that is all male. To rre that is the reverse of a situation 
that one vx:Juld find ten or five years ago -- what 1 s happened? 

Wilrna Smith: I think it 1 s happening in a lot of professions and I notice it a lot 
think that there are a lot more warren >vho are going to college that 

the balance was very much going towards women. So I think it 1 s just an inevitable 
result of that. 

Alexander: You are a University Q.,lartet in Residence. 'Ihat' s a term one often 
hears. w"hat does it rrean -- for you? 

WiLm Smith: Well for us it means that v;e teach, v;e teach privately our own 
instrurrents, and also coach chamber music groups, and we play a lot concerts 
for the university, at Brandeis University in Boston, and v;e have a pretty strong 
CCJI1lf0Sition department so we are involved with the graduate CCJI1lf0sers and faculty 
composers in performance of contemporary music, and just a regular concert series 
of our own there. 

Alexander: Now in succeeding days -- and of course each quartet plays every day 
you are restricted at least in terms of repertoire period -- today is a kind of 
freestyle day, a first getting aquainted with the hall and the situation and so 
forth, and you've selected Bartok, as a matter of fact three quartets in a row 
who are appearing this afternoon have selected Bartok. w"hat was behind the 
choice for you? 

Wilrna Smith: 'Well for us Bartok is sorrething r,ve 've played I guess 
comfortable with G.hat with SOt'llE 

here now is the 
came to the Banff 

to 
'11 
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in the 1heek if it's equally lucky for the Lydians, but we can here them play it 
right now-

MUSIC 

(clapping) 

Alexander: String Quartet No. 3, by Bela Bartok, played by the four fermle 
members of the Lydian Quartet fran Brandeis University in Boston, \'lilrra Srni th, 
Judi th Eissenberg, M:l.ry Ruth Ray and Rhonda Rider. 'Ihey' re the last of our ten 
competing quartets. You've met them all now in conversation and performance 
Da.ys Che and 'IWo at 'Ihe Banff International String Quartet Competition being 
broadcast on location all this week and the coming weekend on Prts National. 

(clapping) 

P.lexander: Tomorrow Day 'Ihree of the competition, the focus will narrow some
what to the Classical Period. We've had the free sty le seven, tanorrow it' s 
the Classics: Haydn, Mozart and early Beethoven as the six judges evaluate all 
ten quartets in this Viennese repertoire. Arts National will back to cover 
that, including more quartet interviews, and a conversation with one the 
judges, Andrew Dawes of Canada's Orford Quartet. 'Ihat' s Day 'Ihree, torrorrow. 
'Ihen on Day Four it's the Romantics, Day Five the Modems including the set 
piece for this competition, the new Movement for String Quartet by Canadian 
canposer Harry Sorrers. As we move towards the weekend the semi-finalists and 
ultinE.tely the finalists will be selected and heard. Until tomorrow evening, 
I'm ran Alexander speaking to you from backstage at the Margaret Gree:rL'l.arn 'Iheatre 
at the Banff Centre School of Fine Arts saying Good Night for Arts National fran 
the Banff International String Quartet Competition. 

WEDNESDAY 
April 27 1 1983 

Alexander: Good evening 1 welcome to Arts National. I' m Ian Alexander and once 
again this evening I'm speaking to you on location at Day 'Ihree of the Banff 
International String Quartet Competition being held at the Banff Centre School 
of Fine Arts here in the Rocky Mountains of Alberta. 'Ihis is Classical Day, an 
opportunity to hear most of the ten young carpeting quartets as they display their 
abilities in the core quartet repertoire of Haydn 1 ~bzart and early Beethoven -
that acid test for any string quartet aspiring to greatness. vle'll bring you up 
to date on the progress of this exciting international class competition, we'll 
talk with members of two of the quartets who have already emerged as early front 
runners for a final position in the standings. And we '11 meet one of the six
member jury panel. First though, let's hear one of the ten competing quartets. 
'Ihe Brodsky Quartet from England has been in existence for more than a decade 1 

although all its members are still in their early twenties. Fran their classical 
round performance at the Banff Competition the Brosdkys play us now the Third 
.Movement, Minuet, from Mozart' s String Quartet in A M:l.jor K464. 

fran the String Quartet in A Major 
at 

'Ihe rnerrbers 
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have brothers and sisters, husbands and wives and where no forrral liaison 
exists, inforrral ones often spring up as you might expect among four young 
people who spent most of their time together. I guess you'd have to see the 
room allocation sheets here at Banff to know for sure, but I suspect also that 
there rray even be sane close ties between one quartet and another. At any rate 
certainly there's a strong atmosphere of friendship and carraraderie amongst 
the nineteen yOW1g m2n and the twenty-one yOW1g wom2n, all of them under 35, 
>vno have rrade it to Banff for this String Quartet Canpetition. 'Ihey listen to 
each other's perforrrances, they eat together, they go for vJalks and fraternize 
in the lounge. And that kind of personal and professional canpanionship is, 
I'm sure, a YJelcane antedote to the natural tension and canpetitiveness of the 
situation. Mind you, staying with the subject of family style quartets for another 
manent, they can have their downside too. 'Jhere' s at least one ensemble here that's 
really not performing up to the level which had been expected of them, and we 
suspect that's at least in part because of same personal tensions which apparently 
have developed among its rrerrbers. After all, this is a unique situation, it's 
a kind of pressure cooker which cannot help but emphasize both strengths and 
YJeaknesses. Here we have ten of the best young string quartets 
ered for a week away fran their norrral environments, all but cut off from the 
outside v..:orld here in the admittedly idyllic mountain setting of the Banff Centre. 
All their youthful energies are focused on a single goal and that is very simply to 
play to their idols from the older chamber music generation. 'There is an awful 
lot riding on the outcome, and yet no judging results are announced for the first 
full five days of the competition. Well, all of these factors are calculated to 
bring out the best in the performers, but on the other hand it's a pressure which 
can push sane of them perilously close to the brink of cracking UJlder the strain, 
not unlike their very instru.ID2nts themselves, which I understand are also suffer
ing under the unusual physical and clirratic environment here at Banff. I asked 
one of the youngest participants in the competition, nineteen-year-old violist, 
Veronika Hagen, fran Austria 1 s Hagen Quartet, about all of this. "Vv'hat' s it like 
to canpete every day and not know how well you' re doing? It must be a difficult 
strenuous experience. 

Veronika Hagen: Yes, it 1 s hard because the concentration has to last for so rrany 
days and the first round is not over yet, but otherwise it is good to concentrate 
on one piece every day. 

Alexander: Now how do you do that? Do you set aside certain parts of the day 
for the quartet to get together and rehearse parts of the works you' re going to 
play that day? 

Veronika Hagen: Yes, YJe rehearse the we have to that day, and others. 
~le have to think that we have to play the next day again and so we must not get 
out of training for the other pieces. 

Alexander: How much practising are you doing every day here at 

Veronika Hagen: In the morning, tvvo to three hours, after 
bit and ~~en we practice until 9 or 10. 

Are sane of the 

Yes, we have much fun 

s 

YJe rest a little 

or 
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Alexander: Is that on purpose or just because you' re so busy practicing? 
Or do you nake a point of saying v.;e \VOn' t listen? 

Veronika Hagen: I absolutely don't want to listen to them. 

Alexander: vihy is that? 

Veronika Hagen: \Aihen I hear them I can tell how they are and t.hen I know where 
I am sta.Dding, but when I don't listen to them I play and I play, I want to 
most beautiful I can and don't think of the others -- how the jury t.h.inks of us 
and so. 

Alexander: Violist Veronika Hagen, talking about how she and the other 
members of the Hagen Q..:lartet cope with the pressure of this Banff International 
String Q.lartet Carq:::etition. And v.e' 11 hear more from Veronika and the Hagens 
very shortly. 

Not only the quartets themselves, but the jury, the organizers, the audience and 
even us from the Arts National team covering the carq:::etition are spending this 
week in a state of -- v.;ell, suspended anirrB.tion. We're listening to six hours 
and more of \VOnderful string quartet playing every day. Of course v.;e 're 
savoring the pure musical experience. But also, naturally enough, v.;e're naking 
our own preliminary judgements. Now those judgements are subject to constant 
revision as v.;e speculate about which of the ten quartets the jury will eliminate 
on Day Five, which will advance to the semi-final round, who the five ultimate 
winners will be and in which order they will be ranked -- all of this a natter 
of fine discriminations, a choice betv.;een good - better - best. As the corrpet
ition preceeds v.e're trying each evening here on the program to present you 
with a cross-section of that day's activities. But even as v.;e select the best 
music we've heard to broadcast I suppose v.e're also in the process implicitly 
telling you which quartets we feel are performing at the highest level, which 
are the ones that could go all the way. So let ne go far out on a limb with 
some extremely tentative and absolutely subjective mid-v.eek impressions. First 
of all, judging by audience reaction alone if nothing else, I'd say there are 
tv.o quartets who are clear favorites at this stage, they are the Hagen Quartet 
from Austria, they are the youngest group here, and the Colorado Q.lartet from 
New York City, \Vho arrived at Banff just on the crest of having \VOn the Naumburg 
prize. And we' 11 hear complete perforrrances by both these enserrbles again to
night to help you judge for yourself. But hot on the heels of the Hagens and 
the Colorados are at least three other quartets \Vho show every sign of also 
having a good shot at the final. 'Ihey're the Lydian, the Mendelssohn, and the 
Vermilion Q.lartets, all from the United States. Now that I've said that, let 
rre add at once that most of the rest of the field has also turned in one or more 
competition- class perforrrances. 'Ihat includes England's Brodskys, Hungary's 
Eders, and Arrerica' s Di Vincis. At most, I'd say that there are just one or tv.o 
groups who appear to have fallen behind at this stage. Anyway, the point is that, 
as in any carq:::etiiton, things can change drarratically from one day to the next. 
Already some quartets \Vho turned in disappointing first perforrrances have returned 
to stun the audience, really knock us out. And the reverse process has 

decision on the 
tines before the 
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rre:rrbership of two young rren and two young VlCliTen, two brothers and a sister 
and a close friend frc:m school, the Hagen foursorre really epitc:mizes nnny of the 
trends we' re discovering here at Banff among the younger generation of string 
quartets. 'Ihere' s equality of representation between rren and VlCliTen, there's 
close family ties. As well, of course, in the case of the Hagens, there is 
consummate chamber music making in the grand tradition of the European style. 
I asked violist Veronika Hagen about how they grew up in that tradition at home 
and at the Salzburg Mozarteum where they all study. Her answer took us back once 
rrore to that notion of the family quartet. 'Ihe family that plays together it 
seems sorretirres, but not ah;ays, stays together. In the case of the young 
it began with their father. His instrument is the same as his daughter Veronika' s, 
he' s principal violist in the Salzburg Mozarteum Orchestra. 

Veronika Hagen: vJe have to thank everything to our father, to be to him. 
W3 started to play, as I told you yesterday, when we vJere veDJ srrall, six years, 
and Cle:rrens was five, and as soon as possible we played together. 'Ale played 
Christrras carols and went to the hospital at Christrras time and played for the 
ill people and I always think about it because it was such a wonderful adventure 
to play for them and to see how music makes them glad and helps them. 'Ihat' s 
the reason I make music. Everything I can, I have to thank my father. 

Alexander: We are very interested at this competition in hearing quartets frc:m 
Europe and from North Arrerica and we hear a considerable difference. I don't 
quite know how to pin it down, but there is a difference. If I could put it in 
a few words it seems to me that the European quartets are much more like one big 
instrument played by eight hands, if you know what I mean, as opposed to 
four individuals. Is it your sense that as you 're being taught at hc:me and at 
the M:Jzarteum that a great deal of emphasis is being put on a tradition of 
close ensemble? 

Veronika Hagen: Yes, it must be one sound. It shouldn't be that here are four 
soloists and just play together music. 'Ihese four should be unified. I realize 
the difference between Arrerican and European quartets. I think Europeans -
especially we fran Austria -- we don't play so loud, perhaps because the halls in 
Europe are not so large as here in P.merica. But I think it "chamber" music and 
it's originally fran "roan", where you had to play, and the music was written for 
such a roan. I don't know what is better. 

Alexander: I think that makes sense too. [X) you think then it means that people 
yourself, at your young age, have to make a decision and say it's either 

going to be solo or orchestra career or charrber music? And if it' s chaJnber music 
you have to pursue that path and forget about the other ones? 

Veronika Hagen: Oh yes, of course, we have a standard in our but we also 
have to train ourselves as soloists because when you are a better soloist you 
have better technique and the quartet will be not so and you can 
concentrate on the music and on being unified. 

[X) you want to make career with this 

I only can I can't direct it. 

re to work at it. 
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Ale..xa.nder: Now lets hear the Hagen Q1artet derronstrate how canpletely 've 
irrbibed that European string quartet tradition at the tender average age of 
nineteen. Here are Lucas, Veronika, and Clemens Hagen with Armette Bik, the 
young Hagen Quartet from Austria, to play one of Franz Joseph Haydn' s Erodody 
Quartets; it's the Cpus 64, No. 5, in the key of D M.a.jor. 

MUSIC 

{clapping) 

Alexander: String Quartet in D M::tjor, Cpus 64, No. 5 by Franz Joseph Haydn played 
Quartet from Austria, two brothers a sister and their friend, average 

age nineteen. Apart from the classical refinement of their musicianship, the 
Hagens, vmo are the youngest quartet in this corrg;:etition, are clearly popular 
favorites at Banff already. 'Ihe crowd is always much larger vmen they play. 'Ihis 
is not a new experience for them; they v..on the audience prize at last year's 
Portsrrouth Corrg;:etition in England, as -well as the jury grand prize. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: You're listening to on-lccation coverage of the Banff International 
String Quartet Corrg;:etition on Arts National on CBC-Stereo. 'Ihis is Day Three, 
Classical Day, the first of three rounds in which each of the ten quartets must 
play v..orks from one musical period as the jury evaluat.es their approach to the 
Classical, Romantic and Modern repertoires in turn. 

I :rrentioned earlier that there are tv..o young quartets vmo at this stage of the 
corrg;:etition appear to be turning in the most consistently top-notch performances: 
the Hagen Quartet, whom we've just heard, and the Colorado Quartet vmom we' 11 
hear next. This latter group takes its narre from its origins as graduate 
quartet-in-residence at the University of Colorado. Now, though, the four young 
v..D:rren vmo canprise the Colorado Quartet have moved to New York City, vmere they 
serve as teaching assistants to the renowned Juilliard Q.lartet. 'Ihat position in 
itself is both an indication of their formidable talents and an ideal way to 
further hone and refine their abilities. Further confir~tion of the Colorado 
Cuartet' s status as one of the most accanplished and promising young string quartets 
on the international scene came just a day or tv..D before this Banff corrg;:etition 
began, vmen it was announced that the Colorado Qlartet had v..on this year's Na1.1ITburg 
Prize, one of the most coveted honours in the world of chamber music. It carries 
with it rraterial rewards of course, a rrajor set of concert engagements, and the 
opportunity to ccm:nission a new quartet from a contemporary canposer. men I spoke 
with Julie Rosenfeld and Sharon Prater first violin and cello, , of 
the Colorado Quartet, we talked about the impact of the Na1.1ITburg win and how it 
might have affected their attitude to this present corrg;:etition at Banff. But I 
started by asking them about the Banff experience itself. How are 
at this rnid-v.:eek point? Do the rigours of daily canpetition a,.'l.y easier as 
the days go by? Colorado Quartet cellist, Sharon Prater, 

of 
''-''"'''-'"""'--'about -- you 
there's such a tradition, an c..nvc:c . ..c.L'= 



Julie Rosenfeld: Well I agree with Sharon on the :rrost part, although rre it 
der:ends piece to piece. For me the Beethoven was a severe trial just because 
all the stuff that I have to do in that piece, whereas Britten w-as a little 
bit easier for me, but I think on the whole I agree with her. 'Ihe tension as it 
gets towards the semi-finals and the finals becorres rrore acute. 

Alexander: Yes. I'm thinking, too, with this core repertoire -- Haydn, Mozart, 
Beethoven -- surely you can't help but think about the judges W'ho are sitting up 
there who are such masters in that rer:ertoire. Do their narres and their perform
ances ever flash across your mind? 

Sharon Prater: en, constantly, absolutely I VJOuld say. Each judge is knovm for 
a different style, of their OYl!1 playing and of their present or former quartet's 
playing, and things that they have sr:ecialized in, and certain -- I VJOuldn' t say 
opinions -- but certain styles that the public knows they hold dear, so ... 

Alexander: ... preferences, preconceptions al:rrost. 

Sharon Prater: ... absolutely. So it's not a desirable thing to consider, but I 
think that it creeps into everyone's mind. 

Alexander: Now Julie, you were shaking your head a little bit at that ... 

Julie Rosenfeld: Well, again I agree sorneW'hat and disagree in another way because 
I think we' re always trying to push out those feelings of being judged. I think 
that's the rrost traumatic thing, to be in a performance and to feel that you are 
being judged, not that somebody's enjoying W'hat you're doing but they're judging 
W'hat you're doing! 'Ihat is just traumatic. So I feel that pressure, not specif
ically fran one judge :rrore than the other, that's just a general thing that you 
just kind of push out of your mind. Sorretirres you' re more successful than others. 

Alexander: Sorre quartets are spending quite a bit of time in the green roan where 
there's stereo feed and a video monitor, or in the audience listening to other 
quartets. Sorre are staying right away -- staying in their practice roans or 
going for walks or W'hatever. How is it with the Colorado Qu.artet? Julie: 

Julie Rosenfeld: Well generally we' re staying away. We' re rehearsi..'1g and being 
by ourselves and gathering our thoughts and every once in a W'hile we'll take a 
peek, r:erhaps at the group that corres right after or something like that, but 
generally I think we are trying to keep our sanity by staying away. 

Alexander: Couldn't though that be considered to be one of the attract-
a COIT'If:::€tition, that it attracts a lot of great quartets, that it's an 

opportunity to hear colleagues play. 

Sharon Prater: Absolutely. I would just interject one thing: the Colorado 
knows many of the other quartets are here '-''--'"''-'-'"...,'-

other COIT'If:::€ti tions or we 've heard them. Actually, ITBu'1Y of t~e other 
we know and wBre WE: not familiar with 
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Sharon Prater: Yes it is. It's not just for string quartets though, it's 
a charrber music corrpetition. So this year there vvere piano trios, string 
quartets, mixed ensembles and I believe a wcxx:lwind quintet. 

Ale.xander: J:):)es winning that take a little bit (this is the more edgy qu.estion 
I was going to get to), does having v..on a Naurrburg so recently take a little 
bit of the edge off the importance of Banff to you? 

Julie Rosenfeld: Not for rre because -- let rre give you an example: I went to a 
violin canpetition last September and I was an unknown, I wasn't one of the big 
names that were there. I had made it into the semi-finals and I was so happy -
it pleased rre so much that I had gotten that far against very strong corrpetition. 
And it occured to rre recently that I'm feeling much more nervous about this 
ccmpetition then I was about that one, and my friend Sharon here pointed out why. 

Alexander: vJhy is that Sharon? 

Sharon Prater: 'Ihat' s because, at least in my opmlon, once you have been 
"judged" to be of a certain standard, in a way you have much more at stake if you 
seemingly "fail" to rreet that standard, and at least for rre I feel like -- well 
it makes the idea of being judged -- you know every note being judged, much more 
acute. 

Alexander: And after the Naurrburg you nCM have, in a sense, further to fall. 

Sharon Prater & Julie Rosenfeld: Exactly. 

Sharon Prater: So it's a no-win situation. 

Alexander: Final question: At this point in the middle of this whole process, 
do you have a sense at this stage of how you' re doing? 

Sharon Prater: Absolutely not. 

It's so, so subjective. You knCM, we got there and we say God 
we And it's such a subjective thing to be playing your heart out 

on that stage for half an hour to forty-five minutes, every day. 

Alexander: Are you playing up to your own standard, or are you even surpassing 
it because the pressure's on? P..re you playing as well as you want to? 

Sharon Prater: Sometimes yes, s~tirres no. It's a very difficult 

AleY..ander: I know. Anything to add? 

Sr,aron Prater: (Long pause) Actually no. I think I '11 let that stand. 

Alexander: O.K. ~·Je'll wait for the weekend. In the meantime thank you 
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MUSIC 

(clapping) 

Alexander: String c;uartet in A .M::ljor, cpus 18, No. 5 by Eeethoven. One of his 
set of six dedicated to Prince Lobkowitz at the very beginning of the 19th century. 
It was played by the Colorado Quartet fran the Juilliard School of .Music in 
New York. They're one of two all-female entries at this Banff International 
String Quartet Canpeti tion. 

(clapping} 

Alexander: And perhaps the last hour or so, now that we've played you complete 
perfornances by the Hagen c;uartet and the Colorado c;uartet, has indicated why 
we' re praising these two quartets in particular so highly, while not neglecting 
rrost of the other eight quartets at this canpetition; the standard is very high, 
in our opinion -- and perhaps now in yours -- the Hagens and the Coloradans 
particularly outstanding. Y.:ell there's no question that this \...-eek-long canpetition 
is a trerrendously derranding experience for the ten participating quartets who must 
play a different 'WOrk every day, but there is another group of people who have an 
equally difficult job. 'Ihey must listen with ITB..Ximurn attention to all ten of those 
daily perfornances adding up to more than six hours of charrber music. It might 
sound like a nice way to spend your time, but they must also take detailed notes 
and assign nurrerical rrarks to perfornance as they prepare to select the semi
finalists and rank them in order of rrerit. Of course I 'm speaking of the six
rre:mber panel of jurors at the Banff International String ()Jartet Competition whose 
names read like a roster of the most distinguished senior chamber musicians in the 
world; Raphael Hillyer, Ede Banda, Piero Farulli, Emanuel Hurwitz, Mischa Schneider 
and Andrew Da.wes. Of course the jury is strictly isolated from contact with the 
contestants. In fact they're doing very little talking to anyone here around the 
Banff Centre. 'Ihey're wrestling in private with their preliminary decisions, 
making extensive notes after each perfornance, sorretimes going to listen to playback 
tapes for a second impression. However one judge kindly took time out of his 
schedule for a very revealing and frank mid-week conversation about the whole 
process. He's Andrew Da.wes, known across this country and abroad as the first 
violinist of Canada's flagship Orford Quartet, forrred in the mid-sixties at 
Mt. Orford, Quebec. Eefore that, though, Andrew Da.wes himself had studied at 
the Banff Centre and he' s since returned here to teach. I asked him if he'd ever 
been part of this kind of international competition jury before. 

nnr'irc:.,., IB.v.-es: No, this is rey very first L"lternational. 
ve done was at the QJebec Conservatory or the 

thing. 

get the sense that, among other for the 's an 
you have six plus hours of music to listen to 

the norrral course 
or the 

so it's 
contestant! 
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Alexander: Of course I r.ave to be pretty circumspect about the questions I ask. 
you. Because you probably haven't made your final decisions yet, and we certainly 
don't want to prejudice that at all. But what is your over-all sense of the 
general standard of playing from all ten quartets so far? 

Andrew Dawes: Well 1 of course there is a variety of levels of playing, but 
generally the level is very high. 

Alexander: Higher than you anticipated1 possibly? 

Andrew Dawes: Actually, I didn't anticipate anything. I didn't really know what 
was going to happen. But it is very good playing, and certainly sorre of the 
quartets- really it's almost an international calibre of playing, so that cer
tainly the top people who are going to be winning here are really very, very 
good players. 

Alexander: Are you listening for what is there now, for the actuality of the 
performances, or are you also thinking about - well some of these kids are pretty 
young - are you thinking about what you see as potential? Are you tasting the 
wine before it's fully aged? 

Andrew Dawes: Yes, in fact that is so. I think you do tend to judge, or at 
least I do, bearing that in mind. 'Ihere 1 s one very young group, for example, 
and one that has been together for 10 years, I understand. I don't know; maybe 
some of the other groups have been together as long. 'Ihat' s all I know about 
them. 

Alexander: ill you intend to take these things into consideration? 

Andrew Dawes: Yes, in fact. I can't get really specific, but certainly that is a 
question. 

P~exander: I'm interested, and I'm sure our audience "-Duld be in a 
little bit of the actual judging procedure. I understand that in the 6-person 
jury there is no Chairman. 

Andrew Dawes: 'Ihat is correct. W::!ll, Ken Murphy is sort of running things. 

Alexander: Is the jury getting together after each session at all? 

Andrew Dawes: So far we haven't. W::!'ve been together, ar,d for sorre reason 
we we were.'1' t supposed to be talking to each other about the "',..,'"""''~
itors but in fact we have, and so far it has very amicable and I 'm sure it 
will that way. V\e 1 re going to get together on 'Ihursday at sorre and 
decide who is going to go on. You see up to now the contesta.'lts have been 
the pieces they wanted to play, and the.'1 from we have to choose what we 
vlOUld to and on Sa.turday we have to have tl1e v.ttole thing 
down to 5 groups. A'ld so I suppose discussion 
about who is to be 't 
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sane higher, sane lower - and to keep it more or less consistent. I think 
it's difficult to reffi2ITiber things, and for that reason I have rrade a lot of 
notes. I realize it's going to be just a blur at sorre point. I b.ave enough 
references as to what went on - what I felt was good and what not as good. 
I can pretty well recall what happened, and then we have the tapes. 

Alexander: Let's move away a little bit fran the specific challenge that faces 
you as a judge to sorre general aspects of what we have been hearing so far this 
week. Sarething that has been of interest to us is that while there are seven 
quartets fran North Arrerica and three fran Europe (if you include Britain), we 
are getting the sense that perhaps we are hearing a North Arrerican and a con
trasting European sound. Is that sorrething you would ... ? 

Andrew r::awes: I don't know. I know a lot of people feel that, and I don't know 
why, but I have never been able to appreciate that; and also I think there's 
such a cross-over. I mean the Orford Qlartet rrerrbers in large part studied in 
Europe, while D::mis did most of his studying in the States. But a lot of 
Europeans cane over to Arrerica to go to Juilliard - a lot of kids fran North 
Korea and Japan. So there's such an intermingling of teaching and influences 
that I'm not sure that there is such a difference: that is to say, I'm not 
convinced that you could- at least I certainly couldn't- listen to tapes of 
quartets, blind listening so to speak, and say, "Ch sure, that 1 s an Arnerica11 
quartet", or "'Ihat 1 s c:bviously a European quartet". I'm not really sure, but 
there's a certain quality, a kind of strength of playing, bold playing that you 
might characterize as being Arrerican, but it 1 s a pretty big generality, I think. 

Alexander: ]):) you think that there are sorne approaches to quartet performance 
that may be very impressive once, if you are talking a concert, that rray not go 
the distance over a week, and other kinds of styles that tend to grow on you 
and, as I say, go the distance? 

Andrew r::Bwes: Yes, that 1 s very true actually, and I think that's t.l-:le nice 
about being able to hear, for example, a Classical work, a Ranantic work, and 
a Modern work as well, because there is no question that a group or a , 
if he' s got a very strong personality but is somehow lirni ted tlat r..ersonali ty, 
or the quartet group itself are limited, then they are going to do some things 
very well, but other things just can't be played in that rranner, and therefore 
they are not going to be played so well, so there will be a in the 
mark, in the kind of appreciation you have of it, vvr1ereas I t.hink the 
good groups are going to play everyL~ing very well. 'Ihere is going to be 

a sense of rightness about the Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven or vlhatever 
are doing. 

AleY.ander: Do you feel that it is important that a is to 
the finals do well in all those repertoires? I mean if you were 

numbers tlrroughout you would have a situation where a is so 
wonderful in the Classical period that tl1at may move their cwculative mark 

are 
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beginning, three :r:eople - Tern Rolston, Lorand Fenyves, and Zoltan Szekely - carre 
out evidently exactly in accordance with one another, and it's very possible that 
it rna.y happen on 'Ihursday. But if it dcesn' t, then I think it probably will be 
necessary to be very clear. 

Alexander: 'Ib make your case? 

Andrew r::e.wes: Yes. If I felt that this one was good and maybe that group should 
be placed a little higher than the others. 

Alexander: Part way to that initial decision and about half way to the final 
decision, do you have a clear sense of who the front runners are for you? 

Andrew r::e.wes: Yes. 

Alexander: You do. So you know where you see one, two and three? 

Andrew r::e.wes: Pretty well. 

Ale.v.ander: So do we, and maybe we should stop the conversation right there, 
before either Andy or I canmit an indiscretion. We've been talking wit.'l Andrew 
r::e.wes, first violinist of the Orford QJartet and one of six members of the jury 
at the Banff International String QJartet Ccmpetition which is being covered all 
week long as it happens by Arts National on CBC-Stereo. 

This is r::e.y Three of the competition, Classical Day, when each of tt~ ten partic
ipating quartets plays one of the two pieces they've preselected fran this rep
ertoire of Haydn, Mozart and early Beethoven. With such a large amount of material 
to choose fran (after all Haydn himself wrote about seventy odd quartets), it's 
been a bit surprising to find so many of our competing young quartets choosing to 
perform the sarre few works. For example, so far we've already had no less than 
three :r:erforrnances of Mozart's D Major Quartet K575 and Lhree other contestants 
rave chosen the sarre Haydn 1t.Drk, the String Quartet in D Major, Cpus 76, No. 5. 
I guess, though, in one way that 1t.Drks to our benefit and to yours in the listen
ing audience because we can hear a canplete r:erforrnance of this Haydn Quartet and 
yet at the same time let you hear three competing ensembles through the sL~le 
expedient of creating a canposite performance with the assistance of some record
ing tape. 

So hear are three quartets to play one quartet, Lhe String Quartet in D Major, 
Cpus 76, No. 5, by Franz Joseph Haydn. 'Ib begin this composite performance we 
b.ave the Lydian Quartet, our other all-distaff ensemble in this co~tition, four 
young women, three from New England and one from Fiji, now together in their third 
year as quartet-in-residence at Brandeis t.Jniversity, Boston, and still very much 
in the running here at Banff. Here they are to open this Haydn round-robin. 

MUSIC 

Toth From 
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Alexander: 'Ihat was the second rroverrent, rrarked Largo cantabile, from Haydn 1 s 
String Quartet in D Ma.jor, Cpus 76, No. 5. It was played by the Eder Quartet 
fran Hungary. Yet a third corrpeting enserrble chose the sane v.ork as their 
classical day entry at Banff. The ~anchester Quartet is composed of four 
rrembers of the National Symphony Orchestra in Washington D.C. And they play 
now the third rroverrent, Minuetto, as this Haydn CCl!Tif?Osite quartet perforrrance 
continues. 

MUSIC 

Alexander: The Minuet to fran Haydn I s D M:l jor Quartet' Cpus 76 r No. 5 f per
formed by the ~chester Quartet from Washington D.C. at the Banff InternatioP~l 
String CUartet Corrpetition. To conclude this unusual treatrrent of a Haydn 
Quartet let's cane full circle back to the same group who began it all, Boston's 
Lydian Quartet, whose four young ladies tackle now the Presto Finale. 

MUSIC 

Alexander: V\e 've just heard a complete perforrrance of the String in 
D ~E.jor, Cpus 76, No. 5, by Franz Joseph Haydn -- a unique composite perforrrance 
from the Banff International String Quartet Competition featuring all three of 
the young quartets who've played it for the jw::y on a single day, Classical 
Day, Day 'Ihree of this ~ek-long corrpetition. The first and last rroverrent 
by the Lydian Quartet, the two middle rrovements by the Eder and the ~chester 
Quartets respectively. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: I mentioned earlier in connection with the up-and-down unpredictable 
coaster course of any rrajor musical corrpetition like this one, that 

predictions are a very dangerous business because performers who rray start slow 
can often improve drarratically fran one day to the next for any number of reasons 
while others who sound impressive at first rray have trouble going the distance. 
It's my sense that that ongoing improverrent has been true of the Lydian Quartet, 
whan v..e 've already heard (rerrember these are my subjective impressions only), and 
I think that sane gradual improvement has been the case with the Di Vinci Quartet. 
They certainly surprised us all with their Classical Day perforrrance of yet 
another Haydn Quartet, also yet another D M:ljor quartet, as it turns out, the 
Cpus 20, No. 4. Fran that perforrrance ~ have tirre to hear the final tv.o rrove
rnents. Successors to the Colorado Quartet at the University of Colorado, this 
is the Di Vinci Quartet: 

MUSIC 

Alexander: '!hat's our last music from Day 'Ihree, Classical Day at this Banff 
Intern~tional String CUartet Corrpetition. The Arrerican Di Vinci Quartet with 
the closing rrovements of Franz Joseph Haydn 1 s String Quartet in D :t~.ajor, Cpus 20, 
No. 4. The Di Vinci CUartet, a to an eye on as this Ea11ff 

(clapping) 
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re ranked in order; they'll be heard in concert on the vveekend on special 
of l'<rts National this Saturday and Sl.IDday. Rem2rrber, though, as and for a 
couple of days still, all ten quartets renain in the running as the judges continue 
to listen and evaluate. Hovvever, I think VvB 1 ve shoVJD. you just how high the over
all standard of performance is, and perhaps v..B 1 Ve reen able to suggest as vvell, 
in a tentive -way, the front runners, or sorre of them at least, at this point. 
You 1 d certainly have to go a long -way to beat those stellar Haydn and Beethoven 
performances by the Hagen and Colorado ()lartets, both those enserrbles of course 
already veteran canr:etition winners. But also the Lydians and the Brodskys and 
the Da Vincis v;orth -watching, as well as tvvo groups VvB didn 1 t have tirre to hear 
today, the Mendelssohn and Vennilion ()lartets. We' 11 feature them in future 
broadcasts direct from Banff. Toirorrow, Day Four is Rom::mtic Day, and then Day 
Five is Modern Day. That will include the set cornpetiiton piece, Harry Sorrers 1 

brand new cornnissioned Movement for String ()lartet. So l.IDtil tomorrow at the 
sarre tirre, I'm Ian Alexander, speaking for the entire Arts National on location 
team, saying Gcx:XlNight from the Banff International String ()lartet Canr=etition. 

'THURSDAY 
April 28, 1983 

Alexander: GcxXl Evening, and welcorre to Arts National. I'm Ian Alexander on 
location at Day Four of the Banff International String Quartet Cornpetition. 

MUSIC 

Alexander: Chce again this evening VvB 're backstage at the Margaret Greenham 
'lheatre here at the Banff Centre School of Fine Arts, eavesdropping on one of 
ten young string quartets who are canr=eting daily all this 'Week. 

MUSIC 

Alexander: 'lhis is the all-ferrale Colorado Qlartet form the Juilliard School in 
New York City. 'Ihey're one of the front runners of this canr:etition, but that 
doesn't do anything to relax their last-minute nerves as they -wait in the green 
room to step once more refore the judges. Indeed, if anything it ITBkes the 
tension and the pressure more acute. Today is ROITBntic Day at the Banff Canr=et
ition and in a morrent we'll hear the Coloradans play part of a string quartet by 
Antonin Dvorak. 

As l'<rts National's continuing coverage of the Banff International 
Canr=etition moves to within a day of the first eliJP.inations v.e 'll hear again 
tonight from five of the yol.IDg groups who are most likely to finish in the money. 
'lhe Colorado and the Lydian, both all v.Dmen, the teenaged from Austria, the 
brash Mendelssohns from New York, and England's Brodsky 

lvlUSIC (talking within practising Colorado Quartet) 
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Alexander: 'Ihat was the second rroverrent, marked Molto Vivace, from the String 
Q.lartet in A Flat Ma.jor, Cpus 135, played by the four young VlOlTI2l1 of the 
Colorado Q.lartet. As v..e 1 ve said before this v..eek on Arts National, there are 
a couple of quartets, including the Colorado, who seem virtually assured of a 
high final position but, behind them there is a whole group of others who 
still have a good shot at the finals as v..ell, and here it corres down ultlirately 
to how consistently they perfonn from now on, and of course to the subjective 
preferences of the six-rrernber jury panel. At stake, $30,000 in cash prizes, 
a rratched set of bows, an extensive North Arrerican concert tour, and the pres
tige which will accrueto the winners -- all of invaluable assistance to a 
young string quartet seeking to establish international reputation. No v.:onder 
the carq;::etitors continue to rehearse alrrost around the clock, and v..e have a 
rare treat right now -- a chance to eavesdrop on one of those rehearsals and 
analyse it after the fact with two of the performers, second violinist Nicholas 
ti'ann and cellist Jvt:trcy Rosen from New York 1 s M2ndelssohn Q.lartet. 'Ihis group 
epitomizes the extroverted Arrerican chamber music style, and they 're alrrost 
certain to survive the semi-final eliminations torrorrow. What 1 s it like v.:orking 
out the relationships between four highly-strung young artists under the strain 
of carq;::etition rehearsaL 

1'-licholas IvEnn: \~11 the chemistry is unquestionably very difficult to -work out. 
It 1 s always compared to a rrarria:je with four people instead of two, and because 
we live rrost of our life playing music it's not only within the music but also 
personally v;e have to get along. 

Alexander: Jvt:trcy, is it a rratter of sorreone being in charge or is it like a 
derrocracy? 

!>Ercy Rosen: \~11 it 1 s a rratter of bringing that derrocracy to life and trying 
to have four equal voices in tenns of input and just shaping the v.:ork. 

Alexander: But four equal voices could becorre a cacophony couldn 1 t it? 

IvErcy Rosen: Yes, and it often does. 

Alexander: Iet' s listen to a bit of this rehearsal and then talk sorre more. 

MUSIC (M2ndelssohn Q.lartet Rehearsal) 

Alexander: 1'-Ercy, I think that was you saying, "v;thich notes are v..e not supposed 
quite so loud?" 

JvErcy Rosen: 'Ihat was Iaurie. I was the one that said she was 
the last two chords. 

about 

PJ.exander: O.K. Iaurie is the first who you might think was the 
1 s what should be other three 

the quartet say sorrething 

or 
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Alexander: In -what way? 

Nicholas Mann: In that this is the night before vve have to play under a lot of 
pressure. 

Alexander: So everybody 1 s a bit on edge. 

Nicholas I>E.nn: Everyone's on edge and that affects how one rehearses. Probably 
everyone a little testier, but at the sane tiTre when you find sorreone is on 
edge you tend to back off quicker than you WJuld under a norrral circumstance. 

Alexander: Would it corre down eventually to -- if it 1 s a :rratter of rraking a 
musical refinerrent or getting someone pissed off -- that you might make the 
canpromise musically and say the whole shape of the piece and the m::x:x:1 of the 
quartet is more important that this :rroment? D:::€s that ever happen? 

Nicholas t-tmn: V\ell I think definitely w;; are not as pushy for our own desires 
under such a situation. A rehearsal like that is more just refining certain 
points that vve all feel are a little uneasy. Probably they are areas that vve 1 Ve 
rehearsed before and vve 're just making sure that vve want to do the sane thing. 

Alexander: Iet 1 s listen to another little bit . 

.MUSIC (Mendelssohn CUartet Rehearsal) 

Alexander: O.K. 
difficult moment? 

I was hearing those chords change there. why is this such a 
lmy are you working so hard on this :rroment? M:l.rcy: 

M:l.rcy Rosen: It 1 s the final chords of the piece, and a great deal of the excite
ment that is carried off or not carried off relies on how we play those last four 
chords. 

P..lexander: Now you 1 re working on stuff that is by no rreans scored, is that right? 
'Ihis is yur performance practice input. 

M:l.rcy Rosen: Right. 'Ihis is our interpretation of what the canposer wrote. 

Alexander: O.K. Now there 1 s a lot of talk here, Nick, about bia breaths and 
the last tine we hear the chords in that sequence there is a noticeable pause at 
one :rroment. Is that what you're WJrking towards there? 

Nicholas I>E.nn: Well, you know there are :rraybe a dozen to 
all of them would probably be good, and as one a 

piece over ones life, one would want to change too. And here I think it 
T,·Jas probably rre that had the idea to do sorrething different, or that I 
was more 

Nicholas 
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Alexander: Correct me if I'm wrong. Now that Nick has worked on this pregnant 
pause you have to back up further to set the scene for it, is that what's 
happening here? 

M:rrcy Rosen: ~11 what we're working on is pacing1 in other words in order to 
pace sanething you have to start from one point and end up in another and hope
fully figure out how you 're going to get to them. 

Alexander: So that's where the accelerando that you talk about comes in there? 

M:rrcy Rosen: ~11 it moves. I mean in that particular case I think we finally 
decided the final rnanent of the piece doesn't come until the last two chords 
so the real finality cares in there. 

Alexander: I was going to ask this too, are you making little pencil notations 
in the score as these things happen too? 

M::lrcy Rosen: No, because we change them. 'Ihere are many things that v .. :e change 
for each concert-- hopefully we don't do it the same way, hopefully from one 
minute before on the tape to the next minute the idea, the ger_eral idea. might 
be the sarre but its execution will be sliahtly c~ifferent. So you can't -- no 
we don't ... 

Nicholas .M:mn: ~·re probably discussing more mL'l.ute things than what would be 
written do'Nn for reminder for the next time. 

Alexander: I'm surprised, given the situation as you were describing it. 
just arrived in Banff, tomorrow you have to play for the first time before 
jury. I INC-:_tld think that you would be wanting to play it the wBy you know 
you play it, not making changes now, not making adjustments now. 

You've 
the 
that 

Nicholas .M:mn: 'Ihat' s only if you think that the way you 're playing it is success-
ful, see, and you go through phases and at that rrornent I wasn't it was 
successful. 

Alexander: 1'1hen we v..atch quartets play, as we are all this week, I find it 
to see what the radio audience doesn't see -- the visual contact 

and subtle things between the :merrbers of the quartet, that are I guess cue-in 
devices. I think you discuss that in this next sequence. 

~ :usic (rehearsal discussion) 

Alexander: How's a nebulous do'Nn beat different from a non-nebulous down beat? 

!<tmn: A nebulous one is ~thing the other person can't follov;. -------
Alexander: It may or may not be there in fact. Now someone' s 

eyecontact. Who is that? 

luexander: O.K. 'Ihat' s your violist. And he wants to be cued from 
at th.at point? 

're 

I 

about the 
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M:rrcy Rosen: vle don't advertise that so IIR.lch although it just vvent over the 
radio .... 

Alexander: Almost every quartet seems to have sane kind of either sibling or 
rrarital relation to 

Mcl.rcy Rosen: Isn't that a.ITBzing. 

Nicholas Mcl.nn: It saves money on hotel bills. (laughing) 

' 

Alexander: Yes, I really want to see the room allocation charts here to get the 
real inside story. 'Why would eye contact be irrportant at that rnorrent? 

tolarcy Rosen: Because it's a very hard ensemble place. It's the end of a phrase 
and also the beginning of another phrase, and so La.urie has to do tvvo things at 
once. And Ira' s finishing sa:nething and he wants to be with her, and if there's 
total obliviousness to the other person then it 1 s really not possible to be to
gether and to feel it, so there's kind of a-- you have to emote a little bit 
outwardly and it's just a vibe that goes through and hopefully reaches you. 

Nicholas Mcl.nn: Everyone has their own inner pulse and it doesn't 
no many times you rehearse, especially under tension. You 
one's heart beats at a different speed so the eye contact will help sort 
align everyone's meter. 

lUexander: How do you know whether it' s an eye contact that is 
mean sorrething or whether they just b...appen to be looking at you? 

Nicholas Mcl.nn: If you rehearsed eight hours a day for how many years, you 1 d 
start to learn what everyone 

Marcy Rosen: If you look at sorrebody that you know verJ well you can tell a lot 
by the way they' re lc:x::iking at you rather than just looking at you. 

Nicholas Mcl.nn: It's like sorrrone you live with, you know they do one minor 
and you already know what it means. 

Alexander: I'€ have some more IIR.lsic here, mostly IIR.lsic and a bit of talk that I 
want to ask you about after we hear it. 

MUSIC (rehearsal discussion) 

Alexander: O.K. vx:rking on some intonation, I guess, towards the end. 
reason I selected that moment was -- that's not the tenlfo? 

Rose..n: No, no. 'Ihat' s very, very under tempo. --=-----

Alexander: D::> you do that a lot? 

Alexander: 

Nicholas ~·BT!n: 'Ihat' s standard for all groups. 
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:Ma.rcy Rosen: No. 

Alexander: 1-vmt kind of a feeling is it? 

t.E.rcy Rosen: Eiounds just like (inaudible). (laughing) 

Is rehearsal sanething that you go to expectantly and happily, or 

Ivtlrcy P.,osen: It 1 s like go.ing to work every rnorn.ing. It's the sarne, I would 
think, it 1 s the sarre kind of thing. You have to prepare beforehand, it 1 s like 
do.ing hanework. 'Ihen you go and you work together. I wouldn 1 t say that I get 
excited to go and rehearse, but I don't dread it. 

Nicholas ~: 'Ihere are different phases. For instance VJhen you 1 re first 
a work I think there is a sense of excitement, especially if everyone 

likes the work -- VJhich is usually the case, othenvise you wouldn 1 t be play.ing it. 
'Ihen there is the prcblem with a work such as this Mendelssohn which we 1Ve played 
a lot -- the feel.ing that it 1 s old, old stuff and that we don 1 t have any 
new ideas at the moment, that you 1 d almost rather put it away for a year and cane 
back to it with fresh experiences. 

?~exander: If yOW1ger (even then you, although it 1 s hard to ) str .ing 
players are listening and thinking about VJhat a rehearsal should be lH:e and 
having difficulty -- what have you learned about how to rehearse? If there is 
saneth.ing -- if there' s one thing .lvtlrcy, that you 1 ve learned over the years. 

Ivtlrcy Rosen: To make excellent use of the time. It 1 s very hard to do a11d you can 
spend hours and hours work.ing on one thing VJhen in fact everybody is try.ing for 
the same ideal but the (inaudible) there is so varied it takes a long time. 
I think all of us find that very frustrating. 'Ihe sheer hours of tirre and the 
slowness of the progress. 

Alexander: Let 1 s go out on this last segrrent and I think a gaL.'!. you 1 re taking it 
a tem[X) and I think we start early on with the decision on vlhat tempo 

to take it at. 

t.USIC (rehearsal discussion) 

AleY.ander: Nicholas Iv'E.nn and r£rcy Rosen from the Ivlendelssolm QJ.artet, thank you 
through an exercise that I wasn't sure you 1 d agree to do. I've learned 

a lot listening to you .in rehearsal and tall~ing about it. Thanks very much. 

Rosen & Nicholas ~ 'Ihank you. 

t-U SIC 

Alexander: Now, fran the Mendelsshon QJ.artet .in rehearsal 

t-U SIC 

here at Banff. The 

cnce more we' re back in the Green room 
to go on. 

moments 
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(clapping) 

Alexander: For their Rorrantic Day appearance the rJlendelssohn QJ.artet will offer 
a canplete perforn:ance of Beethoven's String QJ.artet in F Minor, Cpus 95. It's 
subtitled the Serioso, and that's appropriate because the four young New Yorkers 
of this enserrble like their colleagues in the nine other competing 
are certainly "serioso" about their music and about the ta:::;k before them this 
wee~ to make it to the finals of the Banff International String QJ.artet Canpet
ition. Let's hear the Mendelssohns play Beethoven now: 

MUSIC 

(clapping) 

Alexander: v\e' ve just heard a complete perforn:ance of t.l)e String 
F Minor, Cpus 95 by Ludwig van Beethoven -- 'Ihe "Serioso" QJ.artet 
fv'.endelssohn QJ.artet from New York City: Laurie Smukler and Nicholas 
Ira vJeller, viola and Ma.rcy Rosen, cello. A canpetition perforn:ance 
Four of the Banff International String Quartet Competition. 

(clapping) 

in 
by the 

!VtlrL.'l viol ins, 
from Day 

JI-J..exander: \'-Jell that's a fine perforn:ance, one which should help convince the 
judges that the !V1endelssohn cuartet deserves a in the final at 
the climax of this week-long competition. 

(clapping) 

Ale.,xander: 'Ihere are only three non-North Arrerican quartets in the field of ren 
this week at Banff. Ol.e of those is the precociously talented teenage 

Hagen CUartet form Austria -- we'll hear from them a little later. Anotl)er is 
Hungary's :Eder QJartet, who are just completing three rronths study here at the 
Banff Centre with Hungarian rraster chamber musician Zoltan Szekely. And the 
third non-North Arrerican quartet here is the Brodsky QJ.artet from Ehgland, \vhO 

however they fare in the canpeti tion, plan to stay on as well to "VvDrk with 
Pli. Szekely after the finals end. We're going to hear the Brodskys play sorre 
Schubert m::::mentarily but first we're going to rreet two of them, first violinist 
Michael 'Ihomas whose sister Jacqueline is the quartet's cellist, and recently
arrived violist Paul cassidy. 

Dces the competition get any easier as the days go by? Michael 'Ihorras: 

Michael 'Ihomas: Well for us I think. the rrost difficult was the second day. 
'Ir.at was L'-le day we played the :1-bzart K464, A Ma.jor, and that was the one "Vvhich 
we haven' t been learning for so long as the other pieces. So I think we' re 
over the rrost difficult hurdle. 

Alexander: Michael, have you been listening to sorre of the other 

it the 

you been 

too influenced 
~vu~~~ hours before I'm about to 

way in which I like or 
I hear somecne 
the way I 
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Paul Cassidy: Very definitely. 'Ihere' s a lot of Arrerican quartets here of 
ccurse, and their style in cc:mparison to ours is very, very different, and I'm 
not sure that I can-- it would take too long to put into words-- but it's 
very different. 

Alexander: People speak of an aggressive, forceful, extroverted lillerican style. 

Paul Cassidy: Yes, it tends to be, I find, quite highly strung, if you know what 
I rrean. And it's very "hyper" playing I find. 'Ihen there's us from 
and I don't know if we' re a very good exarrple of English playing -- probably not 
SinCe hal£ Of US aren It really English. And then we haVe the Hagen cuartet from 
Austria and Eder from Hungary, and it's a nice-- and also in the panel we've 
got a good international . . . . there's lots of people. 

Alexander: Michael I'm interested in What I read here in the corrq_::;etiton brochure. 
I' 11 just quote: "Although its rrerrbers are still in their twenties, tl',e 
Brodsky CUartet has been in existence for eleven years." That must rrean that you 
started awfully early. 

Michael 'Ihornas: Yes, when I was eleven, my sister was ter1, we used to 
us, we'd played in the local youth orchestra. 'vve used to go back 

and either play ping-pong or if vle were getting bored with that then we'd start 
to chamber music. 'Ihe first piece we actually learned was Bartok 5, because 
it was one of our favorites, but we learned that from about the age of eleven -
not with much success -- and it went on from there, really. 

A~exander: 'Ihere are a lot of quartets here with family connections, either 
siblings or with a rrarriage or two connecting the quartet. I think tl1at there 
are some cases where that family tie really helps the quartet musically. I think 
there's one or two cases where if that family connection leads to personal differ
ences it can lead to musical differences. vi'hat' s it like for the two 'Ihorrases in 
the Brodsky? 

Michael 'Ihornas: Perhaps Paul should answer that. 

Aley.ander: As an outsider, Paul 

Paul Cassidy: It's good. It's very good I find, because I feel that they both 
can let off steam at each other without -- you know, in a family you can say just 
about anything to your brother and he knows what you're saying. 'Vvnereas if it's 
a friend or someone else who's in the quartet then you have to, obviously, even 
if you have been together for twenty years, you still have to be someviDat careful 
of What you're saying. You can't just say anything to people. But I find ti1at 
Mike and Jackie, being brother and sister, they can let off steam at each ot'ler 
and even if Mike gets annoyed with me rraybe sometimes he'll say, "Jackie, what 
are you doing?" And that way, that cools re.l)earsals quite a lot, and it's 
good. 'Ihey certainly, although they're very different '"""'·..-er'"'" 
they're very co-ordinated. 

no. 
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Michael 'Iharas: Not at all. No. 

Alexander: At this point, before you know what's going to hap~n, was it VvDrth 
spending the ITDney and the tirre and travelling half wa.y around the VYOr ld to corre 
to Banff? 

.fvlichael 'Iharas: No. (laughing) You wanted rre to say yes! . . . . No, I will say 
that certainly was VYOrth the ITDney. A lot of the ITDney v..:e got fro.rn the British 
Council, but no it was -- it 1 s been really worth it and ho~fully it will carry 
on being VYOrth it because v..:e are going to be studying with Mr. Szekely, after 
the corrq;::etition finishes. 

Alexander: You're staying on here for a while. 

Michael 'Iharas: 'That's right, ho~fully seeing some of the ITDuntains as well. 

Ale'Zander: ·was it that opportunity to study with Zoltan Szekely too th..at wa.s 
ITDti va ting you? 

Michael 'Ihat was the first reason we were going to come here and we 
were to tie the canpeti tion in with it. Ho~full y will 
care of it, but if not we're not bothered. 

Alexander: Paul cassidy, Michael 'Iharas from the Brodsky Quartet, t.'"lanks a lot, 
and continued success this week. 

Paul cassidy & Michael 'Iharas: 'Thank you very much. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: Now let's hear the Brodsky Quartet with their Rorra'ltic canpetition 
entry. 'Ihe first ITDverrent from Franz Schubert 1 s String Quartet in G .t>lajor, Opus 161. 
'Ihis is a key round for the four ~ople from Ehgland. Solidly in the middle of the 
pack, they must really rrake a positive impression on the judges today, r:ay Four 
of the Banff International String Quartet Competition. 

MUSIC 

Alexander: 'Ihe opening rnoverrent of the String Quartet in G I>Bjor by Franz Schubert, 
played by the Brodsky Quartet from England, in I:ay Four of the Banff International 
String Quartet Canpetition. Arts National is covering this world class competition 
all v..:eek long for seven successive nights, including ~ial weekend pre-emptions 
on CBC-Stereo. 

Apart from the exciterrent of the on-stage corrq;::etition performances the ten 
quartets, there 1 s a whole other side to this event -- the behind-the-scenes 
organizational a~ct. And I must that the cc:rnplex task of such a 
large canpetition run like clockVYOrk has been splendidly m::maged the staff here 
at the Banff Centre under the watchful eye of administrator Ken 
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( CCNVERSATICN OVER INTERCCM WITH .MACIX)NALD, .MARSHALL AJ'..Jl) BARDSLEY) 

Alexander: We' re sitting in a rcx::m that's becorre familiar to all of us covering 
the Banff International String Quartet Competition this VJeek -- it's called the 
Green Room. 'lhere' s not a bit of green anyv.;here in the rcx::m but that's the 
traditional name I guess, stage manager Lynn MacDonald, for the room ~here the 
artists are immediately before they're on stage. I have no idea ~ere tr0t r0~e 
corres from, do you? 

Lynn MacDonald: None whatsoever. I have only worked in one place tb.at actually 
ahd a green Green Room. 

Alexander: Do you always work the kind of twelve, fourteen-hour days that you' re 
woeking this VJeek? 

Lynn MacDonald: Usually for a concert you'd have a set rehearsal tirre 
would have heard them play what they' re going to play and then you 
out on stage, but as it is now, with the constant turnover you have no 
It's tb.e first tirre I've heard it. Set-up is basically the sarre, it's 
ferent in t.l-)at it keeps going on. 

~here you 
put them 

idea what. 
just dif-

Alexander: 'lhere are a nurrber of adjustrrents though, I've seen a whole lot of 
music stands came through here and a lot of different chairs at differ

ent heights. How do you find out what each individual quartet's needs are in 
that departrrent? 

Lynn MacDonald: I had an hour with each quartet two days previous to the carrpet
ition and at that tirre they played with all the chairs that I had in the theatre 
and they tried out our stands, and a lot of them have borught their own stands 
that are usually a great deal lower than what we've got. 

Ale.xander: Now there are a nurrber of peculiarities about this event. There is a 
public audience, which is sorrething you' re familiar with and you've already 
talked about putting on an event that pleases an audience without a lot of 
embarassing pauses and so on, you've also got a special part of that audience 
six jury rrerrbers. I take it you have to know they're all in and comfortable 
and set. How do you find that out? 

Lynn MacDonald: 'I'V-.D ways, I have a peep hole backstage where I can see so1ne of 
them and also I can talk to the booth. 're sitting right behind the jury 
and they can see if everyone is sitting down, if they' re comfortable, if their 
briefcases have been opened, they have their scores and pencils and we wait 
tha'TI and them we go. 

( INTERCCM CCNVERSATICN WITH S'IAGE CREW. Clapping as quartet walks on 
cues from stage crew). 

attention here this week 
our ten young string 
Austria is back on stage 
Four of the Competition. 
c No. 1 

the 

after 
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brothers, a sister, and their schooLTate from the Mozarteum, their 
average age nineteen. Superb rrusicians in the European style, 
front-runners from day one of this Banff International String 
Ccrnpetition, and fDpular favorites too -- as you can hear. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: For the first time all V~eek the Hagen Quartet' s Brahms 
performance has elicited an extra call-back and three rounds of 
applause from the audience here at the Margaret Greenham Theatre at 
The Banff Centre. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: We' re approaching the end of Day Fbur of Arts National's 
week-long coverage of the Banff International String Quartet 
Competition, and maybe I should just take a moment to remind you of 
where we are right na.v and Vvhat still lies ahead. Tanorrow, illy 
of the competition, v.B' ll know v.ho the semi-finalists are and v.B' ll 
hear them play from the 20th-Century repertiore. That embraces a lot 
of rrusic, fram Ravel and I::ebussy right down to a brand new WJrk v.hich 
has been commissioned as the set or imposed piece for the Banff 
Ccrnpeti tion. 'Ihat' s the M:>vement for String Quartet by Canadian 
corrq::oser Harry Scmers. We don't yet kna.v precisely how many 
s~ni-finalists there will be, same of the ten quartets doubtless will 
be eliminated/ down to perhaps seven, whJ will advance to that 
se.rn-final round. Saturday, Arts National will broadcast performances 
from that s~-final round and we'll also be able to tell you at that 
point Who the five finalists are -- all of that on a special edition of 
Arts National from Banff, Saturday evening beginning at 8:05p.m., 8:35 
in Newfoundland. So by then v.B' ll know v.ho' s going to win prizes. But 
we won't kna.v in Vvhich order, from the $12,000 first prize plus a 
matched set of bows and an extensive North American concert tour, for 
the first place finishers, down through the substantial second, third, 
forth, and fifth prizes and the special jury results, the final 
rankings, the last word from the jury, be listening Sunday night at 
(8:05p.m., 9:35 in Newfoundland, for a seventh and final special Arts 
National broadcast. A Banff Canpetitioo wrap-up, including as I 
mentioned, the announc~nent of the final standings, the presentation of 
the prizes, performances by the winning quartets arrl intervieVJS from 
everyone concerned, a cx:::mplete post-mortem. So I hope you'll stay with 
us as Arts National's on-location coverage of the Banff International 
String Quartet Competition moves towards its climax over the next three 
evenings. 

Just before we leave you for tonight, though, 
one of the top-ranking quartets at this point 

the third movement marked Lento assai 
from van Beethoven's last 
-- a beautiful piece of night music to close. 

once rrore 

135 
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MUSIC 

Alexander: Isn't that lovely. Music from Beethoven's last string 
quartet, played by the Lydian Quartet here at Day Four competition in 
Banff, Alberta. I think I have time before we close to thank, at 
point, the many dedicated CEC people whJ have been working long and 
hard under difficult, trying conditions to bring these progrillns to you. 
From CBC Calgary, executive producer of radio arts and music, Duncan 
McKerchar, music producer Rick Phillips and technicians Don 
and Harold Kilinaski. And from the Arts National unit, executive 
producer Keith Homer, music producer Neil Crorie, and studio director 
Phillip Coulter. Thanks to you all, guys, but don't relax yet because 
we have three rrore broadcasts still to come. I 'm Ian Alexander 
Gcx:x:l Night for Arts National until tcxrorrON evening, whe'! we' ll 
you Day Five of our on-location coverage of the Banff International 
String Quartet Competition. 

FRIDAY 
April 29, 1983 

Alexander: Gcx:x:l Evening and welcane to Arts National. I' m Ian 
Alexander broadcasting on location from backstage in the t~rgaret 
Greenham Theatre at The Banff Centre School fo Fine Arts in Banff, 
Alberta. If you've been listening throughout the week. you' ll knON that 
we're here to cover the prestigious, exciting Banff International 
String Quartet Compe·tition -- that ccmpetition now m::::>ving towards its 
climax \vith initial eliminations, the semi-final round, further 
eliminations to reduce the field to five finalists, and then one more 
round to determine the order in Which those finalists will be ranked. 
And Arts National will bring it all to you tonight and on special 
weekend editions of our program -- tomorrow evening an hour earlier 
than usual and again on Sunday at our usual weeknight time. 

The week began with ten competing quartets Who had already survived the 
initial audition procedure just to rrake it to Banff. They will have 
performed five days running by the time the jury announces its first 
decision, winnONing the number down to seven semi-finalists. Even now 
we're awaiting that initial crucial news Which will be heart-breaking 
to twelve young musicians but desperately welcare to the rest. T'nat 
news expected later tonight. Right row let' s go to the lobby of the 
Margaret Greenham Theatre, Where competition organizer Ken Murphy is 
explaining the procedure to an expectant gathering of quartet members 
and the public audience. 

Ken Murphy: After the jury had deliberated and rra.de its decision we 
will post that decision, in writing, in three places which the 
frequent, One is the lounge in the residence Where they 

rehearsal t~e 

board their entrance to their practice studios. 
at ... I am told 

I 
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Alexander: Scme competitors here at Banff have been stand-outs from 
start, among them the Hag en, Q)lorado and Lydian Quartets . Bt1t 

there are others, too, Who are strong steady contenders for a in 
the finals, and they deserve some further attention tonight. One of 
than is the Vermilion Quartet, formed here at the Banff Centre a few 
years ago When all its members Where studying string and Chamber ~usic 
with the resident faculty. We're going to meet the Vermilion Quartet 
later in the program, but right now let's hear them play the 
movement marked Anime et tres decide from Claude Debussys' 
Quartet, the Opus 10 in G Minor. 

MUSIC 

Alexander: The first rrovement from the String Quartet in G Minor I Cpus 
10, by Claude Debussy 1 played by the Vermilion Quartet, who are turning 
in strong consistent performances at this Banff International String 
Quartet Competition. Well, I've said before that the all-female Lydian 
Quartet from Brandeis University in Boston is definitely among the 
frontrunners at this competition, and Contemporary Day at Banff, as 
well as the required Harry Somers' piece, can only help this group I 
think, because they have a special affinity with the modern repertoire. 
This is at least partly because of their involvement with the 
composers' workshop at Brandeis, and it also seans to fit in well with 
the Lydians' own intellectual, or at least thoughtful, approach to 
music rraking. In preparation for hearing the Lydian Quartet play part 
of an unfamiliar new String Quartet by woman composer Betsy Jolas I 
asked first and second violinists Wilrra Smith and Judith Eissenberg 
about all this. Does struggling with difficult rrodern scores lead to a 
better understanding of the earlier classical and romantic works as 
well? 

Judith Eissenberg: I think that they are similar in that they are l::oth 
works of art that are made up of gestures, and the fun in contemporary 
music is to find the gestures that are the same in all kinds of music. 
Elrotional gestures, form gestures, and then to go back to more 
classical music you find them again and I guess each one builds on the 
other and it helps. It's a conviction that it's all music and that it 
can be played the same way. 

Alexander: In just a m::ment or two 1M2' re going to hear the Lydian 
Quartet's performance from Contemporary Day at the Banff Competition of 
a piece that nay rnt be familiar to nany of the people Who are al:::x:Jut to 
hear it. Nor may its composer for that matter. Shall we start with 
Betsy Jolas. Can you tell us a bit al:::x:Jut her I Wilma? 

been in residence 
, somewhere around that age, she's 

of Which was the third. 

also 
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Judi th Eissenberg: Well that is I think why it's a gcx:::d. to 
at a competition. Each etude is d~monstrating different string 
techniques, pizzicato or chords, arrl there's tWJ aleatoric movements. 
So )IOU run through them all and get a gcx:::d. idea of what the instrument 
can do, and they' re all tied together with similar gestures and 
stretto-like things, and ~1en there's a final movement, the ninth one, 
that sums it all up. It's called Summing-Up, appropriately enough. 

Alexander: I think this v.Ja.S one on a list of set pieces of set 
competition pieces at a previous competition that the Lydian Quartet 
\Na.S in? 

Wilrra Smith: Yes. We v.ere in a competition in Evian in France last 
year, and ~1is v.Jas one of a list of, I think, nine pieces that v.e had 
to Choose from in the Oontanporary section of the competition. 

Alexander: l):)es it have that virtuosic challenge that seems to be 
common oompetition set pieces? 

Judi th Eissenberg: I think what' s most virtuosic aOOut it -- welL 
rraybe there's t'M) things: One, the individual techniques - scrre of 
them are new, which v.e had to learn -- and then just p.1tting it 
together because it doesn't happen the same way eadh time, and being 
able to feel free with it v.hen v.e play it. 

Alexander: O.K. we'll listen to it. Wilrra Smith and Judith 
Eissenberg from the Lydian Quartet, thank you. 

And nON let' s hear the Lydian Quartet play t'M) short movements from 
this String Quartet No. 3 by the contemporary composer Betsy Jolas -
contemporary music played by the Lydian Quartet in competition this 
week at Banff, Alberta. On Day Five of Arts National's Banff String 
Quartet Competition coverage we're listening to seven of the ten 
competing quartets play twentieth-century music as we await 
announcement of the semi-finalists who will proceed on the weekend to 
play-off for five final fOStitions in the standings. Our Arts 
National shadON jury is still uncertain vihether England' s Brodsky 
Quartet will mike it all the way to the finals, but they' re certainly 
'NOrth hearing again nON, as for that matter are all ten of these young 
quartets, not one of v.hom has not turned in one or more 
performances saneWhere in the course of the week to date. After all, 
the Brodskys came to Banff fresh from winning top place at this year's 
European Broadcasting Union String Quartet Oompetition and that in 
itself is a high recommendation. Here row is the Brodsky w'i th 
the final portion of the 1964 String Quartet by Polish Composer Witold 
Lutoslawski. 

Alexander: And that' s a Day Five 
from Banff. The conclusion 
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P.~exander: Caning up next, a feature part of our prcgram which I think 
you' 11 find rather interesting. MJst music corn.r::etitons, including this 
one at Banff, include a section devoted to a so-called "im.Fosed" or 
"set" piece which all contestants must play. In this case the v.ork in 
question was commissioned expressly for the occasion from Canadian 
composer Harry Somers, with the financial assistance of the Canada 
Council. It's entitled Movement for String Quartet and it's Somers' 
fourth v.ork in this form. All ten participating ensembles at the Banff 
International String Quartet Competition played this work on one day 
for the judges; in a few minutes we're going to hear one of those 
perfonnances. But first let's meet the composer himself. Harry Saners 
had roped to be here to hear his v.ork played, not once rut ten tirnes -
a rare honour for a composer. He was going to adjudicate it and decide 
wnich quartet should receive the special $500 Couvoisier prize for the 
best .r::erfonnance. Unfortunately however, another conmission 
corrmitment has kept him in the east, but we've rranaged to reach him 
anyway on the line from Toronto. Mr. Somers I get the feeling there 
are some rather s.r::ecial ground rules when you come to write a 
competition piece like this one. 

Harry Somers: Well, you really are given a series of limitations, and 
I think you have to res.r::ect them. In case the limitations were imposed 
on a number of levels; one, the quartets came from a variety of 
countries, and in those countries the exposure to contemporary music is 
varied as to contemporary notation, so I had to limit myself to a 
rna.nner of writing and a rna.nner of notation that could be comprehended 
actually anyWhere in the world today - conventional notation because a 
lot of contemporary music, in order to go beyond the bounds of l-2-3-4 
and traditional pitch areas, has had to invent notation and in some 
places in the world it is simply not understood, so that certainly was 
im.Fosed on rre . 

Alexander: Are there other limitations? 

Harry Somers: I think due to the constraints of ti.Jte there is a 
certain limitation in technical difficulty. Mind you, in all this my 
first object is this: It is a tough proposition, because the 
object is to create music - something that goes beyond the 
of its parts and becanes a responsive experience which is the 
nature of music, and yet you have to form a solid intellectual basis of 
organization, and in this case I set out to really, I suppose, make 
them use their bow arms. The left hand technique is not all that 
difficult, that is, the fingering, the pitch area; but the 
difficulties lie in the rhythmic area, the nuance. The 1::Dw is, after 
all, like the singer's breath to the string , arrl it is 
that have to be not 

Alexander: Was it in your since tltis is a 
to them at the level, 
~Bs above all else to execute well? 
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Harry Saners: Well, I think there is ro pJint unless there is a 
challenge to these competitors, Who after all are quite an impressive 
list. They are leading musicians in their own countries, they are 
really reaching for U1e top of the profession, and I felt there was no 
point unless the composer gave them a challenge. 

Alexander: Many, many cx:mpetition pieces have teen written over the 
years in Europe as well as in .America. Many of them are hearJ several 
times at that competition one year and then disappear into Oblivion. 

Harry Saners: I think very often, sure, they drop out of sight. Well, 
a lot of n:usic drops out of sight I suppJse. The composers too often 
--maybe I'm being presumptuous-- set out simply to be clever rather 
~~an making their pieces also a n:usical Challenge in the broad sense of 
the word. And I think after the cleverness leaves there's not much 
else left. I hope you give it a go, that this has a dimension beyond 
simply its difficulties or its virtuosity, that it is a piece of music, 
and at least that' s Why I think things drop out. I always treat it 
absolutely as if I 'm creating any other piece of music. 

Alexander: Again pursuing the tradition of competition pieces, often 
the competition piece is presented to the competitors, as part of the 
challenge, When they arrive at the competition and rot before. In this 
case things were managed rather differently, and the people at Banff 
managed to put ten copies of your score simultaneously into the hands 
of the ten quartets about a month before the ccmpeti tion began. Is it 
you sense that your r.bvement for String Quartet v.Duld have been too 
difficult to learn in a week? 

Harry Scmers: Oh, absoultely. It v.Duld have been futile to do so, and 
actually a ridiculous challenge. A month is just about right to test 
their abilities to learn a new 'WOrk and see if they can bring it to 
life in that period of time. I think it's just about the right period, 
a week would have been just impossible. 

Alexander: Harry Somers, thanks for talking fran Toronto. I rnight 
by telling you we've been Chatting with the young 

and they assured us that this is perhaps the most difficult piece 
have ever had to learn, so if Challenge is part of a cx:mpetition 
you have certainly succeeded in that side of things. 

Scmers : Hell, good . 

(REACTIONS OF TFJE QUARTETS TO TFlE SG1ERS WORK) 

Actually there's a wide range of 
among the ten wro had to 

Quartet 1 

T 
J._ 
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Vermilion Quartet: Yes, they wrote a whole play - an opera, "A Scmers 
Outing" they called it. 'They' re on this train, and the train gJeS to 
Siberia, and then Ken Murphy comes on the train and sees the Hagen 
Quartet drinking. "No, NJ, NJ! " Then there' s a big dlase, and a 
beautiful woman comes on at the climax and seduces the conductor, and 
at the end the train crashes and all the _p=ople die. This is all 
written in the music. 

Alexander: CX!ce we'd heard that we naturally had to rush right off to 
the Brodsky Quartet and get the story fran the horse's ITDuth. Rt::member 
all quartets received the score of the Somers quartet about a month ago 
in mid-M3.rch, but each took their CMn approadl in preparing this 
difficult work. Paul cassidy, the violist of the Brodsky Quartet tells 
us what they did. 

Paul cassidy: The unfortunate thing about this particular piece is 
that the past month or tv.o we've been very, very busy at hane. We had a 
lot of repertoire to get through, and although we had the piece for a 
month or so we didn't actually start to work on it 'til we came to 
Banff. 

Alexander: ~Vhich is what often happens at a canpetition. 

Paul Cassidy: That's right. We sort of started work on it a couple of 
days ago. It just happened that during the first rehearsal we realized 
that it's a quite difficult piece. People were getting very annoyed 
with each other, and the whole thing was grinding to a halt. SJ 
suddenly we had this idea that the beginning sounds a little like a 
train, because it's all on the one note, and it gets progressively 
faster and faster for 20 bars, arrl it sounds quite like a steam engine 
getting up power. So this, of course, set everyone' s mind and 
imagination going, and from there the piece ended up, instead of 
a movement for string quartet, beca:ning "A Somers Outing". (Pun 
Intended) So we in fact renamed it "Movement for Steam Engine". It's 
just a silly little story really about a train Which leaves Banff and 
goes for miles and miles across the plains, and one or two exciting 
t."l1ings happen. For instance I a young roy is found in first class 
compa.rtment with a third class ticket, arrl there's a chase, arrl there' s 
a little climax, and so on and so on. Then there's a l:etween 
the viola and the cello and the tv.D violins, and we rnade this out to be 
the guard who has finally caught the roy. He Is saying "Why haven It you 
got a ticket -- \Nhy haven't you got a ticket?" Silly little 
like that, and at one point a very beautiful enters the train 
(which was played by our cellist, our one lady member). She has 
a dynarnic entry towards the end of the piece, and this was a 
woman joining the train". 

I'm ends in chaos, and the 
in fact and crashes, all tl-le 
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Alexander: Did you confront them with this? 

Wilma Smith: Not really. We told them we v.ere disappointed that v.e 
didn't hear it, but ... 

(clapping) 

Alexander: Well, v.e' ve heard What three of our ten cx:mpeting quartets 
think of this ne;..v set piece now, and I guess it's t.iJre to hear the 
music itself, v.hich will te played by a forth ensemble. Banff's cwn 
Vermilion Quartet is on stage now with their required competition 
performance of the newly commissioned MJvement for String Quartet by 
Canadian composer Harry Saners. 

MUSIC 

(clapping) 

Alexander: You've just heard one of ten performances given this v~ek 
at of a single work, the r1Jvement for String Quartet by Canadia~ 
composer Harry Samers, commissioned with the assistance of the Canada 
Council as the set piece for the Banff International String Quartet 
Competition. We heard played by the Vennilion Quartet. 

The Vermilion Quartet have lived and worked at Banff on and off over 
the past several years. That rray te Why they seem relatively relaxed 
during this tense competition week here. At least they were relaxed 
when we brought them all over here to our Arts National teJ:nfXJrary 
studio for a conversation that began naturally enough with the 
impressions of the Harry Sorners Quartet Which they have just played. 
You will hear the voices of Mary Kathryn Parker and Melinda Moncure 
violins, Canadian cellist Rolf Gilstein and off the top, newly arriva1 
violist Richard Marshall/ on the general reaction here at Banff to the 
Somers. 

Richard Marshall: You should see v.hat' s on the board in the warm-up 
room. - HARRY SC11ERS - $500 REWARD - DEAD OR ALIVE, PREFERABLY 
DEAD." 

Alexander: M-ly? Is it just because it's so difficult? 

Richard Marshall: If it felt gratifying. I don't knoN 

Rolf Gilstein: It seerns very ma.thematically conceived, and a.llrost 
every a direction on it1 a marking - forte, fortissimo, acc~nt 

- so 90% of it seems to te intellectual, and how well you can 
accent as opposed to this fortissimo. 

Melinda Moncure: 
purpose 

Alexander: So 
concerts? 

It seems 
and not 

in 
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Richard Marshall: I don't think ~e'll play it again. 

Rolf Gilstein: Actually we were very surprised vlnen we taped it the 
first time, because playing it, being inside it, you don't g<::t an 
overall picture. It's very difficult, because we're all in our awn 
~Jrldsr in the middle section especially/ wiU1 two against three 
against five and against seven. ~ve have to 1:::€ as independent as 
r:ossible. It's really difficult to get outside and hear the over-all 
effect/ and it was much ootter than we felt it was 'while we were 
playing it. 

Richard Ma.rshall: I guess vJhen we first got it, it seerned so 
overwhelming. I mean you k.n.olt.J I just an incredible piece put to tlS as 
test 1 and we kind of resented the fact that we coulc'ln' t find ru'lY 
credible musical idea as the min theme - as the hook. It seemed to 
be 1 as Rolf said 1 t.hat U1e rrathemtics and U1e intellectual c'trn(:: first, 
and for us it was hard to grab on to that at first. And v1hen you have 
to slave in a practice r()()!n for hours and hours and hours, just trying 
to figure out how it gets together .... 

Alexander: (Explained the $500 prize) But apart from its ooing a 
separate do you think the jury is going to take it very seriously 
into account when U1ey come to judging the semi -finals and finals? 

Melinda Moncure: No. I think they wanted the day off. 

Richard Marshall: I think that as Rolf said, (we were speaking aoout 
U1is earlier), any time you get out on the stage you leave an 
impression, ru'ld inasmuch as ru'ly n~ression is important, it's 
imp-:Jrtant; but I don't think in the final analysis it will hold 
someOOdy back if they didn't play well. I think the first four days of 
competition are much, much nnre nnportant I obviously, than this . So I 
think that the fact that they are having a special prize for this .... 
And we decided that the first prize should be that you did not have to 
meet Harry Somers! 

Alexander: Mary Kathryn, may I address this question to you? I have 
sense, listening in on quartets in the Green Room/ and 

elseWhere, that the Vermilion seems to be airong the rrost relaxed and 
easy going. Is that because of your association with Banff or it 
just the kind of group you are? 

Mary Kathryn Parker: Well, we're taking the ~tition as a recital 
more than a competition and we feel very fortunate to be here, and of 
course Banff's a beautiful place, and we have a lot of friends here. 

as a group this year a lot and we' re very happ.f Ftbout 
how much we've grown even 

Alexander: Are you saying that you aren't tense and nervous alx:mt 
those finals. 
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Alexander: But I've seen you relaxing in the Green Rcan, watching t.'le 
monitor. There are other quartets that are resolutely staying away, 
except When they want to conduct psyschological warfare and come and 
sit right down in the front row. 

Mary Kathryn Parker: I enjoy listening to other groups "!:::€cause I' m 
hoping to get sanething out of it oosides it ooing a canpetition. I 
enjoy hearing other people play. And it makes me play 1:::€tter because 
seeing the way someone reacts on stage or seeing a ooautiful 
that someone turns makes me go and play better. I thought it v.ould 
make me nervous but it really doesn't at all it helps a lot. They're 
our friends, we like them very much, every one -- we kid around in the 
reading room together arrl play games arrl you knCMT we' re rooting for 
everybody-- everybody's in it together and that's a little more 
relaxing then thinking that they're your enemies -- they're the 
competition. I don't think anyone here feels that 'way. M:tybe some 
people like to practise up until the very last minute, But, you knCMT, 
we've practised, and it's time to listen now. 

Richard Marshall: We're here to play and learn and that's it. 

Rolf Gilstein: I think all of us agree that this 'Week we've heard some 
of the greatest quartet playing we've heard in our lives/ and you have 
a quartet working all year on a piece and in some cases it's much 
ootter than, say, one of the great quartets going on the road playing 
something thirty times -- ooing dead tired. S:J you hear terrific 
inspirational performances. 

Alexander: Yes, I've felt that too. I felt that even if you had one 
of the world's great quartets in their maturity, you know, arrl you went 
to a ooncert, in some senses for them and for everyone it's just 
another concert, if you can put it that way, as opposed to the extra 
edge of this. Melinda MJncure, can I ask you, \.Jhat was the route by 
which you came to Banff in the first place? HCMT did you errl up here 
not now for this oompetition, but in the first place? 

Melinda fvbncure: Well I had just finished school at the Peal:x::Xl.y 
Conservatory in Baltimore and I didn' t want to go right away to get a 
master's degree because I was kind of tired of school and everything. 

You get really frustrated in the university or oonservatory because 
you just don't have the time to concentrate on practising. You have 
orchestra and schoolwork and everything else. I heard about Banff from 
my teacher and applied and asked various people that had been here 
mainly in the sumners and they ... 

Alexander: "No pun intended, always go back to Scmers ... 

here just 
much chamber music as I 

and I thought this 

an individual 
I wanted 

be a find 
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Melinda MJncure: Right. But all I did that year was just play with 
various people, different pieces but never found the right people for a 
group u_ntil the very end of the year. Rolf and Mary Kathryn and I use 
to play downtown at the Bistro, a restaurant1 in the evBnings, just for 
fun, and we liked playing togetl1er and they had been the previous 
sunmer to the quartet program. They have an excellent Quartet program 
for six weeks here in the sunmers, so they asked ne if I wanted to 
come. 

Alexander: You said it again, ( Sorners/ sumners) 

Melinda MJncure: I knQV.l, it keeps caning back. So I said sure so we 
came here for the sunmer session; it v.orked very WBll so WB came tack 
for the winter last year as a quartet/ worked and then after that we 
got an assistantship at DeKalb1 Illinois, to study with the Venneer 
String Quartet. So it' s going pretty well with us . 

Alexander: I find this process interesting because I've been talking 
to a lot of the quartets about hOvV they cane together. I guess the 
other extreme is a quartet that found itself all members of an 
orchestra and teaching at a University and the requirement to join the 
orchestra was that you v.ould teach at the university and fonn the 
university string quartet. Which seems a bit arbitrary, I mean it 
might mt have v.orked out/ but it seems to have v.orked out pretty WBll. 
But Richard, let me ask you about v.ihat Melinda' s just been saying. It 
seems to ne/ she seems to be talking about that v.hole process of 
finding the right people, very important likely. 

Richard Marshal!: Well this is extremely important to ne because I had 
a fairly successful string quartet last year, here at the Banff Centre. 
I came up here with a quartet/ pre-fonned/ called the Norquay Quartet. 
And I was first violinist with that quartet. Arrl we did a lot 
together 1 and o:mpeted in Portsmouth in England last year 1 and rrade the 
semi-finals and the National Film Board of Canada followed us around 
and everything. So we were doing quite well 1 but it didn't v.ork out 
because of the personalities and the types of players that we were/ so 
at the end of last summer we decided to try to find/ there's that word 
again -- "surrrner" 1 we decided to find other arrangements and I went off 
to look for another quartet or to start to perhaps start practising 
perhaps for an orchestra job with the idea that perhaps I wanta1 to 
meet the right people in the end, but rraybe take a little bit of time 
off fran quartet and then this quartet asked ne 'When they had a viola 
opening Whether or not I would consider playing viola and 

Alexander: What 'NaS your background in the viola at that stage? 

in one in 

Alexander And 1nw ago was tJ1a t? 

Marshal!: ten years ago. 
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Alexander: Arrl we' re not yet at the errl of April, 1983! 

Richard Mar shall : No. And so this has been for us an incredible push, 
learning all these pieces, for me especially, learning the viola at the 
same time, and it has been an incredible learning experience all the 
way round. 

Alexander: How has he done! (all agree warmly) 

Richard Marshall: I survived the Vermilion, arrl it survived me. But 
you know, every quartet has its ups and dcwns, but the general over-all 
feeling is an up feeling for sure, and if you would look at the stock 
market every day I think you'd get depressed. The same is true in 
quartet rehearsals. If you look every day . . . you follo..v the over-all 
trend, and our over-all trend ... things have been happening right and 
left, and we feel really good about it and we hope to be playing more 
here. 

Alexander: There are some quartets that are hinging a decision on 
whether to stay together on ho..v well they do here. M:iybe that' s like 
the flip of a coin. It v.ould be terrrible, it see..rns to me, if they 
really did think that that should be the basis of their decision. 
You're going to stay together? 

Rolf Gilstein: Oh sure. 
bearing on how we relate 
Everything you do in the 
love for playing chamber 
everything. 

We' re here just to play, and this has m 
to ourselves, what we think of ourselves . 
professional v.orld is a by-product of your 
music, and that has to cane first above 

Alexander: In conversation at Banff, the Vermilion Quartet -- formed 
here, but by no means the only quartet with strong ties to the Banff 
Centre and to its excellent teaching program. M:iny of the individual 
young players have studied here. For instance for the past three 
months the Eder Quartet fran Hungary have all been here studying with 
their distinguished countryman, ZOltan Szekely, the thirty-five year 
leader of the Hungarian Quartet. And here are the Eders r¥::NJ to a 
bit of Hungarian music, appropriately enough. This is the Scherzo: 
Alla bulgarese fran Bela Bartok's String Quartet No. 5. 

MUSIC 

Alexander: 'That's nice. I think you can hear the natural 
quartet for that Hungarian music. From the 

No. 5 by Bela Bartok, that was the Scherzo: Alla 
played by the Eder Quartet, whose first and second fiddles, 
and Toth, are also husl::>and 

exists 
violist Ira Weller and 
based t--1endelssohn Quartet. 
hear how the Mendelssohns 

sound with the 1nore 
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Alexander: We' re approaching the semi -finals nON and every note of 
every _t:€rformance is crucial. Fran 'IWentieth Century day at the Banff 
International String Quartet Competition, this is the Mendelssohn 
Quartet to play the String Quartet No. 3, ~sed in 1927 by Bela 
Bartok. 

MUSIC 

Alexander: That was the String Quartet No. 3 by Bela Bartok/ played by 
the Mendelssohn Quartet of Net~ York/ one of ten young quartets who have 
spent the last week playing daily fOr six eminent and demanding jury 
members at the Banff International String Quartet Competition. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: Well 1 very soon rt:YW the judges at this Banff cx:ntpeti tion 
will be ready to make their first public announcement of the three 
quartets v.hich have ~n eliminated from rroving on to the semi-final 
round of competition, and of course by definition the seven others/ 
Which must return tomorra.v with the v.orks Which the judges want to hear 
them play in order to make the further selection of the five finalists. 
Naturally, until it's all over, later in the weekend, no rrember of the 
jury is prepared to speak publicly about any of the contestants in 
specific terms, but we have managed to prevail upon three of them to 
talk with us al::out the judging process in general and their views on 
this competition. So joining me now for an Arts National Banff 
Jury round table: Raphael Hillyer, the founding violist of the 
Juilliard Quarteti Emanuel Hurwitz, distinguished English chillTiber 
mus1c1an and violinist 1 and Andre,v Dawes, the leader of Canada's 
flagship Orford Quartet. 

Gentlemen, I know that the other three v.ho listened to the preliminary 
audition tapes to select these ten quartets from the twenty-one who 
initially applied, those three selectors all came up with the same 
choices . I:b you have the sense that this jury might tun1 out to 1:X:! 
equally unaninnus? Let's start with you, Andrew I.:B.wes. 

Andre,v I.:B.wes: I can inagine a quartet competition am t..~e 
different, or eva~ a lot different/ from say a 

competition of soloists 1 because I think quartet members are used to 
making some kind of consensus and finding some way of , not 
the sense of "my way is the only way" . 

Alexander: An interesting FOint. 
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Raphael Hill yer: Well, going back to Andy' s ccmnent, I think that' s a 
very fine insight, that the fact that we have spent our lives as 
quartet players, coming to a common agreement even though we may have 
started fran different p:Jints of view; t-."1-tat' s the only way we could 
have functioned. There is a great deal of the tradition involved in 
quartet playing and quartet learning and teaching, and that of course 
is going to play a very strong role, I think in h0t1 we judge these 
people. But one of the things about quartet players, apart fran 
reaching a consensus eventually, is that we realize that there are 
many, many different ways of playing great music, and many of these 
ways are really acceptable and honorable and musical. 

Alexander: :&nanuel Hurwitz, is it your sense that you are judging 
these performances against sare mythical ideal "Ur-Quartet" or are you 
judging them against one another and taking let's say the potential 
they displayed as well as their actual performance into account? 

Erranuel Hurwi tz: I think if one is listening to rrasterpieces being 
played, I am just listening to find out hOtl much I get fran this, row 
much I am involved in it, lDw much this quartet is doing for rre with 
this piece. I' m not saying to myself, "This is sane thing being played 
by under 35's or under 25's." But I do recognize that occasionally 
sanething is played and I '11 say to myself, "w I like this or not?" 
Tnen I'll say to IT¥Self, "How did I play this v.hen I was 25?" And cne 
has got to have, I think, a mixture of affirmation and interest and at 
my age a fatherly feeling toward the young people. I think their 
talents are very high, and I reckon that sorre of the finest 
performances we are hearing row, if you heard them en the radio or oo a 
record you IM)Uldn't say, "This is by a 25 year-old or a 55 or a 
75-year-old." 

Alexander: So is there a sense - I think I used this rretaphor with 
Andy the other day - that is sorre way, to sane extent/ you are 
the new wine before it is laid do,vn to fully age, and guessing 
going to be a "good year" ultimately? 

Erranuel Hur11itz: Well, that is 1 I think 1 a rather rornantic 
I 'm listening to a performance - it's just as simple as that. 
going to say that this is going to rrature and be 
time. I 'm hearing it now. 

I 'm not 
20 years' 

Alexander: Andrew IB.wes I as the youngest mnber of the do _y'Ou 
worry , do you think much about 1 the fact that we have been 
that two or three of U1ese quartets are making a decision to 
together or not contingent upoo hOtl well they do here? Is the sense of 
having ~~e destinies of young to same extent 
hands much? 

fact doesn t, because I this 
competitions as being coincidental and incidental 

~~n6Y'~, because I 
Whether 

of if 
But 
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Alexander: Raphael Hillyer, given what Andy Da.wes just said, do you 
think there is a need for a competition like this one? This is a new 
string quartet competition. The organizers feel that they may make it 
an every two or three year event. There are lots of competitions, some 
for string quartets. Is this a useful addition to the international 
scene? 

Raphael Hillyer: Well, this is really not an easy question to anS\ver, 
because many of us have views alxmt the irnpJrtance of competitions in 
general. Same of us think that competitions have become almost a way 
of life that is divorcin:;r itself fran musicianship. It is becanin:;r a 
matter of v.hich competitions you win, and row lucky you are with the 
judges, and not ho.v wonderfully you play. These are not things people 
used to think about. When the Budapest Quartet, v.hich was the greatest 
quartet in the world, carre into being it would have care into being 
without having any competitions, and there weren't any in those days. 
I wouldn't say that any competition is necessary. Certainly in string 
quartets I think they could all be dissolved and quartets wouuld go on, 
and they would be discovered, and there would be audiences, and there 
would be some v.ho are very highly esteemed and some v.ho would p2rhaps 
have less glamorous careers . You say, 11 Is this Competition necessary? 
How about next year having still anoU1er Competiton and U1e next year 
still another?" I don't really think that that is a necessary element. 
But this one has been produced and planned in such a wonderful way that 
it really very special one. I don't say that just because we're 
here ... I think really undeniably it is quite a renarkably organize} 
competition, with great respect for the requirenents of the players. 
It's the one competition I've ever seen or have been involved b1 in 
whiCh the players are considered first, every aspect of their ca1Jacity 
to produce fueir best. And fuat' s really a marvelous idea behind 
vihole fuing. 

Alexander: rvtr. Hurwitz, I wanted to ask you, --we have had the 
opportunity, vmich you have had to deny yourselves until this is all 
over, of meeting and talking with fue young p2rformers . 'TWo or Urree 
of the quartets are composed entirely of meribers who already have busy 
orchestral careers at fueir young age. eo you fuink fuat it' s p::>ssible 
for a quartet to achieve greatness and have orchestral responsibilities 
simultaneously? 

Emanuel Hurwitz: Well, I can't see fuat it's p::>ssible for then 
rehearse a really important and large repertoire 

those circumstances. I think it is perfectly valid for the 
meet in an orchestra and eventually say to thenselves, "I fuink 
time we took a chance and somehow manage to work without U1is 
background 11 

• 

round, to each period of U1e 
your final totals, your numbers, you 

to have 
under 

to 
it's 
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Andrew Dawes: Cl1 yes, certainly. I don't na.ke any difference at all. 
And it has been very interesting for me to hear the different works, 
because scmetirnes if a person has a very strong personality they' re 
going to play a certain type of material better than another, and so it 
has held true, and sometimes it hasn't held true, but I am not saying, 
"Well, I think if they do the Beethoven or the 1-bzart ~11 that' s going 
to oount for rrore than if they do, say, a Bartok well" . 

Alexander: So oonsistency must be very important to doing well here. 

Andrew Dawes: Cl1 yes, oonsistency sure. But just the ability to take 
a certain v;ork and do it very '#ell, even though it is really quite a 
different type of playing ... maybe it should be more aggressive or 
maybe it should be very pure and classical or \1-hatever. rv1y way of 
marking is strictly on hCNI I think that piece should be done am hew I 
think the kids did it. 

Alexander: I::oes that mean that it is fOssible that the winning 
quartet, in your view, will be one that has turned in oonsistent 
plateau performances as opposed to one that might have turne_1 in at 
least one top-notch, knock-out perfonnance arrl one or two others not as 
gcx:xl? DJ you see rry .r:oint? 

Raphael Hillyer: This gets into the area of row we are t,"tinking in our 
ovm. room. Personally I would like to skirt that kirrl of thing. It's 
getting a little bit too much, for my feeling, into the mechanism. 
Arrl certainly that is going to be something that will be dealt with 
When we are all together. 

Alexander: May I just ask you ... we' re getting close to the fOint 
where the semi-final arrl final rounds will take place. This will be an 
opportunity for you to hear quartets again play repertoire that you 
asked them to play. Mr. Hurwitz, would you prefer to hear scmething 
different? Are you looking for oonfinnation of an impression or for 
rrore variety when you come to judge the semi-finalists arrl the 
finalists, hear them again, what will you be wanting to hear? 

Emanuel Hurwitz: This is something we haven't discussed arrong 
ourselves yet, but my own personal instinct ... I'd like to hear them 
play something different. It's as simple as that. 

Raphael Hillyer: Well, we have rYYW heard them playing for five days, 
or will have at the errl of today. We've heard them play in the various 
styles which their repertoire has been drawn from. First of all of 
oourse there was a free choice, but then Vli2 had the Classical style, 
Romantic m1d Twentieth Century, and that really gives a very broad 
spectrum; that's the literature, really. So I think that in tenns 
all those we know rcJIN 

these 
rather than 
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Alexander: Raphael Hillyerl Emanuel Hurwitzl Andrew J:Bwes -- three of 
the jury at this Ba.nff International String Quartet Cbmpetition. I 
don't envy- you your job, but I 'm glad to hear that apart from making 
all those notes and listening so attentively you're also getting to 
hear such good music. Thank you for bein::J so frank arrl generous with 
us today. 

Hurwi tz & Dawes: '!hank you. 

Alexander: Well nON we knON sanethin::J rrore of the jury members' 
and principles and I think it's time to find out how all of 

that translates into practical decisions. Let's go nON to the of 
the Margaret Greenham Theatre here at the Ba.nff Centre Where string 
quartet competition administrator Ken Murphy is about to announce the 
judges' choice of quartets Which will advance to the semi-finals. 

Ken Murphy: Ladies and Gentlemen, the jury for the Banff International 
String Quartet Cbmpetition has chosen the semi-finalists. At the next 
round of oompeti tion sessions 1 beginnin::J at 10:45 tanorrCJ,V morning I the 
follCJ,Ving seven quartets will o:xnpete, in this order: From New York, 
the Mendelssohn Quartet; from DeKalb1 Illinois the Vermilion Quartet; 
from Boston/ Massachusetts/ the Lydian Quartet; from Manchester/ 
England I the Brodsky Quartet; from New York City 1 the Colorado Quartet; 
from Budapest, Hungary I the Eder Quartet, and from Salzburg I Austria I 
the Hag en Quartet. Thank you very .f1UCh. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: Well there you have it, the names of the seven yoW1g 
quartets who will advance to the semi-finals of this Banff 
International String Quartet Competition/ and you'll hear all of th6~ 
play from that semi-final rourrl tanorrON on a special Saturday night 
edition of Arts National, beginning at 8:05p.m./ 8:35 in NewfoW1dland. 
Our congratulation to the seven strin::J quartets who have survived the 
semi-final cut -- the Hagen, Cblorado and Lydian/ the Mendelssohn and 
Brodsky, the Eder and Vermilion. And warm wishes to the three who were 
eliminated at this point the Manchester/ the Harringtonl the DaVinci. 
It's not just kindness to say that they too played very well this week. 
The standard at this competition is extremely high, it was an tonour 
simply to have been invited to participate. The judges simply had to 
choose between good and better. Indeed 1 I understand the DaVinci 
Quartet who didn't :rrake it into the semis have been already engaged to 
give a public concert this weekend in Calgary. Up here in the 
mountains at Banff we're now ready for tomorrow's semi-final round of 
competition. Just before we leave you tonight we have time for one 
rrore performance by one of the leadin::J quartets who are still the 

the all-female Colorado Quartet. This 
Banff. We've select 

modern music that shows the quartets at the top of their 
form. And to close we have a most sensitive of a subtle and 

v.ork. It's Anton Webern' s 1909 Opus for 
Quartet. re delicate 

here to them for us now 

MUSIC 
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(clapping) 

Alexander: Five 1'-bvements for String Quartet, Cpus 5, by An ton 'debern 
played by the four young wanen of the Colorado Quartet, fonned at the 
University of Colorado, now in residence as teaching assistants at the 
Juilliard School of Music in New York. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: That concludes Day Five, 'IWentieth Century day, here at the 
Ba.nff International String Quartet Canpetition. I hope you enjoyed 
hearing the music and feature interviews as much as we enjoyed bringing 
them to you tonight on Arts National on location from the Banff 
Centre. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: Still ahead the weekend semi-final and final rounds as we 
find out which five quartets will receive prizes from the jury, and in 
which order. There' s a lot at stake and a lot rrore great chamber music 
making to come on our special weekend broadcasts. I'm Ian Alexander 
saying Gcx:x1 Night, and inviting you to "be with us torrorrow night for 
more from the Banff International String Quartet Competition. 

(clapping) 

SATURDAY 
April 30, 1983 

Alexander: Gcx:x1 Evening. My name is Ian Alexander. I 'm speaking to 
you on location from the Banff Centre School of Fine Arts in Banff, 
Alberta, and I 'm introducing to you a special Saturday night edition of 
Arts National, CBC's weeknight concert hall and music journal of the 
air. International Concert, rormally broadcast at this time, will rot 
be heard tonight in order that we can bring you a special presentation 
-- the semi-final round of the Banff International String Quartet 
Competition. 

This exciting and prestigious event began last Sunday When ten young 
string quartets from around the world, all of them under 
years of age, gathered here for an intensive week of rrost 
international class musical oompetition. For the first 
ten quartets were required to play every day. First a free 

of their own and then in turn a Classical, Romantic and Modern 
work as well as the set, or "imposed", piece for t.lris 

the Movement for String Quartet Canadian 
these five of 
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Tonight on this special edition of Arts National at the Banff 
International String Quartet Competition we'll hear the semi-final 
perfonnances fran those five finalists as annouced at the en(l of the 
semi-final round by ~rrpetition organizer Ken r~rphy -- speaking fran 
the stage of the Margaret Greenham Theatre here at the Banff Centre. 

Ken Murphy: Ladies and gentlemen/ the jury has deliberated/ aDd here 
in alphabetical order are the finalists in the competition: The 
Colorado Quartet/ the Eder Quartet/ the Hagen Quartet, the Lydian 
Quartet, and the i'1endelssohn Quartet. The next session is tcxnorrON at 
10:45 a.m. See you then. 

Alexander: Well, rR::J~N we know Which five quartets will finish in the 
rr-oney at this Banff Competition 1 but we' 11 have to wait until tanorrow 
to hear in v.hich order they' 11 eventually l:le ranked by the jury. 
Through the past v.,reek on Arts National we've been combining can,_oeti tion 
perfonnances by our fine yow1g quartets with features, interviews wkj 
documentary material on the competition itself. Tonight we' re going to 
focus on the music as played by the five quartets who' ve made it to the 
finals/ as just announced by Ken Murphy. 'i'le'll hear their semi-final 
round contributions. Those are the ex1es tl1at earned them their place 
in the final standings. As you listen to them play tonight I'm sure 
you'll l:le as impressed by the quality and maturity of tl1eir 
musicianship as everyone here at Banff has been. Arrl you might enjoy 
deciding for yourselves the order in which you v.ould rank them; you 0::111 

l:le a kind of "shadow jury" if you like. Then torrorrON night beginning 
at 9:05, 9:35 in Newfoundland, tune in again for the final round w1d 
hear what the official Banff jury's findings turn out to be. 

The first g-roup called up::Jn to play during tl1e semi -final round was t'le 
Mendelssorm Quartet fonn New York City -- Laurie Smukler and Nicholas 
Mann, violins, Ira Weller, viola and Marcy Rosen, cello. tra and 
Laurie are husband and wife and Nicholas is the son of Robert Mann, 
founding leader of the Juilliard Quartet. Now these young people faced 
a special kind of pressure. They'd made it to the semi-finals 
stiff competition 1 they'd only l:leen told sane twelve hours beforehand 
that they had even survived the first cut ani that they were scher1uled 
moreover first up me next nnrning. Perhaps nnst Erightenin::J of all 
they were only told then which work fran a predetermined list t.'le 
wanted to hear lliem play. That' s the of this kind of 
international competition and perhaps because of it the Mendelssohn 
Quartet's perfonnance l~a~ a little more shakily tl1en ·we've 

having heard then earlier in the wee,";: so many 
tl1ey'd reached the final movement of Ravel's in 

F Major, wnich is what we' re going 
stride and 

Ravel, 

MUSIC 
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Alexander: The Finale from Maurice Ravel's String Quartet in F tv1a jor, 
played by New York's ~ndelssohn Quartet -- the semi-final round 
perfonnance which earned the:n a place in the finals of this Banff 
International String Quartet Competition. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: The ~ndelssohns were the first quartet of the morning and 
they played well enough to advance to the finals. Next up was the 
young Vermilion Quartet, formed at Banff last season When all its 
members were studying here. For that reason alone the Vermilions had a 
lot of friends in the audience. They played well and consistently all 
week. They were among the more relaxed and happy groups around the 
Centre. But some reason their performance of Beethoven's Opus 132 
Quartet in A Minor wasn't quite up to the demanding standards set this 
week at Banff and the jury was forced to eliminate them from the 
finals. I'm sure the Vermilions will be heard from a great deal in the 
future though. They've really only begun to regroup after acquiring a 
new violist, Richard Marshall, just at the beginning of this year. I'd 
say it's to their credit that they made it this far. 

We come now to the afternoon semi-final session, and first the Lydian 
Quartet from Brandeis University in Boston -- one of two all-women 
quartets in this field of ten and perhaps the most thoughtfuL almost 
intellectual, group here this week. The Lydians are p3.rticularly 
strong in the contemporary repertoire, we've learned, but this 
semi-final round was an opportunity for the judges to assign works 
which would test each competitor particularily in areas of potential 
weakness. And so the Lydians were asked to <;p tack to the Classical 
period and perfonn a work by fvbzart. They aquitted themselves well, 
particularily in the beautiful slow movement Which we' re <;ping to hear 
them play next. "Stylish" and "idiomatic" -- those were the sort of 
adjectives one heard after the Lydians' semi-final performance. We're 
going to hear the:n play the second slow movement from tvbzart' s 
Quartet in C tvlajor K465, subtitled "Dissonance". From Banff the 
Lydian Quartet: 

MUSIC 

Alexander: Tnat was the slow tvbve.ment from tvbzart' s 
C tvlajor, K465, played by the 

young quartets Vvho survived this day of the 
International String Quartet Competition arrl went on to be the 
five finalists. 
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The level of playing at the competition is epitomized by the Colorado 
Quartet, they' re the other all-female entry. Fonned at the University 
of Colorado, this group is new at the Juilliard School of Music in New 
York Where they're teaching assistants to the Juilliard Quartet itself. 
They recently won the coveted Naumburg prize. That's one of the 
world's top chamber rrusic h:mours. The Coloradans combine youthful 
North American energy with nature European refinement of playing. The 
drive they can rruster to give a work a clear through line is 
complemented by the exquisite perfection of their tonal quality. Their 
semi-final day perforrrance of a Brahms quartet is such a representative 
example of what they can do that we've chosen to play it in its 
entirety. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: Listen in p:trticular to the graceful third novement \vi th 
its excellent viola playing by Francesca Martin. She's studied here at 
Banff, for I believe it' s eight years. Let' s sit back rKYW and en joy 
Brahms' String Quartet in B Flat, Opus 6 7, No. 3 -- as played by the 
Colorado Quartet, a young ensemble clearly at a peak in their still
young careers. This is what this Banff International String Quartet 
Competition is all about. 

MUSIC 

(clapping) 

Alexander: You've just heard a complete perfonnance of the String 
B Flat Major, Opus 67, No. 3 by Johannes Bralu'11S. It was 

played by the four young women of the Colorado Quartet in their 
semi-final round of competition appearance here at the Banff 
International String Quartet Competition. 

~Dd now that you've heard it I'm sure it will come as no when 
I tell you that the Colorado did advance to the finals. In fact the 
buzz here at Banff is that they've got a gocd shot at one of tJ1e two 
top final positions. We have two nore string quartet 
finalists still to hear on this special Saturday night's edition of 
Arts National from Banff. But first we' re going to rreet one of the six 
membered jury for the competition. That's a distinguisha1 
indeed. In fact rmny of the young players told me the 
jury was one of the main attractions of this event. 

of the Juilliard Quartet, Andrew Dawes, 
violin of Canada's Orford Quartet, Emanuel Hunvitz fran 
Banda from Hungary, and Piero Farrulli from are all on 
But the of them all, the senior chamber 

who 36 years 

active as a teacher 
interest in the young people to whcm 

I asked 

more than children. 
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Mischa Schneider: I don't tJ1ink they are children! Sare of than play 
like experienced artists. There are very young p20ple, but it is a 
very gocd thing that they are young arrl can play so well. String 
quartet is row a very fX)pular ensemble. In Il¥ time, you know, \..hen tJ1e 
Budapest Quartet started, there were only a feN quartets, arrl no.v you 
have dozens of t11em, and they all play well, more or less. It's very 
difficult to differentiate. 

Alexander: I have felt indeed that even for the semi-finals, let alone 
the finals, t11e distinctions are very fine ones, very close ones. 
There's not that rruch difference between the top and the bottom here, 
really. 

Mischa Schneider: You are quite right. 'I'hat' s absolutely right. Sclme 
are more cohesive as an ensemble, but they all play well - all 

of them - they' re all good instrumentalists. 

Alexander: Is t11e difference one between technical proficiency and 
musical insight and understanding? 

Mischa Schneider: Oh yes, absolutely. You know, \vhat I find is t11at 
you are young your blocd circulation is faster an<l you ten:] tr) 

play certain things faster, and When you get older and rmre 
you sort of quiet dOHn.. Tnis is v-ihat I personally sometimes fird in 
the young ensembles . 'I'hey' re so eager, so terribly eager D::) do it and 
scmetimes do it a little bit too fast or don't enjoy a phrase. 

Alexander: I think the average age of the competitors here is al::out 
25. You, Mr. Schneider, were 25 I think when you enterecl your 
professional quartet. D:::> you ever think of comparing 1-ow it 'Nas When 
you were 25 when you see these 25-year-olds? 

Mischa Schneider: Well, 'Nhen I was 25 I rnade exactly the same mistakes 
that t11ey make. I·t is very rarely that you firrl a young man in his 
20's Who has already the l)Qise over U1e material, over U1e Whole work. 
You find it very rarely, for instance, a young pianist like Peral1ia or 
Peter Serkin, son of Rudolf Serkin. As he played as a young nnn when 
he \vas l 7 or 18 he already had such a cormand of the idea - what the 
work is. This happens very rarely. When we recorded t.he oo-called 
"Dissonant" Quartet by M::::>zart the first ti11e we played very fast. 
'Ihen I met a quartet and they played for me and 1 said, "Tell me, 
do you play so fast?" "vlell, we heard. it fran you, fran your rec'Ord." 
So you see really it has somet11ing to do wi t.'"l age. But there are 
exceptions like Tocanini. 1b the errl of his life he was al\vays full of 

and full of temperament, and his tempos were ahvays very fast. 

almost necessary for a 
I 'm not talking al:x:mt how \Yell they 

How you do t11at 
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Mischa Schneider: I can tell you we did it in a very, very difficult 
way. We played during the season and in the surrmer time there were ro 
festivals and no competitions, so we didn't make enough money to live 
the Whole year through, so we had to go and get some rroney somevihere to 
"be able to live through the surrmer months arrl study, and we were 
INOrking, and When September came we started the season and p3.id all our 
debts, so that we became known and started to earn money, but it was 
very, very difficult for the Quartet to "be able to make a living cnly 
frcm quartet playing. It was very difficult. I think I can say almost 
with surety that we were the first quartet that could make a living 
only frcm quartet playing, not having a job. 

Alexander: You are rot cnly a legend in the musical v.orld, 
music INOrld; you are a great teacher. I am wondering 

vihat you think about the kind of teaching and the atmosphere of 
conservatories and universities today. There are so many more 
students . Y.le talk about the competitive environment. J:b you think 
that young musicians are being taught technical tricks rather than a 
tradition? 

Mischa Schneider: I don't think it's the teacher vlho teaches thB~. It 
young people, because technique nCJvV has becare one of the most 

:important things. The bigger the technique, the faster you can play, 
the better. 

Alexander: From what your are saying I VKmld suspect that you 
what might "be called a "European" quartet sourrl arrl tradition to this 
brash, technically exciting and dramatic "American" quartet sound. 

Mischa Schneider: I don't think you can inject nationalities here. I 
don' t think so "because this is finished row, llmericans or Europeans, 
because American quartets go to Europe and Europeans go to America. It 
is row the same thing everyvihere. You can say that a Canadian Quartet 
plays differently than a Czech quartet or a I1ungarian quartet, but I 
don' t think so. 

Alexander: I find it interesting to go back a little bit to when you 
were talking about playing it fast, or strong dynamics, and all those 
kinds of things that you associate with youth. Some people have said 
that it was the Budapest itself, especially with the change of first 
violin, that in a sense broke the ground for that new brasher sound. 
I1ave you ever heard that before? 

Mischa Schneider: I have heard that, but I don't think that it was. 
Well, the lst violin is always the one that is the sort of visiting 
card of the quartet, because in all Classical and Rcmantic v.orks the 
first violin has the most. And. 
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That is why it becarre the name; arrl then when the secorrl fiddler left 
Roisman came in and he became 2nd violin; then the lst violin left and 
Roisman became lst violin arrl my brother became 2rrl violin. I carre in 
and then the last one \vas Kroyt, and then it became a Budapest Russian 
quartet, and I'm sure you have heard the story they say Heifetz tells: 

One Russian is a nihilist; 
Two Russians are a chess game; 
Three Russians are a revolution; 
Four Russians are the Budapest String Quartet. 

But I think we were lucky that the four of us v..ho came together - the 
four Russians - had the same idea about performance, about 
about accentuations. And of CDurse we were very much influenced 
Casals. 

Alexander: I \vaS gong to ask you about that, because your career has 
circled around the narre of Casals from the beginning until Marlboro. 

Mischa Schneider: That's right. You see, Casals \vaS at tvB.rltoro for 
years. Every year he would care arrl conduct and have master 

classes. 

Alexander: But you VvDrked initially with Casals' assistant. 

Mischa Schneider: Well, I went to Casals at Prades where he lived, to 
study with him, and I studied also with his assistant in Paris, 
Alexanian, arrl my brother studied with Casals. That was a big 
influence, but What you say about accentuations and so on, this was 
very much the influence of Casals. 

Alexander: Are you listening in J?3.rticular to the cellists this week? 

Mischa Schneider: No, not necessarily. I listen to everybody. You 
know, When you have played in a quartet for many years it sort of 
seethes in your brain - the whole four instruments. 

Alexander: Have you been surprised? Have you heard approaches to 
familiar works that made you say, "Hah! That's interesting". 

Mischa Schneider: Oh yes! Very, very many surprises. I mean, in all 
we have listened evry day to ten quartets, each one 

playing a different work. And then some of the quartets play the same 
work, like Ravel. We have had Ravel three times. Arrl each one has an 
entirely different idea about tempos, allegretto in Mozart in tl1e 
Minuet, for sore it was slower and for sore it was faster. These are 
all little differences, but the main thing I think in quartet playing 
is the whole work, hON they take it. 

I wish 
before 1984? 

Mischa Schneider: How did you know that I am to be 80? 

Alexander: Sooner or later all of us must be 80. Thank 
much. 
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Alexander: That's octogeneraian cellist Mischa Schneider, grand old 
man string quartets, one of the six jury merribers for this B::mff 
International String Quartet Competition. l'os Arts National's 
weekend coverage of the semi -final and final rounds of the 
continues now, we return to the afternoon and evening semi-final 
sessions. Seven semi-finalists competing for five places in the final 
standings. That meant of course, that t\\0 had to 1::-€ eLiminated. One 
as I 've already told you was the Vermilion Quartet and the other, 
rather surprisingly to sane of us, was the Brodsky Quartet from 
England. The Brodskys came to B::mff fresh from sweeping first place in 
all categories of this year's European Broadcasting Union String 
Quartet Festival at'1d Competition and their playing t.'lroughout this cweek 
at Ban££ showed us why they'd \\0!1 in Britain. 

One of the questions t.'lat has "!::'€en much debated and speculated U[X)n 
throughout the week has been exactly what the judges' were. 
Of course they' re not abJut to discuss the subject .r_:ublicly. But 
judging sinply by the decisions they've rnade so far it WJuld appea.r 
that their first considerations are technical proficiency, accuracy of 
intonation, and ensemble blend. Perhaps it's not surprising, given 
their seniority, that the jury rnay tend to 1::-€ just a little bit 
conservative in their preferences and that might 1::-€ why the rather more 
eccentric interpretations favored by ~1e Brodsky Quartet did not 
succeed in gaining them a place in the finals. 

The next successful quartet from the semi -finals was the F.fler Quartet 
from Hungary, the oldest group competing at Banff, and the only one to 
have rnade a conmercial recording to date. They were formed a decade 
ago at the Franz Liszt Academy of Music in Budapest. Family 
relationships come up again in this quartet as they do in so many of 
the young foursanes who entered the oompetition. First violinist Pal 
Ed.er is married to second violinist Erika Toth. He' s also ~1e brother 
of the cellist in the group, Gyorgy Ed.er. From their semi-final 
competition performance we hear now the Allegro Finale of Brah~s· 
String Quartet in A Minor, Opus 51 , No. 2 . The Ed.er Quartet -

MUSIC 

(clapping) 

Alexander: One movement from a string quartet by Brahns played by the 
Ed.er Quartet from Hungary. They were rather dark horses this week at 
Banff. M:my of us were surprised that they seemed to 1::-€ playing rather 
less well than had "been expected of them. But it's alrrDst as they 
were holding back until the final/ critical rounds. For v-..hatever 
reason they came from behind when it counted and turned in a Brahms 
performance of depth, v~a.nnth and 

(clapping) 
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Alexander: And we cx::Jrre nON to the real story of this entire week, ooth 
musically and personally. The Hagen Quartet hails from Salzburg, 
Austria. Lukas, Veronika and Clemens Hag en learned to play chamber 
music almost as soon as they could walk and talk at the knee of their 
father, who is principal violist with the Salzburg tvbzarteum Orchestra. 
Along with their schoolrrate Annette Bik, they are the youngest 
oompeting at Banff; their average age is nineteen. But you'd never 
knCYvV that to hear "G'l.em play. They have alr,~ady v.on ooth t.'l.e 
prize and the audience prize at last year's Portsrrouth Competi tioo in 
England and they shCYvV every sign of rrov.Lng all the way to the top here 
at Banff as well. There's really not mud1 rrore to b2 said aoout these 
phenomenal, almost preternaturally mature youngsters; their nusic tells 
it all. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: By the time of this semi -final round v.ord of the Hagen 
Quartet's outstanding performances had got around the Banff Centre and 
Margaret Greenham Theatre was full to capacity to hear them play 
Beethovens Second R:l.soumovsky Quartet. And certainly no one who came 
to hear them went away disappointed. Utterly composed on stage, they 
shCYvVed us once rrore hON completely they've already imbibed the great 
Europeru~ tradition of int.Lmate, tightly unified quartet ensenrole 
playing. This is the String Quartet in E Minor, Opus 59/ No. 2 by 
Beethoven played by the teenaged Hagen Quartet. 

MUSIC 

(clapping) 

Alexander: Ludwig van Beethovens' String Quartet in E Minor, (pus 59, 
No. 2, played by the young Hagen Quartet from Salzburg, Austria, in 
s~~-final performance at e1e Banff International String Quartet 
Competition. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: We knCYvV that the Hagen Quartet is in the finals at this 
competition. We've virtually assumed that in fact from their first 
appearance here. What remains to b2 determined is the ranking of the 
five finalists. r~y people are betting the Hagens will go all the 
way to the top. 

(clapping) 

rrore 

International Concert 
And 

us then. For nCM 'm 
from the Banff International 

one 
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Alexander: Gcx:x1 Evening. I 'm Ian Alexander speaking to you on 
location backstage in the Eric Harvie Theatre at The Banff Centre 
School of Fine Arts in the Rocky tvbuntains of Banff, Alberta. Welcome 
to an extraordinary extended three hour edition of Arts National, 
CBC-Stereos' weeknight ooncert hall and music journal of the air. 
We're presenting tonight the finals of the Banff International String 
Quartet Competition. Because of this special broadcast 'IWo New Hours 
will not be heard tonight and we have also prempted the first hour of 
Music To Listen To Jazz There will be jazz after midnight and both 
programs return as usual one week from tonight. Right nON though, 
we, along with nearly one thousand members of the audience at the Eric 
Harvie Theatre, are eagerly awaiting the start of this final round of 
string quartet competition from Banff. 

Let me take just a mcment to set the scene leading up to this evening' s 
climactic event, particularily for those Who may not have been 
following our nightly week-long coverage of the competition. It all 
began seven days ago, last Sunday, When a total of ten young 
quartets from around the world -- seven from the United States arr~ one 
each from England, Austria, and Hungary -- all their me~rs under the 
age of 35, arrived at The Banff Centre to begin a gruelling rourr:l of 
daily competitive performances before a panel ~nposed of six 
members, all of them distinguished senior chamber musicians in their 
own right. All ten quartets played every day for five 
first a freestyle piece of their own choosing arr:l then in successia1 a 
Classical, Romantic and Modern repertoire work, and finally tl1e set 
piece for this competition, Which all participants had to learn 
a month-long deadline period before the competition began. That's the 
new Movement for String Quartet by Canadian oanposer Harry ~ners, 
oannissioned with the financial assistance of the Canada Council. 

Now all of this happened before the judges announced any decisions at 
all, thoug11 of oourse they were listening closely and making extensive 
notes after each performance. Only on Day Five were the 
announced -- seven quartets Who proceeded to the next 
were eliminated. That semi-final round took up another day ani it 
resulted in the elimination of two more quartets. 

We've been here all week listening to the performances and tl1e 
competition for Arts National and I can tell you the standard 
playing, even among the five quartets who didn't ITake it to the 
has "been extremely high. So you can just imagine how the music 
will be that we hear played tonight by the five finalists. We 
know that all five of the quartets still in the running will have a 
share in the final standings and in the cash prizes -- $30,000 all 
allocated in amounts from $12,000 the 
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Alexander: Apart fran all the ma.terial rewards I've just mentioned 
there's of course the satisfaction and the considerable prestige of 
doing so well in the face of sudh world class competition and being 
judged v,orthy of the highest h:::mors v.hich can be bestowed by a of 
senior chamber musicians. All of our participating quartets are 
already playing at an international professional level and the best of 
them -- well, . . . spendid chamber music. Then, after the judges retire 
briefly to consult -- announcement of the winners and the presentation 
of their awards. This is the final night of the Banff International 
String Quartet Competition. 

And I believe our first finalist is just about ready to come on 
the Eder Quartet, formed ten years ago at the Franz Liszt Academy of 
Music in Budapest. First violinist Pal Eder, his wife Erika Toth, 
second violin, his brother Gyorgy Eder, cello, and the group's violist 
ZOl tan Toth -- who is m relation to Erika Toth, by the way. They've 
all been in residence at Banff for the past several months undergoing 
intensive ooaching in the late Beethoven quartets with Hungarian rraster 
chamber musician ZOltan Szekely. Irrmediately after this competition is 
over tonight, they'll be back home to their friends and their 
The Eders are the oldest quartet in the competition, although 
like all the ot---hers, are still under 35. They' re also the only ones, 
so far as I know, who have recorded canmercially. Given all we 
expected them to emerge as early front runners; instead they started 
the week just a bit sloNly but they built fran there towards a 
finish in the final days of the competition. I asked cellist Gyorgy 
Eder, earlier today, if he'd expected the level of competition at Banff 
to be quite as high as it has been. 

Gyorgy Eder: I 'm surprised how good they are. We took part in two 
international competitions in Europe in Evian and in M.mich, and I 
think there was not the sarre high level as here. 

Alexander: Everyone's very tired. Is it especially hard for you? 

Gyorgy Eder: Of course it was hard because we studied with L-A.r. Szekely 
for almost four rronths and we had m chance really to perform the 
pieces we were working on. 

Alexander: D:Jes t.ltat mean then that as the week has gone on, yes you 
are more but in a sense you have been able to settle in --you're 
more comfortable now, you're in fact maybe even playing better now then 
at the beginning of the week? 

Gyorgy Eder: For sure. We feel that we play better now then at the 
beginning. We were not ready, I think, to play our best at the start . 

String Quartet 
the lights are dim now, the audience 
four chairs about to be occupied the 
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Alexander: Here they are now l:Dwing and taking their places. A tense 
m:::::ment them all. They' re first off in this final round of 
oompeti tion here at Banff. And for the final round the :Eder Quartet 
has been asked by the jury to play Franz Joseph Haydn' s Quartet in D 
Major, Opus 76, No. 5. 

MUSIC 

(clapping) 

Alexander: From the Eric Harvie Theatre at The Banff Centre in Banff, 
we 've just heard a per forrna.nce of Ha ydn' s Quartet in D rv~a jor, 

Opus 76, No. 5, performed by the F.i.l.er Quartet of Hungary. They' re the 
first of five finalists in this climactic event at the Banff 
International String Quartet Competition. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: And you can hear the quality and the qua'1tity of the 
applause from the audience in the Eric Harvie for that first of five 
perfonnances tonight. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: The :Eder Quartet, the oldest quartet in this COrriJ.::>etition, 
but still under 35 years of age -- on their way hane to HLmgary after 
several rronths at Banff. What a calling card they've left behind 
tonight. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: And back on stage -- two brothers, the wife of one and 
their friend. The Eder Quartet from Hungar<.J. 

Up next in tonight's final round is the all-female Lydian Quartet in 
residence at Brandeis University in Boston. A little earlier today I 
asked Lydian Quartet first violinist Wilma Smith What the foursome's 
rl'KXXl was at this stage of the proceedings. 

Wilma Smith: We' re very relieved that this is the perforrrance. 
s a very gruelling week. It seemed much longer than a week and 

I thinK: that the general feeling among a lot of the contestants is 
"Thank Gcx1 this is over!" We've been pretty happy with what we 1 ve 
done. It was difficult at first, but it seemed to get easier as the 
days rolled by. Actually, I did feel sane influence from 
the other groups, not so much the way we play but just certain 
like the freedom of playing and things like thaL It 1 s been 
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Alexander: Of c'Ourse that will give the judges a second cha'1ce to 
evaluate them in the SCU'Ue repertoire. We've already heani the Eder 
Quartet; they played that same Haydn, Opus 76, No. 5 last Sunday at the 
start of the competition. Interestingly that p:trticular Haydn work was 
also played by three other groups on Classical Day of the 
It's clearly a popular \I.Qrk with todays' yow1g string quartets. The 
Lydian Quartet who will be with us in just a nnment have a 
interest in and an affinity for Twentieth Century music. Their 
freestyle choice one week ago was the String Quartet No. 3 Be la 
Bartok and in their case too the judges llave requested the same v,ork 
tonight. The work that began the competition for the will also 
end it. A.nd t.'rtis I think will 1::::€ very interesting, because that 
performance by the Lydian Quartet a week ago was just a little bit 
shaky. They have at least been heard to rruch better advantage since 
tl1en. So we' re going to be interested to see they, like the &J.er 
Quartet, can Lmprove on ~1eir first day's standard here on this last 
op_p"Jrtuni ty they have to impress the six-member jury panel of this 
Banff International String Quartet Competition. 

There has been so much wonderful music and so much going on t.'rte 
theatre ccmplex at The Banff Centre that we vJho' ve ooen covering it for 
CBC-Stereo have had few opportunities to get outside and that's a bit 
of a shame because as most of us know the physical setting here at The 
Banff Centre is one of its many splendours -- the snowcapped mountains 
all around and the Pow River running right through the valley. From 
The Banff Centre you can look across the :J3oN to the fanous Banff 
Springs Hotel on the other side, and it's been springtline in the 
Rookies with a full range of weather all the way from brilliant 
sunshine through driving rain to the odd flake of snow, yes, here in 
this last week of April. In the Eric Harvie Theatre, the audience is 
waiting for the second quartet of our five finalists tonight at this 
Banff competition, the Lydian Quartet, four young women from Brandeis 
University in Poston. Three of the group, New Englanders by birth and 
upbringing, the fourth Wilma Smith whom we spoke to, originally from 
Fiji. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: And here ~1ey come on stage now. In ccmpetition at The 
Banff Center the all-female Lydian Quartet to play Bela Bartok's 1927 
String O~artet No.3. 

MUSIC 

(clapping) 

just heard Bela Bartok's Quartet No. 3, 
young vvomen of the Quartet 

them back on 
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Alexander: That's the second ti.rre this week the Lydian Quartet has 
played that B:l.rtok string quartet. And it .must be about the eighth 
tirne they've played before the jury here this week. A gruelling and 
dernc:mding week for all the competitors . An initial ten reduced b::> five 
finalists here tonight, one of them the Lydian Quartet back on s 
once rrore. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: Next the Colorado Quartet, t-he second all-wanan enserrible u1 
competition. l3oth the all-female quartets have made it to the 

finals. We've just heard the Lydians and the Coloradans are 
next. The Colorado Quartet' s track record this week very 
consistent, dramatic, e:rotionally rewarding, technically proficient 
performances turned in pretty well day after day. Many people are 
convinced they' 11 finish near the top of the standings, t-11ough that of 
course remains to be seen when the judges' decision is announced after 
tonight' s final round is over. Just a few hours ago I caught up with 
Colorado Quartet cellist Sharon Prater outside the group's rehearsal 
studio here at the B:l.nff Centre. I asked her Whether sheer exhaustion 
was wearing everytx:x:ly down at this point, or on the other harrl was it a 
matter of one big last push? 

Sharon Prater: Oh, that's difficult to say because I know everyone is 
very tired because this has been a very, very gruelling week. I do 
believe, though, there were probably some very good performc:mces turned 
in today, this being the last chance to mal<e your impression on the 
jury. It seems that everyone I've talked to has played welL so I 'm 
sure there was a push to the end, as you say. 

Alexander: Are you satisfied with the Colorado's week overall? 

Sharon Prater: One can never be satisfied with one's perfonnances 
particularily if it's a situation that has a lot of, you might say, 
unusual pressure. But I'm satisfied in the fact that we did pull 
through, you oould say. And we had some very WJnderful musical rranents 
and I think on the whole, you kna.v, showed sane of what were arout 
musicially. So yes, I am satisfied. 

Alexander: That's Sharon Prater, the cellist of the Colorado Quartet, 
who will appear next on stage 11ere tonight at the Eric Harvie TI1eatre 
in the finals of this Banff Inten1ational String Quartet Competition. 
The Colorado Quartet, one of many groups who came here with a 
record of oompetitive successes. Arrl you 1r.now that's true of sane of 
the quartets Who were even eliminated here at Banff. For 
Brodsky Quartet frorn i>1anchester England. They had swept all 
of the Union Competition but 

chamber music. say, 
behind them but 

as 
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Alexander: It's a very demanding and gruelling experience they've gone 
through and there are some fine rewards at the end of it in terws of 
material cash prizes in terms of recognition and concert tours and the 
distinction that accrues When you are judged best or near a 
jury of this distinction tCX). The lights are dim, the 
CDme up once rrnre at the Eric Harvie Theatre. 1'-illd 
from the wings -- the Colorado Quartet. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: And as the Colorado ()uartet seat themselves I should tell 
you ve chosen to play, for their last Banff appearance, an 
Beethoven Quartet. His Quartet in A Ma. jor, (pus 18, l'b. 5. In final 
round CDmpetition from Banff, this is the Colorado Quartet --

MUSIC 

(clapping) 

Alexander: Quartet in A Ma.jor, Cpus 18, l'b. 5. Cne of Beethoven's 
early I.obkowitz Quartets, played by the Colorado Quartet. Formed at 
the University of Colorado -- now teaching assistants at the Juilliard 
SchCX)l in New York. Julie Rosenfeld and Deborah Redding, violins, 
Francesca Martin, viola and Sharon Prater, cello. The Colorado Quartet 
one of five finalists at this Banff International String Quartet 
Competition; being called ta.ck on stage by the audience at the Eric 
Harvie Theatre. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: The Colorado and Lydian Quartets, the two all-female 
quartets in this competition, both have advanced to the finals and both 
have played very well. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: And the Colorado Quartet is ta.ck on stage once rrnre bowing 
to the audience. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: Well we've heard rDW from three of the five lrl 

International String Quartet Competition, the young Eder, 
and Colorado Quartets. Three impressive and there 

are two more still to care by the Hagen and rvJendelssohn 
Because there will be a hiatus at the end of the the 
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Alexander: I must admit I'm a complete neophyte in this area. don't 
even now long it takes to make a fiddle bow. 

Michael Vann: Normally it takes me ab::>ut three to four to turn 
out one bow. And in this particular set, I started shortly after 
Christmas and I finnished just shortly after the first of this month 
(April), so I'm roughly about twenty bows behind my normal annual 
production. 

Alexander: Is there a market for instrument bows sufficient to nake 
occupation, for you? 

Michael V ann: At this point I ai·n about two and a half years behind in 
my order 1x>ok so ... 

Alexander: Really. How many people like you are there in Canada, 
s say, or North America, that you knew of? 

Michael Vann: In North America there are a relatively large number. 
We have three that I knew of altogether, including myself in Ganada. 
There are probably dozens just in New York City alone. My teacher of 
course was in New York. 

Alexander: Now do bows wear out and how ma~y bows would a violinist go 
through in a lifetime? 

Michael V ann: Oh, they v..Duldn' t go through any bows at all. We' re 
dealing with bows new that are vlell over tv..D hundred years old. And 
they will match year for year the lifetime of What a good violin v..Duld 
be. In fact ITO.lch longer. A violin does have an extended lifeti.Ttk2, but 
it has a terminal lifetime Whereas the bow doesn't. 

Alexander: 0. K. , we' re new getting into an area I wanted to talk aJ::::out 
because they do say, you know, that no one' s made a good fiddle since 
Stradivarius or Guarneri or whoever. Is that true about l:x)v.;s too? And 
are you following old models When you make bows? 

Michael Vann: Well I was trained in the traditional Frendh way of 
making bows so yes I am copying the early French and the late French, 
especially the late French. They have a tradition of bow making that's 
about three hundred years old, and differs from the schools of the 
English and the German of that sarre era, same period. So I am 1:'~·~'-'-'-''-'A 
with the training I have had and having had it in the French way. I am 
very proud of it and I will definitely stay with it the rest of my 
life. 

What makes a 

t1ichael Vann: That is t..'l.e 
wouldn't make a 

stuff that doesn' 
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Alexander: Wnat kind of wocx1 did you use then for these .rarticular 
special l:Dws? 

Michael Vann: Well I only v,ork in _r::ernambucco. Pernarribucco is a sort 
naxre we've given a genus of Brazilwocx1 of which the best of 

it grows in the province of Pernambucco in Brazil, hence the n::1me. 

Alexander: O.K., you've got good wood, you've rejecte.i a lot of sticks 
you ve found four that you're going to use-- 'dhat's next, What's 

in1f:X:Ktant now? 

Michael Vann: Well at that stage we start, well we cut them to a rough 
them. I've done over thirty, forty l:x::>ws to the four 

that I liked for this quartet. And then I finished bvo, roughly 
sometime during the middle of February, and I rejecte1 them, totally 
finished, because I still wasn't totally satisfied with them. So you 
keep trying until you have wnat you consider to be the best bow for t1le 
m::x1ern times. 

Alexander: What does t..ltat rrean, "modern times"? 

Michael Vann: Well I 'm looking at a quartet that will eventually 
inherit U1is, or at least tonight will inherit this set of bows, 

Alexander: At a young age ... 

Michael Vann: At a young age, and they will go on and _r::erform a great 
deal of modern music Which requires a very strong and a slightly 
heavier stick t11an some of the early French for instance Which couldn't 
handle Bartok and s01.re of the other more modern vtDrks . 

Alexander: Is the arch of the bow important too? 

Michael Vann: It is extremely critical. Without the arch or at least 
without a correct arch you find spots in the bow Where t11e l:Dw will not 
perform. This was originally discovered by a great French luthier, 
John Baptist Villaume. And he literally wrote it down for all the 
generations to carry on with. 1:\k::Jw there are still secrets that he 
simply took a logarithmic cross-section of the bow and said this is row 
the great French rmker Francois Tourte nade it, so fron there on we've 
nanage1 to discover that the curve itself and ti1e dimensions tltat he 
has given us are all very critical to the final production. 

Alexander: These four bows are described as a natche_1 set of l:::ov1s. 
that handsare frog. We should talk about what a fro:] 

is. 
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Alexander: l'.part then fran this Carm;:)nality of appearance, Michael, is 
this a rratched set of b:::>ws in any kind of technical way, any kind of 
physical -way? 

Michael Vann: Yes, the frogs themselves are extremely similar in 
appearance. In fact I stylized than so that they v.ould be. Ani tl1e 
heads themselves have their o.vn unique shape, each cne of them 
the next. 

Alexander: Now you don' t know yet, rone of us know yet I \.\ho is 
to be given these bows. I v.ould have thought that there was a shape 
and size and weight and feel of bow that was just right for one first 
fiddle player from one of these young quartets that wouldn't be 
for another. 

Michael Vann: That's true. I have had to draw an average/ roping that 
it would be suitable/ but I am prepared at this point to discuss the 
bow itself with the winner and if they would like changes rrade we v..ould 
change the stick, not the frog, arrl we would build a new sticl< in the 
style of the old one so it would be still a matched set throughout. 
And I would feel much happier to have them have a stick that plays than 
to have it sit in their case as a rrcmentum of this cnmpetition 1 \..hich 
is not why I want them to have the stick. 

Alexander: I am sure it is going to be a momento and a valuable and a 
useful tool for the winning quartet. Can we close on a really crass 
note Michael? Courvoisier corrmissioned these b:::>ws from you I you v..ould 
kno:N the materials and the labours arrl so on 1 what do you think this 
set is v..orth? 

Michael Vann: ~vell rormally my rrarket price on them is $5 1 100 for the 
quartet. This is if someone carre to rre arrl said make me another set -
an ordinary set, this is v.hat it v..ould be \..Orth. Timewise it's v..orth 
$12,000 as far as my time is concerned and the materials. 

Alexander: A valuable prize materially and I think sentimentally too. 
Thank you for building them, thanks for talking about them. 

Michael Vann: Thank you, Ian. 

Alexander: Michael Vann. 

Alexander: You are listening to a special weekend edition of Arts 
on CBC- SterED which is coming to you on location fran the 

Banff Centre School of Fine Arts . All week long we' ve been here 
the Banff International String Quartet 

the final round rf=c-Yrno;o; 

is over, the audienoe is 
in the Eric Harvie Theatre and we' re about 
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Alexander: If there has been one front page story at Banff this week, 
both musically and _r::ersonally, it's got to 1:::e the Hagen Quartet frcm 
Salzburg, Austria. First of all they play so well arrl on top of that 
they' re so young. Lukas, Veronika and Clemens Hagen learned to 
chamber music at the knee of their father, the principal violist of tl1e 
Salzburg r1Jzarteum Orchestra. They and their Mozarteum classmate 
Annette Bik sound like a mature string quartet in the grand European 
tradition. But they look like exactly What they are, teenaged school 
kids. Well kids or not, the Hagens are taking the sheer physical as 
well as fhsycological pressure of this competition week, completely in 
their stride -- like the professionals they are. Violist, Veronika 
Hagen: 

Veronika Hagen: We are very, very tired and n::J.tJ I a,rn always sleeping, 
I think. But when I am on stage, you can concentrate so well and you 
get practice in concentrating When you are on stage everyday. 

Alexander: You forget that you are tired? 

Veronika Hag en: Yes, then I forget. A.11d yesterday I was so ffid with 
my stcmach but I am on the stage and I don't feel anything. I just 
want to play and I concentrate and it doesn't matter if I'm tired or 
not. 

Alexander: You are a bit lucky tonight l::ecause you' re playing the same 
work you played this afternoon. You' re the only ones -- does that make 
a difference for you that you're playing it again? 

Veronika Hagen: Yes, it's a little bit strange. 
don't have to play another piece but it 1 s hard to 
think it 1 s no advantage. 

I don't know why we 
play Mozart again. 

Alexander: That's the violist of the Hagen Quartet, Veronika Hagen. 
am certainly looking forward to hearing them play l1Jzart agaLll. 

They' re going to 1:::e playing the second of !vbzart' s three late Prussian 
Quartets, the Quartet in B Flat, K589. The Hagen Quartet still in 
their teens as far as their average age is concerned. Last year rney 
won in the Portsrrouth Competition in Englarrl both the Grand Prize and 
the Audience Prize and that indicates their musicality on the one h&~d 
their charm arrl appeal and popularity on the other. All of which has 
been confirmed again this week here at this Banff International 

I 

Quartet Competition. The Hagen Quartet, the popular favorites all week 
long and I can't help but suspect that they've l::een very 
far as the judges go as well. We' ll 1:::e them once 
in just a few moments now playing this Mozart Quartet. 
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Alexander: Well whether it's a break of a shorter than usual length or 
a regular intermission, crowd control is always a problem at concerts. 
I think now the last stragglers in the audience here at the Eric Harvie 
Theatre are finally being ushered and shoo'd back into their seats so 
that we can continue. I 'm sure that the last tv.o quartets, the Hagens 
up next and the Mendelssohns, are eager to have the competition part of 
all of this over so the jury can get on with their final decisions and 
we can all hear What the final results will be. As you can hear things 
are indeed quieting down now. Backstage the four teenagers of the 
Hagen Quartet are waiting. We trust that Veronika Hagen's tummy 
troubles are completely settled and we look forward to another fine 
rvbzart performance from this European quartet here tonight. NJw the 
lights are down, the spotlight is up ... 

(clapping) 

Alexander: And here on stage are the members of the Hag en Quartet. 
Lukas Hagen is the first violin, Annette Bik the second, Lukas' sister 
Veronika the viola, and their younger brother Clemens Hagen on cello. 
And we hear now !>bzart 1 s Quartet in B Flat, K589, the second of the 
Prussian Quartets, played by these four teenagers from Austria -- the 
Hagen Quartet. 

MUSIC 

(clapping) 

Alexander: I 'm going to tell you Who played that tvbzart quartet and I 
want you to remerriber the name. That was the Hag en Quartet. What they 
played -- I should tell you that too -- was tvbzart' s second "Prussian" 
Quartet in B Flat, K589. But it 1 s the performers who are the story 
here tonight at the Banff International String Quartet Cbmpetition: 
the teenaged Hag en Quartet from Salzburg, Austria. You' re hearing the 
reception the audience at the Eric Harvie is according to the Hagen 
Quartet. That's the kind of response the Hagens have been 
all week long at this Banff Oompetition. Last night the first standing 
ovation of the competition was for them .... 
(clapping) 

Alexander: . . . and here tonight they' re being warmly 
again, as you can hear. 

Alexander: At the beginning of the week I asked Veronika 
was to them -- they are the here 
said, "We don' think about it, we 

once 
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(clapping) 

Alexander: At the beginning of the week I asked Veronika Hagen if age 
was important to them -- they are the youngest quartet here -- arrl she 
said/ "We don't think a}:x)ut it, we rope the judges don't take it into 
account". With performances like that it doesn't matter hew old they 
are. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: I thought that applause might go on all night, but we o::)ffie 
new our fifth and last finalist at this Banff International String 
Quartet Competition. You know everyone up here at Banff for this 
exciting and prestigious event has been living in a bit of a time~arp 
over the p:~.st week. 'Ib me at least/ it seems like forever rather than 
just a few days ago that the Mendelssohn Quartet from New York played 
Beethoven's Opus 95 String Quartet in F Minor for the jury and the 
audience. And here they are about to play it again tonight, just 
before the judges retire to decide Who should receive Which final prize 
in the overall standings. 

Earlier today I asked Nicholas Mann, second violin of the Mendelssohn 
Quartet, if the group had a competition strategy they'd been using this 
week. 

Nicholas Mann: It's hard to answer. I think the only vvay we have is 
possibly in deciding pieces -- Whidh to play first and which to keep 
for the last. And as we' re learning our strategies are rnt always What 
we think they should be. I mean, we decided to start with our best, or 
one of our best foot forward, but from then on it 'was really a question 
of leaving good stuff for the end or good stuff for the beginning. You 
can't outguess a competition. 

Alexander: Of course I guess the strategy here is that since there are 
tWJ fran each period that you offer to play -- What WJuld you do 
then, pick a weaker one first so that the judges \'.Ould be left 
to ask you for your strongest? 

Nicholas Ma.nn: I really can't answer that. You know, I suppose 
sanehow have a bigger but as it the last 

just played was maybe our least oanfortable So, of 
course you can't save all your best stuff for the end because you 
thrown out the first round so that doesn't leave you much either. 

's 
well. 
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Alexander: By the way Nick told rre earlier today as well, sare of his 
friends in the United States have been hearing the quartets 
perfonnances this week on National Public Radio. Maybe I should just 
take a moment to greet all of our American listeners Who are joining 
the CBC Stereo audience for this Banff competition. 
Here come the Mendelssohn Quartet. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: This is the sixty-seventh and last .r:;erfonnance of this 
competition. The Mendelssohn to play Beethovens Quartet in F Minor, 
Opus 95. 

MUSIC 

(clapping) 

Alexander: And a fifth warm reception for a fifth fine .r:;erformance. 
The Mendelssohn Quartet have just played Beethovens Quartet in F Minor, 
Opus 95. They' re the last of our finalists on this last night of the 
Banff International String Quartet Competition, and here they are back 
on stage. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: The Mendelssohn Quartet from New York City. 'Ihe violinists 
Laurie Smukler and Nicholas Mann, the violist Ira Weller and the 
cellist, Marcy Rosen. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: And the Mendelssohn Quartet epitomising the , hard 
driving, North American sourrl at this competition. A sound the 
audience here in the Eric Harvie 1heatre tonight se~~ DJ have 
at least in that Beethoven Opus 95. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: Yes, 
rrore. 

(clapping) 

're calling the Mendelssohns back on 

the last of 

relax 

once 
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Alexander: Of course there is still a great deal of tension and 
suspense about Which of the five quartets will receive Which of the 
five Courvoisier awards, but at least the kids knOvV that nOvV there is 
nothing rrore that they can do to affect the outcome. It's in the 
of the gods or should I say in the hands of the judges. Arts 
National's special weekend coverage of the finals of the Banff 
International String Quartet Competition will continue right through 
the jury's announcement and the presentation of the prizes. It's been 
an alirost round the clock job for the judges. They've been listening 
to more than six hours of string quartet playing every day, taking 
extensive notes during and after each performance, retiring to their 
jury room on many occasions to listen to tape playbacks, to confirm or 
alter impressions that they've had, back to their rooms to further 
reflect, to get together and discuss. Finally after five days of 
competition they had to make that first all important and very 
difficult decision to eliminate three quartets. The next (lay they 
eliminated two rrore so that only five advance to the finals . All five 
will be in the rroney but now it's a question of Which order the 
quartets will finally end up in. 

So a difficult job, not an enviable one altogether although it does 
mean you get to listen to a great deal of fine music. vfuo' s been 
it? Well, the six members of the Banff String Quartet Competition 
jury. Let me just mention them, in alphabetical order is as good a way 
as any I think. 

First of all cellist Ede Banda, from Budapest, f!ungary, on the faculty 
of the Franz Liszt Academy of Music, and since 1953 --that's what?-
Thirty years ago, a member of the famous Tatrai Quartet. 

Next Andrew Dawes, well knOVJn to music lovers in this country as the 
founding first violinist of Canada's flagship Orford String , a 
teacher too, at the Faculty of Music at the University of Toronto. The 
Orford String Quartet was formed at another institution not tmlike 
Banff in some respects, the r~unt Orford, Quebec, summer Jeuness 
P'lusicales music camp. But Andrew Dawes also has strong ties to Banff. 
In fact he studied here earlier on and of course returned here since 
has become a professional chamber musician, to teach and to coach other 
young people. 

Next on the jury -- I think I heard a little 
background in the hall just nOvV - 's an 
mention the ~~ Piero Farulli from Florence, Italy. 
Mr. Farulli was violist of the famous Quartette 
a member of Banff jury. of the 
about the the way, fact that 

have in concert 
means that the 
standards -- the 

that full range 

tlte 
m::::ment to 

For 

is 
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Alexander: I've mentioned Ede Banda, Andre.v Dawes and Piero Farulli, 
we oome next alphabetically on this jury to Raphael Hillyer, founding 
violist of the Juilliard String Quartet. He spent twenty-three years 
with the quartet before leaving it in the late 1960's to r::ursue his 
career as a soloist and an ensemble player and a teacher. Mr. Hillyer 
is an experienced member of juries for chamber music and string 
competitions on the international level, bringing that wealth of 
experience to this new Banff competition. 

From England violinist Emanuel Hurwitz, on the faculty of the Royal 
Academy of Music. Mr. Hurwi tz has been the leader of several 
ensembles: the Hurwi tz String Quartet, the Melos Ensemble, the Aeo lian 
String Quartet, and also for over twenty years concerbnaster of the 
English Glamber Orchestra. I asked Mr. Hurwitz the other day al::out 
many of these quartets \Aiho divide their time between chamber music and 
orchestral activities. I wanted to ask him that in pa.rticular because 
it's an experience that he too has had, and he said ultimately if 
you're going to devote yourself to chamber music and do the very best 
job you can at it, it has to be a full-time activity. It doesn It fB-Y 
terribly well, you might prefer the comfort and security of an 
orchestral desk, but if it's going to be chamber music, it has to be 
chamber music all the way. 

Sixth and last on this eminent jury, the doyen of the jury and of 
entire competition, octogenarian cellist, Mischa Sch~eider. Born in 
Russia in 1904, he \Vas twenty-five years old in 1929 when he joined 
first quartet and twenty-five is about the same age that these young 
quartets here this 'vv'eek have averaged. You my have heard rry 
conversation with ~1ischa Schneider last night on Arts National's 
coverage of the &inff competition. He \VaS saying it's fhenc:rnenal, it 1 s 
wonderful, these young people play so very we l1 . He was 
iJnpressed. Mischa Schneider, thirty-six years with the Budapest 
Quartet. They of course moved to the United States in the late 1930' s . 
Since then he's been a great teacher and a great coach and has been 
very closely associated with the Marlboro Music Festival in Vennont. 

The front-of-house staff here at the Eric Harvie Theatre of t.he &in.ff 
Centre have called the audience back into the theatre during this 
hiatus while the judges completed their deliberations and the 
where typed and the dignitaries were gathered. SOme of the audience had 
left the hall and wandered around in the lobby, but they' re all tack in 
there now because we're told that imminently the announcements will be 
mde. The six jury menibers will arrive on stage, the dignitaries for 
the awards ceremony, led by Dr. Paul Fleck, president of the Banff 
Centre, \Aiho will chair this award ceremony. I' m told that 
right now a very proud Michael Vann, the bow-mker who has made the 
matched set of bows \vhich will be is 

And we' ve row 
rcx:rn, the checks 

received word t.hat the jury has 
been typei1 the five final 

and 



(clapping) 

Alexander: That applause greets the arrival of the jury and the 
dignitaries. 
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Dr. Paul Fleck: Welcome ladies and gentlemen to this final event of 
the competition. I have a lump in ny throat both fran the magnificence 
of the music we've been listening to and also in anticipation of the 
announcement. I received very explicit instructions from Ken ~1urphy 
v.iho told rre to be brief. He told rre that perhaps because he knew I had 
a modest propensity to long windedness or he knew that you would want 
to know the results of the competition. I will certainly try to be 
brief. 

This competition is one of a series of events celebrating 50 years of 
The Banff School of Fine Arts . The first of these events was the 
publication in October of a book by Cavid and Peggy Leighton called 
"Artists, Builders and Dreamers - 50 Years at the Banff School", and 
I'll keep my speach short if you will all promise to read the book. 
(laughing and clapping in the background) I guess properly to set the 
stage for you tonight, is to tell you that story. 

Let rre just focus for a m:::ment on the title, "Artists, Builders and 
Dreamer" and say that one of Banff's unique features that 
artists and its builders have all been dreruners of the most 
stand and have worked together to build an institution v.hich has rrede 
tonight possible. It has not been easy, it has not always 'oeen 
described by others as prudent. cne of the most mrvelous of vlillicun 
Blake's aphorisims is/ "Prudence is a rich, ugly, old ma.id courted by 
incapacity". It was not prudence v.hich led Ned Corbett to begin. It 
was not prudence which led Donald Cameron to continue 1 and it was not 
prudence Which led David Leighton to transform a School of Fine Arts 
into an advanced conservatory of the arts. It was vision and it was 
dedication. The Banff International String Quartet O::mpetition is 
being held at the Banff Centre because the Banff Centre is where it 
must and should be held, because the music programs at Banff have 
achieved a level of excellence that makes a competition of this kind 
natural and necessary. 

Since I had absolutely nothing to do with it, I have the colossal cheek 
to blow our horn loudly in this way, but Ken I promise not to do it for 
long. I do VJant rowever, to rrention and to recognize a few of tl1e 
people who have helped to create the Centre that makes this so. 
the school itself, the oommi~~nt, wisdom and administrative savvy of 

Armstrong over the forma.tive years has been an essential 
The dedication to musical excellence eu1d the on 

of Tom Rolston and of 
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Dr. Paul Fleck: There are so many here tonight who have playe::l a part 
that I can't .fDSsibly cite them all. But there are two who are the 
quintessential artist-dreamer and builder-dreamer. The success of 
music here is due to the calibre of faculty and participants . The 
faculty is an international Who's ~~ in music of today, just as the 
participants are an international Who' s \~o of the music of torrorrow. 
Of all the faculty, there is one here who symbolizes the standards 
excellence and commitment towards v~ich Banff has striven and will 
continue to strive. He is a marvel v.ihan musicians have corre fran 
everyv.ihere to see. He is artist, violinist, performer, genius-in
residence par excellence -- ZOltan Szekely. 

(clapping) 

Dr. Paul Fleck: There is only one other from the Banff family I wish 
to time to cite, I should say. Of him it can quite 
simply be said that he is the quintessential builder, dreamer or even 
more simply it VXJuld not have happened had he and Peggy not devote::l 
twelve years of their lives to ensuring that it did happen. It a 
pleasure and an honour to all of us that they are here to share in the 
flowering of the sensitive and sturdy plant they have nurtured w~t~ 
such care and ccmni tment -- David and Peggy Leighton. 

(clapping) 

Dr. Paul Fleck: From family to friends and neightours: 1Wo g::x:x:l 
friends have "been the Government of Canada and the Province of Al"berta. 
We have received regrets from Dick Johnson, the Minister of Advanced 
Education, and from Francis Fox, the Minister of Communications. They 
represent ministries Who have generously supported this oompetition, 
and of course the Province of Al"berta has throughout our history been a 
major element in the building process. I 'm pleased that Bob Cook, the 
Director of Performing Arts for Alberta Culture, is here on behalf of 
the province tonight -- Bob. 

(clapping) 

Dr. Paul Fleck: I want to say just a brief ~t.Drd about the media on two 
scores. of all, we are grateful for the attention this 
competition has deservedly received. We are also grateful for the 
civility with which that attention has been lavished on the 
competition. This is a difficult and delicate time for the canpetitors 
through the course of a week, and I think the media have respecte::l that 
in every way. We are especially grateful to the Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation, which has "been broadcasting t~t.D hours of this 

every night for six nights and sharing with those of us here in 
across the 

Canada, INho has oome from Vancouver. 
~t.Duld stand 

come from Montreal 
for Corby's in Western 

I re roth in the 
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Dr. Paul Fleck: And finally (Ken, I'm alrmst done) I want to 
to :you a very special guest, the Viscounte Guy de la Celle, who has 
ccrne all the way from France, Who is the director of Public l-\ffairs an(1 
the Vice President for Courviosier, and who is here this to 
present tl1e awards -- M. de la Celle. 

(clapping) 

Dr. Paul Fleck: NOVI the envelope. At this r:oint someb::::dy fron 
Clarkson -and Gonion or Coopers and Lybrand, or . . . . behin:J me. 
The first award to be presented is the avvard for the best .f?2rfonnance 
of the imfX")Se..i piece, which is the Hi:l.rry So!ners Quartet playfX! on 
Thursday, this week. This is a v.ork which vvas nnde 
generosity of the Canada Council and. we have representa.tive fron t.'1e 
G-::>unci l here toniCJht, M. Gilles Lefebvre, I'm going to ask him if he 
will say a word about the commission -- Gilles. 

Mes chers amis, ladies and gentlemen, C'est un 
d I etre a Banff. It gives rre great pleasure b.J thank 

the Banff Centre School of Fine Arts for giving the C:mada Council the 
opp0rtunity to subsidize the comnissioning of the .ixn_t::osed work for 
imp:xtant Lnternational CX)r[l}?etition. Ten quartets have enriched their 
repertoire and skill by learning arrl performing this work. This 
represents one of the rrost challenging tests of any given competition. 
One quartet has been selected by a jury of exceptional competence, the 
quartet that performed best the Harry Somers v.ork, "Jibvernent for String 
Quartet". Let us all share the pride of the quartet that has merited 
such an honor. Thank :you. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: Gilles Lefebvre f-rom the Canada Counci 1. And ro.v the award 
for the Scmers. 

Dr. Paul Fleck: And the winner is tJ1e Lydian Quartet. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: And tJ1e Lydian Quartet are on stage to receive their 
cheque. Wilma Smith, Judith Eissenberg, rvE.ry Ruth Ray and Rhonr1a 
Rider. To them/ $500 for the oost performance of the imJ:X)se..'l at 
this competition. 
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Dr. Paul Fleck: The winner of the Fourth Prize, $3,000, the 
Mendelssohn Quartet. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: And tJ1e Mendelssohn Quartet o::xnes forward to receive their __ " __ _ 
Fourth place prize at the Banff o::xnpeti tion. And they' ve !TB de sorne 
friends in Canada and at Banff this week as you can hear. The 
Mendelssohn Quartet from New York -- Laurie Smukler, Nicholas Mann, Ira 
Weller, and Marcy Rosen --brash, energetic, driving. 

(clapping) 

Dr. Paul Fleck: The winner of tJ1e Third Prize, $5000, is t~e Lydian 

(clapping) 

Alexander: The Lydians from Brandeis University, Boston, one of the 
tv.D all wanan quartets in this o::xnpetiti0t1 and in the finals: Wilma 
Smith, Judi th Eissenberg, M3.ry Ruth R:l.y, Rhonda Rider. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: You can feel the excitement as we can, Third Prize from 
Banff. 

Dr. Paul Fleck: The winner of tJ1e Second Prize, $8,000, is the Hagen 
Quartet. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: They' re the teenagers from Salzburg, Austria. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: And they've taken second prize, "Llte riagen Quartet from 
Austria, but the audience as you can hear loves them -- they' re 
standing for them. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: These kids are great, they have a long way to go, second 
prize is a wonderful place to be at their age. And notJ 

Who have nJt been close 
)~ of the First Prize, 



Alexander: First Prize winners of the Banff International String 
Quartet Competition. 

(clapping) 
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Alexander: They've received their cheques for $3,000 each, $12/000 in 
all. Michael Vann is handing then their new ma.tche:l set of ro..;s. The 
Colorado Quartet has won. 

Dr. Paul Fleck: Monsieur de la Celle is going to say three words. 
will all be elegant. 

Guy de la Celle: I will say only three because I know only three. 
Bonsoir, Bravo 1 et a bientot. No, seriously Courvoisier is very very 
proud tonight to be associated with this event. And personally I am 
very very happy because I am very feministe! I can add, it's a really 
great wedding, this sponsoring of such an event because I know music 
takes part completely of the life, and really we can say COuvoisier 
takes part of a certain style of life. Thank you. 

Dr. Paul Fleck: Lctdies and Gentlemen we have had for the week a 
distinguished jury, a wonderful and sensitive jury. A jury which 
represents a good deal of the history of stringed music in this century, 
and it's been a great pleasure and a great honour for us to have them. 
Raphael Hillyer is going to say a few words on behalf of the jtrr'.f· 

Raphael Hillyer: Mr. Fleck and my colleagues on the jury, the dear 
young artists who played so wonderfully, and friends: 

We've had a glorious time the last few days. We've heard ten quartets, 
we've listened morning, noon and night to perhaps 40 ma.sterpieces of the 
string quartet literature, and spent perhaps 42 hours doing this, and we 
loved every minute of it. You might ask us, "Isn't that a bit tco 
much?" But I would say, "For passionate string quartet players like 
ourselves there's never enough". I v.Duld like to thank the Banff Centre 
of the Arts for their great hospitality to us during these last few 
days, and also to congratulate a number of people and to thank them also 
for the magnificent organization of this international competition, 
which I think is the finest of its kind anywhere. Particularly I'd like 
to rrention Ken Murphy and his associates who p.1t this together I I'd also 
like to mention Tom Rolston, Professor Szekely and Professor Fenyves who 
played a very large role in the initial stages. I'd like to turn my 
eyes and my heart towards these ma.rvellous young artists who've played 
tonight and also/ "in absentia", to those Who have rot played tonight. 
It has been a very moving experience for us to hear such increiibly 
wonderful playing at such a high level from everyone. It almost 
brings tears to my eyes, because it goes back for to the 
time when I was about the 
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(clapping) 

Alexander: Raphael Hillyer speaking on behalf of the jury at this 
Banff International String Quartet Oompetition. 

Dr. Paul Fleck: ladies and Gentlemen I I invite you r:ow to join us all 
for a reception in the west foyer hosted by Courvoisier. T'nank: you 
very much for ooming and we will see you later. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: Dr. Paul Fleck 1 President of the Banff Centre, has 
concluded the official ceremony, the awards ceremony, here at this 
first B:mff International String Quartet Oompeti tion. Warm feelings on 
all sides, unanimity that this has been a wonderful canpeti tion in 
terms of organization and of course in terms of music. 

Once again recapping for you, the winners of e1is competition out of 
the initial field of ten. 

Alexander: First of all it 'WaS the Lydian Quartet 'who ~MJn the special 
prize for the best performance of the imposed Harry Saners piece. Frau 
Hungary, fifth prize to the Ed.er Quartet; from the United States fourth 
prize to the Mendelssohn; from the United States as well, third prize 
to the Lydian Quartet; frau Salzburg, Austria, second prize to the 
~MJnderful teenaged Hagen Quartet, who played so well and were so 
popular here; but first prize, the $12,000, the bows and the tour, 
reserved for the four young wanen of the Colorado Quartet. They came 
from the University of Colorado where they £onned into an ensemble as 
graduate students. Their talent and their merit was recognize when 
they were brought to New York to serve as teaching assistants to the 
renowned Juilliard String Quartet, the same quartet to whiCh Raphael 
Hillyer, the juror who spoke a little While ago, belonged until 1969, 
and they have proven themselves again. Just before they came to Banff 
they ~MJn the Naumburg Prize and r:ow here tonight they've won first 
prize at this first Banff International String Quartet Oompetition. 
OJr oongratulations from Arts National to all ten quartets. The 
v.iho won and the five other canpeting quartets wro didn't rrake it to the 
finals tonight. They've r:ot been m:mtioned at this point in the 
proceedings, let me name then again nCM - the Vennillion, Da 
Manchester/ and Harrington Quartets from the United States and the 
Brodsky Quartet from England 1 because they too played very well. 

And perhaps I can be pennitted just a little bit of at 
this final point in the proceedings. It's been an unusual week for 

, we've been commenting to 
not our usual wont on 

at 'when I say that from 
clear that these were the two 
say t.l!.at both the Colorado 

and that we 
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Alexander: The Hagen Quartet, winning the secord prize at Banff this 
week, I think their future is assured if they are able to stay 
together. Their youth, their attractiveness/ their European quality is 
going to win them rrany rrore aficionados. It ha.s already, and they I as 
I've said before/ were certainly the popular favorites here at Banff. 
But the jury deciding that maturity and growth and a few more years 
perhaps is what gave the Colorado Quartet the edge. 

Tne Colorado Quartet the winning quartet at Banff this week -
astounding that they've only been together with their present 
membership for eight months and they've won here at Banff tonight. 
Just before they carre to Banff they learned that they had also won this 
year's NaliDlburg prize. Either of those awards v.ould be significant, to 
say the least/ for a youn::J quartet. 'Ib win them ooth in such a short 
space of time is going to change their lives, change the lives of the 
Colorado Quartet's four young woman members -- Julie Rosenfeld/ Deborah 
Redding, Francesca Martin and Sharon Prater. 

I think it's significant/ and I haven't mentioned it before/ that one 
of the parts of the first prize at Banff is that the winning quartet 
has the opportunity to return here to the Banff Centre for a full 
session, sometime in the next year. That will "be subsidized and looked 
after by the Banff Centre. Arrl you knQV.l, I think strange as it may 
seem, that that may turn oot to "be one of the rrost important and 
valuable parts of the first prize. Because if there is anything that 
the winning quartet, the Colorado Quartet, needs now/ having v.on the 
Naumburg and the Banff first prizes, they need time to get away from 
the v.orld -- Banff the r:erfect place to do that. A chance to get 
together, to reflect, to work on new repertoire, to think aoout and 
plan for What this new stage in their lives is going to be like/ now 
that they are securely launched as a major professional string quartet. 

That concludes CBC Stereo's coverage of this first Banff International 
String Quartet COmpetition. We've covered it for seven nights noN and 
many people have been responsible for bringing these programs to you 
from the Banff Centre. I'd like to mention them and thank them. 

First of all the team from CBC Calgary, Executive Producer of Fa.dio 
Arts and Music in Calgary, Duncan McKerchar, who has been sitting in 
the CBC mobile studio, listening to the music as it's gone into 
microphones and onto recording tar:e ard making it sourd as 
has I all the way through this week. Music Producer, Phil , v.ho 
has been our driver this week. You must understard that we 

these programs backstage at Banff and then have been 
"ferried", is the only v.ord for it, ard the 
network from there and it's Rick Phillips Who's taken 
and snON and sleet and every other kind of hazard to 

Rick. 
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Alexander: And also to our technicians this week: D::::m Pennington 
who's been in the rrakeshift production studio that I:Dn himself put 
together so well here, and Harold Killianski who's been doing the music 
mix and handling technical things out in tll.e nobile studio. B:Jth of 
them have offered tremendous support and behaved in an absolutely 
professional rranner under very difficult and extraordinary conditions 
this week. 

From the Banff Centre, first of all Ken Murphy, the Assistant Director 
of Music here at Banff and the administrator of this competition, tr1e 
man Who spent a couple years of his life organizing it and preparing 
for this week. Also all of his staff, the runners who have looked 
after the quartets, the one person Who's been assigned full-time to 
look after Mischa Schneider, the other person who's looked after the 
rest of the jury. They've all accomncx:1ated us rrost generously, looke::l 
after all our needs and of course organized this competition so well. 

Also the staff here at the theatre oomplex here at Banff in particular 
stage manager Lynn Maci:Dnald, head of sound Sandy '!Woes and all of the 
technical staff and crew, they too have been very patient as we stepped 
on their toes and got in their way here this week. 

Finally our Arts National team who have been out here on location to 
cover the event. Music Producer Neil Crory. He's listened I think to 
almost all 67 performances this week. He should get the Harry Somers 
prize, he heard all ten performances. Studio director Phillip Coulter, 
who' s put in some extraordinary rours gathering the m-location tape 
and assembling our nightly broadcasts. Thanks very much Phillip, for 
your long rours and dedication. And our executive producer, Keith 
Horner, who arranged for this extensive, and I believe unprecedented, 
coverage of this competition in the first place. I' m speaking for all 
of those people, my narre is Ian Alexander and I nON wish you a very 
pleasant Good Night, from the Banff International String Quartet 
Competition. 

(MUSIC) 



"Sunday Morning" 
CBC - AM 
Sunday, ~By l, 1983 

Russ Patrick: Now, on "Arts WOrld", from Banff -- the battle of the 
quartets and . . . (etc) . "Sunday Morning": a week in the life of the world. 

This week in Banff forty fiddlers belonging to ten string quartets 
forty hours of music for six judges. It was the first international comp
etition of its kind ever held in North ~merica. It was billed as the battle 

the string quartets. 

MUSIC 

Russ Patrick: This is Russ Patrick at the Banff Centre. The School Fine 
celebrating its 50th Anniversary. It wanted to publicize the 

fact, so fancy brochures were sent to music schools and musicians all over 
the world inviting them to Banff for the International String 
Competition. Courvoisier, the cognac people, put up $30,000. 
plus specially made bows for the winning quartet. Those bows, made by 
Michael Vam1 of Edmonton, cost a total of $5,000. The man who's running 
the Banff Competition isn't shy about the mercenary nature of the event. 

Ken fv!urphy: Listen, the calgary Stampede gives three $50,000 to 
the guys who can stay on a horse the longest -- so don't ask silly questions. 

Announcer: You're not apologizing for the $30,000. in prize money? 

Ken Murphy: No, I think it should be more! 

Announcer: More than one hundred string quartets from all around tl1e world 
expressed interest in coming to Banff. Twenty sent in application 
ten made the final cut. Most qu::1rtets are from t_l)e States, some are from 

, none are from Canada. Ken t-1urphy explains why -

Ken Murphy: Because none of the Canadian quartets ~no applied were 

Announcer: None of them were goc:x3. enough. 

MUSIC 

Annom1cer: 
The 

from Austria. Their 
the ears a11d the 

are rrade up of two 
in the Banff 

of the 
grades of the 
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Rapr~el Hillyer can't 

very elerrental kinds of reactions. They talk about the fact that if it 
makes your hair stand on end or if it gives you goose bumps, then it' s a 
great perfonnance. We study for twenty-five years and then it comes down 
to goose bumps! 

!v1USIC 

l>Jmouncer: The string quartet fo:;_-m has been around for two-hundred years, 
since Haydn invented it in Vienna. But it's never been a really popular 
musical form. Raphael Hillyer, judge and former member of the great 
Juilliard Quartet has a theory for the mediums lack of popularity. 

Raphael Hillyer: Great works of art never become popular. If became 
popular I think they'd lose, there would be something lost. I'm an elitist 
and I don't believe that this great art is for everybody. I think you have 
to have a certain kind of experience to grasp the more subtle things. 
There's no spectacle in chamber music. Opera is a spectacle, orchestra is 
a kind of spectacle with a super-star conductor usually. People who are 
not too -- shall v.:e say "tutored" -- will respond to these external aspects. 
But in a quartet there' s nothing except the music. That' s all there is. 

Russ Patrick: Good !vbrning, I'm Russ Patrick. 

Contestant: Hi. 

Russ Patrick: I'm just wondering what this music sound is doing 
here at 8: 00 in the morning? 

Contestant: l'iiell, v.:e' re playing around 11:00, so I' m just warming up. 

Russ Patrick: v/hat time did you quit practicing last night? 

Contestant: Ch, we stopped rehearsing about quarter to ten. 

Russ Patrick: So this is a fourteen, fifteen--hour day for you, 

Contestant: Oh, absolutely, but you work all year for it, so you know 
you can't let the energy up in a week like this. It dernands a 
lot of involvement. 

Russ Patrick: 'Ihall.k you . 

.f\1USIC 

from 
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Arh~ouncer: Do you ever have the feeling before you play a performance, whetter 
or sonewhere else, that this is going to be fantastic 

All the tine. You have to think very positively. For me, like 
we re a piece tonight that's got a big viola solo in it and I just 
know that when I cane to that it's going to be the best I've ever played it. 

MUSIC (Sorrers: "MJvernent for String Quartet") 

Announcer: One thing united all forty ccrn:petitors at :Banff: they all hated 
the so-called "imp:Jsed" work, a stri.ng quartet specially canposed for the 
occasion by Canadian HarD.f Saners. 'Ihe judges had to hear it played ten 
tines on 'Ihursday. Harry Sorners was supposed to cane to the canpetition but 
he didn't show up. On a blackboard in a rehearsal room someone had scribbled 
"h'anted: Harry Sorners, Dead or Alive - Reward $500." 'Ihis was some of the 
lunchroan conversation. 'Ihe Verrnillions were talking to the DaVinci's-

Contestant I: 
were no 
problem and we 
icall y to trip 

First when we looked at it, I hate to say that v~ 
ideas in the w~ole piece. We thought basically it 

thought basically that it was a piece that was 
up as many quartets as possible. 

\vas a 
there 
rnath 

Contestant II: We got out a calculator to 
find out who r0d to play a figure first 

to 
it's a.11 exercise in 

not being together. 

Announcer: What would you say to Mr. Somers if he was at this tcmle? 

Contestant I: I think I wouldn't be sitting at this table with hiin. 

MUSIC 

Announcer: Anton Dvorak' s string quartet was written a hundred years before 
quartet. 'Ihe liked very much the way the Colorado 

Quartet played it. 'Ihe Coloradans are veteran canpeti tion but 
they still don't feel canfortable playing for judges. Julie Roser:feld and 
Debbie Redding -

the music, to have a time to 
music. Ard here we are up in Ba.11ff, we're 

stage and there are six little out in the and 
" that was georgeous", 

of tune, that wasn't knovJ, all tLat. 

know you could a rrore money 
career in an orchestra 

route? 
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Debbie Redding: Maybe you could say that the string quartet music is sort of 
rrinimalist, it's "the most in the least", you know. It brought to mind that 
the Webern that we' re playing ta:norr-ow night, which of course is the Viennese 
school-- it's like less is more. 

Announcer: I don't want to shock you but I think you' re playing tb.at ~1ebern 
tonight. 

Cebbie Oh, it's tonight! I have to go practice. (laughing) 

!-1USIC 

Announcer: A£ter seven days of music making, playing Webern, , Dvorak 
the four women of the Colorado Quartet won the Banff International 

String Quartet Cc:rrq::>etition last night. Each of the women tb,ree tb,ousand 
dollars Canadian, a new bow and an already-arranged tour of Ca'lada and the 
United States. It starts Tuesday at the Guelph Spring Festival in Ontario. 
They'll actually have time to do something other than eat, 
make music, which the forty contestants did here all this week. 
M:Jrning, I' m Russ Patrick at the Banff Centre. 

Announcer: The final round of the Banff String will be 
tonight on the CBC Stereo Network at 9:05, 9:35 in Newfoundland. 

~1USIC 
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by Mendelssohn, Lydian, Hagen and 
Colorado quartets. 
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Alexander: Good evening, and welcome to Arts National: CBC Stereo 1 s 
weeknight concert hall and music journal of ~~e air. 

MUSIC 

Alexander: Hello, I' m Ian Alexander . Among the rrany highlights of 
·-=::.-=:..._::.:.::::..::=== 's programning, at least since I joined ~~e sho.v fourteen 
rronths or so ago, few if any have ooen rrore involving and rewarding to 
us (and, judging by your letters, to our listeners as well) than our 
week-long on-location coverage last April of the first-ever Banff 
International String Quartet Competition. Held in conjunction with the 
fiftieth anniversary celebrations of the Banff Centre at its School of 
Fine Arts in the Rocky r.buntains of Alberta. 

FOT seven days, we were privileged to live with, WJrk alongside, 
listen to, and broadcast, ten of the world's best young string quartets 
-- all under age 35 - as they competed daily, under the intensive 
scrutiny of a six-member, blue-ribbon jury, for 30 thousand dollars in 
cash prizes, as well as m:my other awards and honours. 

We felt then that we were seeing and hearing the future of world 
chamber nusic . . . and that it was a very bright future, indeed. 

Back in April, Arts National Broadcast a total of 15 11ours of 
performances from the Banff International String Quartet COmpetition, 
including the final playoffs to determine the ranking of the five 
finalists, on the evening of Saturday, April 30th, and the awards 
ceremony which follo.ved that concert. But that was the secon.1 of two 
final rounds Which these five yow1g prize-winning quartets had played 
on that single day: an exhausting yet exhilarating climax to a 
gruelling week Which had already seen them perfonn at least one 
complete quartet every day for a week, under the special strains of 
international competition conditions. 

Tonight, Arts National is pleased to present previously un-broadcast 
perfonrances from earlier in that final day of string quartet 
competition at Banff, by four of the five young quartets who went a1 to 

later that evening. We've chosen to revisit B.::mff 
in particular, as a kind of previe:.v to a live concert we 1 11 have for 
you exactly one week tonight, by the grand winners at b.~e 

coqoetition: The COlorado String Quartet, vl!1o are 
one of L~e rewards of their first-place finish: a 

We' hear tt~e Colorado Quartet 
broadcast -- and then we' 11 
prograrn, one week from 

Pbntreal, 
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But this retrospective visit to the final day of the Banff Inter
national String Quartet Competition begins with a performance by the 
fourth-place finishers in the competition: The brash young Mendelssohn 
Quartet from New York City. 

The quartet was formed in 1979 by graduates of the Juilliard, 
Cleveland, and Curtis music schools. 

Its members are Laurie Smukler and Nicholas Mann, violins (the latter 
the son of Robert Mann, founding first violin of the ,Juilliard String 
Quartet) ... Ira Weller, viola (Who's married to violinist Smukler) ... 
and Marcy Rosen, cello. 

We' re about to hear them play the first of Haydn' s 1781 0-.lartets, 
Opus 33, lr.nown as the "Russian" Quartets. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: 
here is the 
in B Minor, 

From the Banff International String Quartet Competition, 
t1endelssohn String Quartet, to perform the String Quartet 
cpus 33, NJ. l, by Franz Jose£ Haydn. 

MUSIC 

(clapping) 

Alexander: That was Franz Jose£ Haydn' s String Quartet in B Minor, 
Opus 33, No. l. 

It was played by the young Mendelssohn String Quartet from New York 
City . . . one of the perfonnances that won then fourth place in the 
field of ten ense_mbles at the first Banff International String Quartet 
Competition last April. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: Still to oome: final day perfonrances the third, 
place finishers at Banff, playing Brah'TIS I t>i')za rt , 

and rrore Haydn. 

a location vle 

Theatre at the Bc~nff 
fvburrtain 

the event, ten were chosen to 
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Alexander: For five days, all ten played every day for the judges. 
Then three were eliminated, While the rest advanced to U1e semi-finals. 
Two more were eliminated, and the five finalists played twice more in a 
single day for the judges. 

It's the first of those two final rounds we're listening to tonight. 
And we come next to the quartet which finished third in the overall 
standings -- and "Which also w::>n U1e special jury prize for the best 
performance of the im_posed piece for the competition . . . the work each 
quartet was required to play . . . t."he newly comnissioned M::>vement for 
String Quartet, by Canadian caTlfX)ser Harry Somers. 

The Lydian Quartet was one of two all-female ensemble~s in the 
oompetition -- l:oth of which, incidentally, finished in the top three. 
This quartet hails from Boston, \..Jhere they are row in their fourth year 
as quartet-in-residence at Brandeis University. 

This coming spring, they'll make U1eir New York debut in Carnegie 
Recital Hall, an.i t.hen embark on a European tour. 

I' 1l bet the Europeans will be suitably impressed with the Lydian 
Quartet's performances of the great staples fran the charnl:>er music 
literature, as \vell as U1eir special understanding of nure m::x.1ern 
works. 

The rre::nl:>ers of the Lydian Quartet are: first violinist Wilrna Smith 
from Fiji, and her three North American-l:orn colleagues: ,Judith 
Eissenberg, violin; Mary Ruth Ray, viola; and Rhonda Rider, cello. 

We' 11 hear them now, in their final canpetition day reading of the 
first of Johannes Brahm.s' three extant string quartets i.n 
1873, but inoorporating ma.terial going back alrrost b..o decades. It's a 
passionate, broo:ling work. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: Here is t,'te Lydian String Quartet, in final round 
from Banff, with the String Quartet in C tvlinor, 51, 

No. l, by Johannes Brahms . 

MUSIC 

(clapping) 

1\b. 1, Johannes 
in the final o 
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Alexander: The four young \NCmen of the Lydian Quartet went on that 
same evening to learn ~1at ~ey had won ~ird prize at ~e Banff 
Competition, plus the special jury prize for their perfonnance of the 
Competition's imposed work. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: On Arts National tonight from CBC Stereo, you 1 re listening 
to previously url-broadcast perfonnances fonn the final round of the 
Banff International String Quartet Competition, \.Jhich our program 
covered on location, as it happened, during the last week of April this 
year. 

This first event of its kind, held as part of the fiftie~ anniversary 
celebrations of the Banff Centre, was such a success that it 1 s becare a 
regular fixture; the next competition scheduled to be held in 1986. 
And I trust you 1 re being reminded 1)}' our broadcast tonight, ho.v 
high a calibre of playing ~ese young string quartets are ca.pable of 
turning in on a consistent basis. 

First and second places among ~e top prizewinners at Banff last 
remained something of a toss up right to the end. The group that 
eventually took second spot in ~e opinion of the jury, was certainly 
the popular favorite ... as much for their youthful charm, as for their 
flB.ture musicianship. The Hagen Quartet from Austria is very much a 
family affair. Three of its four members are siblings: first 
violinist Lukas Hagen, his sister Veronika, viola, and ~1eir kid 
brother Clemens, cello. Rounding out the fours<Xre is their classrrt:CJ.te 
from the Salzburg Mozarteum, violinist Annete Bik. 

The Hagens learned music at the k."lee of their fa~1er, vlno lS princip:tl 
violist of ~e Mozarteum Orchestra. 

At the time of the cornpeti tion last ApriL their average age was 
nineteen-and-a-half. 

They well deserved ilie title "Wunderkinder", as ~eir playing day after 
at Banff demonstrated -- particularly in the classical Vie~"lese 

repertoire, of ilie sort they' re about to perform for us. 

Incidently, tl1e Hagen String Quartet will be apprearing next sumner at 
the I.os Angeles Olympics, and ~e follCNJing season 1 ll 11B.ke a North 
l\rnerican tour v-ihich will include visits to Vancouver and Toronto. But 
we 1 re forunate to be able to hear iliem right llCfW, playing one of 

string , known as the 

Wilhelm, vJho was a 
the cello part at 
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Alexander: In final day canpetiticn at Banff, Alberta, here is the 
teen-aged Hagen Quartet from Salzburg, Austria, to perform the String 
Quartet in B Flat Major, K.589, by MJzart. 

MUSIC 

(clapping) 

Alexander: 'lhat VJas Austria' s sensational }'Oung Hagen Quartet, playing 
Mozart's String Quartet in B Flat, K.589. 

(clapping) 

Alexa..'l.der: Proving that the family that plays together, stays toget11er 
, too, that even children still in their teens cac1 make 

wagnificent music, the Hagen Quartet came fran sweeping last year's 
Portsrrouth Competi ticn to take secorrl place at the Banff International 
String Quartet Competition. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: And I can pranise you that we' 11 all be hearing lot rrDre 
from the Ffagen Quartet in the future. 'lhis sense of discovery of the 
future of chamber music, one of the rrDst exciting aspects of the Banff 
Competition. And, as you can hear, the Hag ens certainly popular in the 
Banff Centre's Margaret Greenham Theatre, following each of t~eir 
competition performances, including the one we just heard. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: Just to give JIOU an idea of t11e stress and strain of this 
kind of international competition, one revealing anecdote tells a lot. 
Late on the Friday night, after each quartet had already played six 
times, a list was posted of the five ensembles whiCh were advancing to 
the finals. 

Also on the rntice VJaS the name of the piece Which the jury wax1ted each 
finalist quartet to play, starting at 10 the next morning. I don't 
think any of the twenty }'Oung people got much sleep that night. But 
they all played well, not once, but twice the next day, in the final 
round of this Banff International String Quartet Competition. 

By the end of a long Saturday, fifth place had gone to Iiungary's Eder 
Quartet . . . fourth place to America' s M::ndelssohn Quartet . . . third 

Quartet . . . second 

thousand , a matched set of ne.N 
awards) to the Colorado Quartet. As 
Quartet was formed at the University 

Subsequently, 
to the famed 
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Shortly before caning to Banff, they learned that they had also won 
this p:J.St year's Naumburg Award for chamber music. That, coupled with 
the Banff win, has secured their future. Tney wisely took the sunmer 
off to return to the secluded Banff Centre to consolidate t11eir forces 
and learn new repertoire, for what is nON a busy I full-tifre touring 
1 ife for them. This coming weekend, t.liey start a mjor cross-Canada 
tour, which will include a visit to Toronto one week fron tonight, when 
their concert will be broadcast live, in its entirety, here on Arts 
National. ----

other lrnportant engagements this season include Alice Tully Fell in New 
York the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C. . .. and, 
with the Hagen Quartet, the Los Angeles Olympics next sumne:c. 

In alL they' 11 give scme 35 concerts this season, as well as 
continuing to teach and serve as quartet in residence for the 
Har:cisburg, Pennsylvania Symphony. 

The Colorado Quartet is, like the Lydian Quat-tet/ COl11l:::DSed entirely of 
young wcmen: Julie Rosenfeld and Del::orah Redding, violins; F:cancesca 
tvurtin, viola; and Sharon Prater, cello. And VIe' re al:::out tJ") hear one 
of their final-round Banff Canpeti tioo performances wnich hel~i to 
launch them on their professional career. Tne v.ork in question is one 
of Franz ,Jose£ Haydn' s ma.gnificent late Erdody Quartet, Opus 76: the 
third of t11e group, known as the "Emperor", with its second nnvement 
theme and variations, dedicated to Emperor Franz the Second, now 
familiar as the Austrian rn.tional anthem, and as a hymn bme. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: Here novl is the Colorado String Quartet -- first-place 
finishers at the Banff Canpetition, to perform Ffaydn' s String Quartet 
in C M:J.jor, cpus 76, !':-b. 3: the "Emperor" Quartet. 

MUSIC 

Alexander: Franz ,Jose£ Haydn' s "Emperor" String Qurtet in C M:l. jor, 
Opus 76, No. 3, performed by the Colorado Quartet fran the UniteJ. 
States: Julie Rosenfeld, Del::orah Redding, Francesca ivurtin and Sharon 
Prater. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: The Colorado String Quartet gave lliat perfonrance 
the morning of Saturday, April 30lli/ during a final rourrl at the 
International String Quartet Cbmpetition. 

finals 
quartets: The i>1endelssohn, Lydian, Hagen and Colorado Quartets. 

on 
Banff 



Alexander: T:'1ese competition performances were recorded last on 
location at the Banff Centre School of Fine Arts in Alberta, by ~'lusic 
Producers Duncan McKercher and Rick Phillips, witJ1 technical 
by D:::>n Penningtcn and Harold Kilianski. Thanks also to Ken a:1d 
the staff at the Banff Centre, for their assistance and hospitality. 
Arts National's coverage of the Banff International String Quartet 
Competition was produced by Neil Crory and Philip Coulter, am 
co-ordinated by our Executive Proc1ucer, Keith Horner. 

,D.,. final reminder that you can hear the Banff gran:J. prize winners, the 
Colorado String Quartet, in a full-length live concc::rt one week from 
tonight on Arts National. 

In the rrc->_antime, watch for them in your area. Ti1ey perform in Edrrr,:Jnton 
on Saturday night, Calgary Sunday, Saskatoon Tuesday, and \'linnir~ 
Wednesday. 

Next Thursday finds tl1em in Toronto, then it's Montreal next Friday, 
Ottawa on Sunday the 13th, and Kitchener/Waterloo M0nday the 14th. I 
should also n:ention that early in the new year, Arts National will 
repeat five of its programs from last April's Banff International 
String Quartet CbnlJetition, the week of Januart 23rd, 1984. 
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"live" from St. 
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COIDRA..CD CUARTET "LIVE" 
FRC1v1 THE ST. LAWRENCE CENTRE 
TORONTO 
FRIDAY, Nbv.lO, 1983 

Alexander: Gcx:x'l Evening, 1,..;relcome t.C) Arts National. I' m Ian A.lexa.,'lder 
once again tonight, for the third night in a rON this week, we 

have a live-to-air concert broadcast for you. The Arts National team 
is on. location at the Town Hall of St. Lawrence Centre in Toronto to 
bring you v.hat promises to be a superlative evening of charriber music, 
music for string quartet in fact, played by the four yoQng women of 
the Colorado String Quartet: Julie Rosenfeld and Det:orah Redding, 
violins; Francesca Martin, viola and Snaron Prater, cello. 

Following our featured live concert with the Colorado Quartet we'll 
have the broadcast premiere of a brarrl ne:N Canadian work compose:] by 
Talivaldis Kenins, in ronour of the 500th Anniversary of the birth of 
M:l.rtin Luther. 

If you're a regular Arts National listener the name of the Colorado 
String Quartet will not be new to you I think. Particularily if you 
heard our week-long coverage this past April, direct fran the Banff 
International String Quartet Competition, at The Banff Centre School 
of Fine Arts in Alberta. There a distinguished international jury 
judged the Colorado String Quartet to be the best in a field of ten 
fine young quartets. And they walked away from the competition vli th 
the first prize of $12,000 in cash, a handsc::x.re set of matched 
instrument bows, custom made for them, and numerous other h:Jnours and 
awards. 

'Ihat important Banff competition win came hot on the heels of the 
Colorado Quartet's capturing of another major laurel in t.he world of 
international chamber music -- this past year's Naumburg award, and 
together, as you might expect, these tv.-o distinctions have gained for 
the Colorado Quartet immediate, intense, widespread attention from 
cri tics and audiences alike. One of the opportunities which canlt-~ 
their way as a result of the Banff win was a cross-Canada mur and 
that tour is presently under way. The Colorado Quartet's 
itinery began t.J1is past v;reekend vlith concerts in Edrnonton 

rroved on to Saskatoon and Winnipeg earlier this week. In fact 
the quartet just flew in from Winnipeg on the breakfast t'tis 
rrorning. After their Toronto appearance tonight, the one we' re 
broadcasting live to you, the Colorado Quartet will go on m 1•bnt.rea1. 
tarorrON night, the Arts Centre in Ottav,;a 
and the tour winds up t~nday 
you' ll catch than in 

Brit ten. 
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Alexander: But these days the quartet is based in Ne.v York City where 
t"t.. of its rr¥:!mbers are teaching assistants at the Juilliard School of 
Music and the entire quartet continues to coach with the famed 
Juilliard String Quartet, and in particular with its founding leader 
Robert Mann. 

Tonight' s program by the Colorado String Quartet, ooming t() you live 
on Arts National from Tovm Hall in 'Ibronto r is about to open with an 
early string quartet by I.udwig van Beethoven. That will be followed 
by Anton Webern's five miniature i1Jvements For Strinq Quartet then an 
intermission~ following vJhich we•'n hear the Quartettsatz or "quartet" 
movement by Franz Schubert, followed by the String Quartet No. 2r in 
c Lv:B.jor I by Benjamin Britten. Incidently roth the Webern and Britten 
works were ~nong the 20th-century competition performances w11ich helped 
t.~e Coloradans take first place at the B:lnff competition last spring. 

You knowr one of the reasons that we at Arts National so much enjoyed 
our week of broadcast coverage fran the Banff International String 
Quartet Competition was that we realized we were hearing there the 
shape of things to oane in chamber music as performed by the best 
practitioners of that art among the current younger generationr and, as 
you are about to hear r the Colorado Quartet represent the very cream of 
that prestigious crop. 

Beet,~oven 1 s first excursion into the string quartet genre 1 in vJhich he 
was later to write some of his greatest music, came wnen he was 
approaching his thirtieth year. That was at the very end of the 18th 
century. He was probably urged to try his han:1 at this form by his 
friend and patron Prince Franz Joseph von Lobkowitzl to vJhom t.he six 
quartets comprising Opus 18 are dedicated. Lobkowitz maintaina1 an 
excellent string quartet in his o.vn h::)llsehold in Vienna and the rrembers 
of that quartet often joined Beethoven at the piar.o for evenings of 
chamber music. 

The t.ltird quartet of Opus 18r the one you 1 re about b") hear r is in tJ1e 
key of D Major. It begins with a mellow an:1 contemplative first 
nnvementr moving through a deceptively simple andante and al I and 
ending with a fine display of the canposer's youthful high I 
recall at Banff last April that we heard D1e Colorado 
another of Beethoven 1 s quartets fran this same Opus 18, but 
nurn]::)er 3, so I 1 m oertainl y looking forward to 
quartet tonight. 

you about the Colorado String 
Colorado to Ne.v York where they 

Quartet, Who teaches 
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Alexander: blousesr arrl their prOJram about to open wit,~ the String 
Quartet D Major, cpus 18, N::>. 3 by illdwig van Beet,~oven. The 
prizewinning Colorado String Quartet live in concert tonight on ~ 
National. 

MUSIC 

Alexander: String Quartet in D Ma. jor, cpus 18, N::>. 3, by Beethoven 
performed live in concert by the young Colorado String Quartet fran 
the United States. And a full muse on hand tonight here at 'I'awn Hall 
to hear this much talked about prizewinning quartet wno are returning 
to the stage. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: Julie Rosenfeld and Deborah Redding, violinists, Francesca 
rv1a.rtin, viola and Sharon Prater1 cello -- the Colorado String 
Quartet. And I VJOuldn' t be surprised if the COlorado Quartet vvants to 
take a brief break after that perfonnance of the Beethoven, as they 
prepare themselves to leap forward in time, just over a century or so, 
for a perfonnance of Anton Webern's five Movements for String Quartet, 
Opus 5, ca:nposed in 1909. These five string miniatures take a total 
of just over ten minutes to play. They' re typical of the kin:1 of 
ultra-brief pieces Webern -v;as writing at this point in his career. 
Ea.ch of the five movements rrak.es its musical point with the minimum of 
resources . As Webern' s colleague and rrentor, Arnold Schoenberg said, 
"One has to realize what restraint is required to express oneself with 
such brevity" . 

And we are standing by for the Colorado Quartet to return to the 
of Town Hall in Toronto. 

I might just mention that the quartet is using tonight one of the 
prizes that they won at the Banff canpetition. It's a gorgeous n(:;w 
set of four rratched instrument bows vvhich was rrade for them by fvlichael 
Vann, oomplete with silver arrl ebony in the handles. 'de 1 re 
hear more ili0out tl1ose handsane and valuable bows durivg tl1e 

in tonight 1 s concert \Nhen I have the to 
with all four members of the Colorado Quartet. But right JXM v;e' re 
aoout to hear them perform once again. 

(clapping) 

.1\lexander: Returning to the stage of Town Hall Toronto, here 
Quartet. An'! 

MUSIC 



(clapping) 

Alexander: Five f'.bvements for String Quartet, Cpus 5, by An ton 
Webern, performed by the Colorado String Quartet. Sorre difficult 
unusual performance practices called for there, brought off with 
apparent ease. And here is the Colorado Quartet back on stage. 
and nusical understand- ing and unanimity of ensemble, those are 
kind of qualities wnich the critics are pralslng these days in 
performances by the Colorado String Quartet. 

... 4 

and 

Energy 
the 

Well we've reached the midway PJint in tonight's live to air concert 
broadcast on Arts National. It 1 s coming to you direct fran t.he Town 
Hall of St. L:l.wrence Centre in Toronto, where the Colorado String 
Quartet, recent winners of the Eanff International String Quartet 
O::Jmpetition and America's Naumburg Award are derronstrating the kin::l of 
world class chamber music performances tl1at have won tl1em G~ose awards 
and catapulted these four young American wanen into the international 
limelight. After intenui.ssion the Colorado String Quartet will return 
to perform the Quartettsatz in C Minor by Franz Schubert and Benjami.n 
Britten 1 s String Quartet No. 2 in C M:tjor, OO!TlfX)SGd Ln tribute w 
Henry Purcell. 

During tl1e intermission, in just a moment or two, v~ are going DJ meet 
the members of the quartet; let rre name them for you once agaLn: first 
violinist Julie Rosenfeld, an alurm1a of the University of SJuthern 
California, of Yale University arr1 of the Curtis Institute of Music; 
seoond violinist Deborah Redding, \lho holds a t:achelor' s degree from 
tr1e University of Colorado and a master's from Juilliard; violist 
Francesca tvfirtin, a graduate of the California Institute of the l\rts, 
she's also spent several surrmers studying at the Banff Centre School of 
Fine Arts, and cellist Sharon Prater, Whose academic t:ackground al&'::l 
includes the University of Colorado and the ,Juilliard Scho:)l of f\1usic. 

Now this ~ek as I mentioned the Oolorado String Quartet is on a 
whirlwind Canadian tour that includes, if I oount correctly, no less 
than eight ooncerts Ln eleven days. L:l.st night they 
Win.'1ipeg under the auspices of the Manitot:a Charnber Orchestra, arrl well 
before the sun came up this morning they ~re on their way to the 
Winnipeg airfX)rt to fly to Toronto for tonight's concert, so it's a 
hectic schedule indeed. 

Earlier to:1ay I dropped by Tbwn Hall to eavesdrop on ~1e Oolorado 
Quartet's rehearsal for this evening's perfonnance and very 
let me join tl1ern on stage Where we had some oonversationf and we 
recorded u1at conversation to share with you this 
so stand by to hear the Oolorado Quartet with some inforrna.l rehearsal--
music and discussion, as continues. 

MJSIC 

the Oolorado Quartet in rehearsal about six 
concert and a fev; hours after 

cross-Cru'tada v~eek for 
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Alexander: Arrl where have you been since then? 

All (together): calgary, Saskatoon, Winnipeg .... 

Alexander: And 7 a.m. this rrorning on the plane to Toronto. 

Sharon Prater: That's right. 

Alexander: Is this a kind of schecl.ule you've been exposed to l:::efore, 
much? 

France sea Martin: N::>, never. This is our first, so it' s is an 
experience for us, lean1ing hON to cope with travelling, exhaustion <:md 
lots of performing. 

Alexander: How are you finding it's best to co.re vlith it? Are you 
having to get strict with the people who are putting on the concerts 
saying, "Now we' re going to rest". 

Francesca Martin: A little bit. ,Just in dealing sr:)metimes 'vvith 
concert We all love to eat ani have a good tirne after our 
concerts just as much as the next guy, but we finally have to learn to 
get back to the hotel and get in to bed. It's a difficult thinJ to do 
after concerts because there is usually a high that one has. 

Alexander: We got to kl1CM the Colorado Quartet very well of course, in 
April at Banff, where they v.on the Ba.nff International String 
Competition, having just won the Nauniburg Award. This has change:} your 
lives, yes? In ~1at ways? 

Let' s go around an.1 start with Julie Rosenfeld. 

Julie Rosenfeld: Of course it has completely changed what the quartet 
has been doing just because suddenly we've been thrust into a 
professional quartet situation. Before we were doing some O)ncerts, 
but we were mostly studying and still honing our skills. Ani we still 
do -- we' re coaching wit"h Robert M:tnn, still at the Juilliarn Schcol, 
and things that are very important to our growth as a group. But all 
of a sudden we have concerts to play, irrg;:Drtant concerts to play, and 
far rrore than we ever had before, so it's brand new thing for the group 
itself. 

Alexander: Deborah Redding 1 \...hat's it doing 
on existing, and especially ne# repertoire? 
concertizing now. 

priority for 
pieces at a 

in tenus of your own v.ork 
You're a lot busier 

comfortable performing am at 

rrore so we ' re 
that we can go 
·the sarre tin~ 

all the rot 
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Alexander: You went back to Banff -- I should address this question to 
Francesca, because you have tl1e most Banff experience -- w~d I guess 
after the canpetition win, you decided that -- I mean a ter.n at Bru1ff 
was r:art of mat win -- you obviously decided that it ~ADuld be a gcx:x1 
place to get away and work on repertoire. Was that the purpose? 

Francesca Martin: Yes. We felt that it VvDuld be a nice, secluded 
we could do nothing but rehearse,arrl as we said we needed 

to learn new repertoire and we find When we' re in the city, especially 
in New York, there are many distractions. We have to work to earn a 
living doing otl1er tl1ings, S() we felt it VvDuld be tl1e most ideal 
situation. And there were sorre people up there that we wanteJ to work 
witll, play for and get new ideas. 

Alexander: And did it turn out to be What you'd OOped it IADUld be? 

Francesca Martin: Yes it did. 

Alexander: That's Francesca M:trtin, violist. We' re o::xning around to 
Sharon Prater the cellist, anJ. let me put a different angle on this 
Whole issue to you Sharon. Has rra.de a big difference to your life 
frcm a financial, material point of view? lrre you a professional n.r.M? 

Sharon Prater: That' s a very tricky question. We are, I guess you 
could say, that most people VvDuld irrmediately think that all of a 
sudden we are professionals, iliough we hav,s l::een, I guess you CX)uld say 
"in training" an:1 in that kind of shadowy borderline field where you 
are rot really a student but you're kind of a half~time professional. 
Yes, we're very much more a professional performing group this year. 
We have about 35 concerts, Which is far more than we've ever had 
before. I would say financially we are (since you put the question to 
me) we are just beginning to actually support ourselves as a quartet. 

Alexander: That was the reason I asked the question, that vva.s the 
point of the question. Because you spent a long time v.Drking and mt 
doing that, I'm sure. 

Sharon Prater: We did, Which for any quartet is extremely frustrating 
and draining because the amount of tbne and effort and dedication that 
goes L~to being a string quartet is so high tl1at it really is very 
difficult to do anything else. Arrl one of those things that we had to 
do, constantly, before fuis year so rruch, was to support ourselves 
mainly through other playit"B jobs, which fortunately we don't have to 
do nearly so much this year. 

and I are and we are also 
a symphony Pennsylvania as well. 
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Alexander: And I know for instance Julie, that you have been pursuing 
a solo career. Is that something you' re going to ~ able to o:::mtinue 
to do? 

Julie Rosenfeld: Well, and I realize that I 'm rnt going to re Itzhak 
s definitely out of the question. But my work wit.1t the 

quartet is extremely tDne consuming and I love it very much but 1 as a 
musician, arrl as just a person sanetimes it's really good to cJo other 
things, get away, and also continuing to play solo work really helps my 
skills as far as maintaining a level for first violin, which is for me 
extremely important . 

Alexander: I' m kind of interested )6 that a New York ffised American 
string quartet signed with a Canadian agent. That's kirrl of unusual . 
How did that oane about? 

Deoorah Redding: Well we met Peter Sever ~cause he had engaged 
whatever quartet was to win the ccrnpetition. He'd rooked several 
concerts in America for that quartet and then When he found out Who \~ 
were arrl he met us, he liked us arrl he offered us a contract. Ani it 
just so happened that When we got ffick to New York, after winning the 
Naumburg arrl winning the Banff competition and making a successful New 
York debut we actually had offers from more B1an half a dozen New York 
managements -- offers of contracts. Arrl we were able at mat point to 
make a choice, Which is a nice position to ~ in. And Peter Sever of 
GAMI was our choice as a manager who seemed to ~ interested in us 
personally as artists and in our career as young artists ans to have 
our best interests at heart, personally arrl eoonanically and musically. 

Alexander: What are you looking for from him at this point? I mean, 
you are young arrl growing, what kinds of mings can he do in 
particular? You say he seemed to have an understanding of you as a 
young string quartet. What do you mean by that? 

Sharon Prater: Well I would say one of our main concerns is rnt doing 
too much too soon. Which is exactly me opinion that he has . We were 
all very concerned about using our energies in a very economical way. 
Tnat is, presenting ourselves in as many places as we could mat would 
further our career the most wimout taxing us too much eimer musically 
or physically. Because we do of course have a lot of repertoire still 
to learn, we have a lot of musical growth to do and the t...hing we didn't 
want to do was over-exterrl ourselves in either way. So, Peter Sever 
and his ccmpany really seemed to be tuned in to that very important 
aspect. 

Alexander: Let me put a kind of unusual question that crossed 
! 

Award. Next year there will ~ anomer Naumburg 
years from raw there will ~ anomer Banff 
you have this narrow window time to establish 
you can ~ the Colorado wi m no 

vvhat I 'm Francesca? 

winner, a couple of 
]):)es this mean that 

so that 
r::o 
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Francesca Martin: Yes I do. This is the year that we are able to do 
concerts because of these awards. We feel that this year is 

very important in that we have to prove ourselves as a S:") that 
the next year and the next year and tJ1e next year we are booked h:::cause 
of our reputa.tion as perforrners, not necessarily as competition 
winners. 
Puexander: What al:x.)Ut oompeti tions? You 1 ve had s~me experience at 

nON, there are others that you might want to attend. Are yo,1 
through with oompetitions? 

Sharon Prater: 'Thank G::xl we don 1 t have to do anymore! ! (Laughing) 

PUexander: That's the group consensus, is it? 

PUl Together: Absolutely. No rrore. 

PUexander: You have sare interesting engagements caning up. You' re 
going to be L'l I.Ds A.'lgeles next June? Is that right? 

Francesca M:rrtin: Yes. 

PUexander: And you' re going back to the Guelph Spring Festival next 
year a quite interesting encounter I think. vro would like to tell 
everybody about that one? 

Julie Rosenfeld: lvell it's an all-Mendelssohn program, v.here we are 
going to do the F Minor Quartet. The Orford String Quartet wit~ 
Francie, are going to do the B Flat Quintet and then after intermission 
we are going to join forces and do the f>iendelssohn Octet. 

PUexander: It sounds IM)nderful. And particularily interesting because 
Andy Dawes, first violininst of the Orford, was one of your judges at 
Banff, 

All: Yes, that's right. 

Alexander: 'Those are a couple of things I knCJW about. What don' t I 
kno,.v al:out? What else is caning up on your itinerary that you are 
particularily looking forward to? 

Sharon Prater: Well we' re actually doing the i'Endelssohn again on the 
series with the Sequoia Quartet, W!1idh we're really 

looking forward to. Of course, we have some concerts at tJ1e of 
Congress in the spring and our Alice Tully Hall Naumbllrg Award concert 

the beginning of May, on Which v~'re doing a piece that was 

Prater 

the 
're 

far. 

in that at this 
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Alexander: The four of you are spending even nu re tin-e tO) ether these 
days, and you 1 re on the road together I as opposed to previously. Jtre 
you still all getting along fairly well?. 

Julie Rosenfeld: Fairly well, yes. 

Alexander: Fiaiing out rrore aoout yourselves though, a.rK'l the 
interaction of the four of you? 

Sharon Prater: Oh, all the time. I think that the pressure of the 
concerts and the tour really is a very enlightening thing for us as 
individuals and as a group. 

Alexander: There 1 s something that people have heard but can 1 t see -
our listening audience tonight - that I 1 d like you to describe and 
that 1 s the l:Dws. And I should remind people that there were a lot of 
awards that went with winning the Banff Competition -- cash, tine at 
Ba.nff, this tour, and a matched set of four very handsome instrument 
l:o.vs. And I must say I 1 ve never seen them up close. I saw them 
presented to you. But Ju 1 ie, you 1 re holding one up. Could you 
describe it for me at the same tL~. 

Julie Rosenfeld: Well, it 1 s a 00w made by Michael Vann of llinonton Who 
guess, one of 0tl1ada 1 S leading bow makers. It is a bow witl1 ill1 

octagonal stick and a frog imprinted with the lOJO of Courvoisier 
Napoleon, the reason for that bein:J that Courvoisier donated the prize 
rroney a11d the rroney and the rroney to f8.Y Michael Vann to make the b:Yws 
for the Banff com..oeti tion. People are always looking at our l::xJws and 
saying, "Gee, that looks like a silhouette of Napoleon on your 'l::Dw!" 

Alexander: And it is! 

Julie Rosenfeld: ... it is! 

Alexander: Are they sitting well in your hands? ltre you happy with 
the l:o.vs? 

All: Very happy. 

Alexander: Maybe you should pick them up and get reek to your 
rehearsal. Julie Rosenfeld/ Deoorah Redding, Francesca t'1artin, Sharon 
Prater -- the Colorado Quartet. We look forward to the second 11<.'1.1 f of 
the concert. 

MUSIC (Rehearsal) 

career. 
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Well we're back "live" now, awaiting the ea} of intennission ani the 
continuation of our broadcast concert by the Colorado String Quartet 
here on Arts National from COC Stereo. I 'm I an Alexander an::l ahead of 
us, music for string quartet by Franz Schubert and Benjamin Britten. 
l~ well, after the concert we have sanething else rather special for 
you; that's the world premiere broadcast of the new Partita fOr Strings 
by Canadian composer Tali valdis Kenins. This work is based on 
Lutheran Chorale rrelodies. It v..ras comnissioned by the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation for the 500th Anniversary of the birth of 
Martin Luther. Luther v..ras 1::orn exactly 500 years ago today 1 so you 
can't be more timely than that. 

Let rre tell you aoout the t·..vo works we are going to hear in t11e second 
half of the concert. Franz Schubert COI1\_oosed a large number of 
complete quartets I but he also left us an incomplete quartet, p::rhaps 
the chamber music equivalent of his Unfinished Symphony. 1\bt perfonned 
until 40 years after his death, the fragment is identified as tJ1e 
Quartettsatz or Quartet !'1:)vement in C Minor. It was written in 
December of 1820 when Schubert v..ras 23 years old and his fortunes \vere 
very much in the ascendant. vVhy the composer never completed the other 
movements of this quartet remains a mystery. It seems tD have been a 
time in his life when he was particularily self critical and some~nat 
uncertain of his ability perhaps to sustain his creative gifts right 
through a complete four-movement work. At any rate, we will hear this 
single surviving movement as t11e first lnusic in t11e second half of 
tonight's concert by the Colorado Quartet. Arrl imnediately after that 
the quartet will move on to one of the modern classics Which they 
perfonned so well under the special strains of competition at Banff 
earlier this year -- a work Which tl1ey've performed since tD great 
acclaim in many cities across canada, an::l that is the ~tring Qu:rrtet 
No. 2, in C M:tjor, by Benjamin Britten. Britten wrote t,~is quartet tD 
carrnemorate t,~e 250th Anniversary of the death of one of his great 
English rrusical predecessors Henry Purcell. And its last movement, a 
"Chacony" is a direct tribute to Purcell with its 21 variations on a 
sarabande-like theme. So we'll hear that complete Britten quartet 
right after we hear the single movement of the Schubert Quartettsatz in 
C Minor, on t11e second half of tonight's live Arts National OJncert 
broadcast featuring the Colorado String Quartet. 

Still one or two audience rrembers taking t11eir seats~ and even as 
do so the house lights dim ... as we prepare to welcome, once 
the Colorado String Quartet: Julie Rosenfeld, Del::xJrah Reddin9, 
Francesca Martin and Sharon Prater, and here they are 

Live from To.vn Hall in Toronto tonight on , the Color-ado 
al::out tD the Quartet f.bvement -- the 

MUSIC 
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(clapping) 

Alexander: Quartettsatz in C Minor by Franz Schubert. The cnly 
surviving movement of an apparently unfinished quartet, played for us 
tonight in concert by the Colorado String Quartet. 

And the Colorado Quartet returning inmediately to the stage to 
acknowledge the applause of the audience and to move directly to the 
next v.Drk on their program/ the last work on the program, which is the 
String Quartet No. 2 in C Major, Opus 36 by Benjillnin Britten. This is 
the WDrk comp::>sed in 1945 to mark the 250th Anniversary of the death of 
Britten 1 s predecessor, the English cx:mposer Henry Purcell. QJartet 

No. 2 in C by Benjamin Britten, about to be playEd by the Colorado 
String Quartet. 

MUSIC 

(clapping) 

Alexander: That is an award-winning performance by the Colorado String 
Quartet. The String Quartet No. 2 in C Major, Opus 36 by Benjillnin 
Britten, one of tl1e works Which six montl1s or so ago helped tl1e 
Colorado String Quartet win first prize at the Banff International 
String Quartet Competition. We heard tl1e Colorado Quartet play tl1at 
Benjamin Britten quartet live in concert tonight from 'I'own Hall in 
Toronto cn Arts National before a full and enthusiastic muse. And as 
the audience at 'I'own Hall in Toronto continues to applaud the Colorado 
Quartet, each of the four members is presente<] with her c:wn bouquet of 
red roses. The young Colorado String QJartet back on stage for a bow: 
Julie Rosenfeld and Deborah Redding, violins, Francesca M:trtin, viola 
and Sharon Prater, cello. 

(clapping) 

Alexander: They 1 ve won ilie Naurriburg Award, tltey \\On tl1e Banff 
String Quartet Competition/ and their professional c,'lreer 

is well and truly launched, including this week a Canadian tour I 
tonight 1 s performance in Toronto. And I see music in their hands as 
they return to the stage Which rreans an er1core from the Colorado 
Quartet. 

Julie Rosenfeld: This is the last rrovement of the Dissonant Quartet of 

MUSIC 
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Alexander: Arrl with that encore we've care to the end of tonight' s 
live-to-air ooncert broadcast on Arts National from CBC Stereo. We've 
been listening, of course, to the Colorado String Quartet performing 
quartets by Beethoven, Webern, Schubert and Britten plus some tvbzart as 
an encore. The Colorado String Quartet, one of the rising young stars 
in the chamber music firmament. 'They' re still riding high after their 
double-heauer win this past year of first prize honours at the Banff 
International String Quartet Competition and the Naumburg Award in the 
United States. And I have little doubt that we' 11 be hearing a great 
deal !fOre from this fine young ensemble in the years ahead. !vbst 
im:nediately coming up for the group, their canadian tour continues. It 
will take them tomorrow night to Salle Claude Champagne in M:mtreal, 
and then on Sunday afternoon they'll be in the Studio of the National 
Arts Centre in Ottawa. 

Just to add a personal note, I must say it's been great for us at Arts 
National to renew our aquaint6nce with Julie Rosenfeld, Deborah 
Redding, Francesca ~artin and Sharon Prater -- the Colorado String 
Quartet, reviving s<::rre happy mem:)ries of our coverage of their win at 
the Banff cx:xnpetition last April. Speaking of rremories of Banff, if 
you enjoyed the excitement and the splendid music making of our on -
location ooverage of ~hat event, let me give you advance notice B1at 
we'll be repeating those broadcasts on Arts National during an entire 
week early in the new year: January 23rd through 27th, 1984 the Banff 
International String Quartet Competition revisited on Arts National. 
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